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Enhanced Surface Dynamics And Propagation In Molecular Glasses
Abstract
Nanometer-sized thin films of small organic molecules are widely used in applications ranging from organic
electronics and pharmaceuticals to coatings and nano-imprint lithography. Studies show that properties of
these nanometer-sized thin films deviate strongly from their bulk counterparts, possibly due to enhanced
surface dynamics and increased surface-to-volume ratio. Developing new techniques that can readily measure
the surface dynamics of an organic glass can help understand such phenomena. In this thesis, I will first
introduce a novel technique that uses tobacco mosaic virus as the probe particle to directly measure surface
diffusion on molecular glasses. The surface diffusion is measured to be greatly enhanced compared to bulk
counterpart. The surface diffusion is also investigated on ultrastable glasses and aged glasses with suppressed
relaxation dynamics and ultrathin glasses with overall enhanced dynamics. The surface diffusion is found to
stay fast and invariant on molecular glasses with varying bulk relaxation dynamics, suggesting that the surface
diffusion is decoupled from bulk relaxation dynamics and is only a purely free surface motion. Further, I
combine a morphological probe tracking the isothermal dewetting process in ultrathin molecular glasses with
cooling-rate dependent glass transition temperature measurements to study the propagation length scale of
the surface enhancement effect. Results show that organic glass films with thicknesses of 30 nm or less have
dynamics significantly enhanced relative to bulk, induced by the free surface. Furthermore, there is a sharp
glass to liquid transition observed around 30 nm, indicating long-range correlated dynamics in ultrathin
molecular glasses. While these studies are important for a host of applications, they can also help elucidate the
fundamentals of interfacial effects in thin film systems.
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ABSTRACT
ENHANCED SURFACE DYNAMICS AND PROPAGATION IN MOLECULAR
GLASSES
Yue Zhang
Zahra Fakhraai
Nanometer-sized thin films of small organic molecules are widely used in applications rang-
ing from organic electronics and pharmaceuticals to coatings and nano-imprint lithography.
Studies show that properties of these nanometer-sized thin films deviate strongly from their
bulk counterparts, possibly due to enhanced surface dynamics and increased surface-to-
volume ratio. Developing new techniques that can readily measure the surface dynamics of
an organic glass can help understand such phenomena. In this thesis, I will first introduce
a novel technique that uses tobacco mosaic virus as the probe particle to directly mea-
sure surface diffusion on molecular glasses. The surface diffusion is measured to be greatly
enhanced compared to bulk counterpart. The surface diffusion is also investigated on ultra-
stable glasses and aged glasses with suppressed relaxation dynamics and ultrathin glasses
with overall enhanced dynamics. The surface diffusion is found to stay fast and invariant
on molecular glasses with varying bulk relaxation dynamics, suggesting that the surface
diffusion is decoupled from bulk relaxation dynamics and is only a purely free surface mo-
tion. Further, I combine a morphological probe tracking the isothermal dewetting process in
ultrathin molecular glasses with cooling-rate dependent glass transition temperature mea-
surements to study the propagation length scale of the surface enhancement effect. Results
show that organic glass films with thicknesses of 30 nm or less have dynamics significantly
enhanced relative to bulk, induced by the free surface. Furthermore, there is a sharp glass
to liquid transition observed around 30 nm, indicating long-range correlated dynamics in
ultrathin molecular glasses. While these studies are important for a host of applications,
they can also help elucidate the fundamentals of interfacial effects in thin film systems.
iv
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CHAPTER 1 : Introduction
Amorphous materials, or glasses, are everywhere around us and have been widely used
since ancient times. They can be made from metallic atoms and alloys, inorganic materials,
polymers, small organic molecules and colloids. Glassy materials have many emerging
applications in industries, including but not limited to windows and displays, optical fibers,
electronics[131, 146, 139], pharmaceuticals[153, 28, 63], coatings[85], data storage[148] and
nuclear waste storage[110]. Thus a good understanding of the formation and properties of
glassy materials is imperative to address the needs in such wide areas of applications.
1.1. Introduction to Glass Transition
1.1.1. Overview
As schematically shown in Figure 1.1, the easiest and most common way of making a glass is
by cooling a material in its liquid state rapidly enough below the melting point temperature
(Tm) to avoid crystallization. When the phase transition from liquid to crystal is avoided,
the system will enter a metastable equilibrium regime named supercooled liquid. In the
supercooled liquid state, the molecular motions slow down dramatically with any further
cooling. Figure 1.2 shows the rapid increase of viscosities (η) and structural relaxation times
(τα) for two materials (inorganic SiO2[98] and small organic molecule o-terphenyl[113]) in
the supercooled regime as the temperature is further decreased. Upon further cooling, at
some temperature the dynamics of the system becomes so slow that it falls out of equilibrium
and forms a glass, this temperature is what is called the glass transition temperature,
Tg. Glasses are out-of-equilibrium materials and the glass transition is path dependent.
As shown in Figure 1.1 if a slower cooling rate is used, path 2 will be taken to form a
glass from the supercooled liquid state where the glass transition temperature would be
slightly lower than that of path 1. As glasses are in out-of-equilibrium states, if held at
some temperatures below its Tg for some time, as a result of thermodynamic driving force
towards the equilibrium supercooled liquid state, the enthalpy or volume will decrease in
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of enthalpy or volume as a function of temperature for liquid, glass
and crystal. Reproduced from [11], with the permission of the American Institute of Physics.
a nonlinear way as a function of isothermal holding time. This process, called physical
aging, is illustrated as route 3 in Figure 1.1. Due to extremely slow relaxation times in
glassy state, the aging process is very slow and takes exponentially longer time with further
cooling below Tg.
Insets in Figure 1.1 also shows typical configurations for crystal, supercooled liquid and
glass. Different from the unique energy minimum state of perfectly ordered configuration
of crystals, glasses have disordered configurations similar to supercooled liquids and they
can rearrange and explore other possible configurations, but due to their kinetically slow
relaxations such exploration of configurations can be very slow and they can get trapped in
local-energy minimum configurations.
Although glasses are everywhere around us and they have been used in various applications,
the fundamentals of glass transition have long been a research challenge and there are many
2
Figure 1.2: Viscosity and relaxation time as a function of inverse temperature for SiO2
and o-terphenyl. Reprinted from [37], with the permission of AIP Publishing. Data from
References [98] and [113].
unresolved questions associated with the glass transition phenomenon. It is imperative to
facilitate the understanding of glass transition and guide for better glassy material design
for industrial applications.
1.1.2. Theories
Many theories have been developed to describe the glass transition phenomenon, here we
briefly introduce few of these theories in the field.
The Adam-Gibbs (AG) model[2] is a molecular-kinetic theory that describes the glass tran-
sition from an entropy approach based on the size of cooperatively rearranging regions
(CRRs). In AG model, the total entropy of the system can be written as a sum of vibra-
tional entropy and configurational entropy (Sconf ). CRR defines the region within which
the molecules relax to a new configuration in a cooperative manner and CRRs are assumed
to be independent of each other. Theories based on AG entropy model include but not
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limited to Random First Order Theory (RFOT)[84, 149] and models proposing string-like
CRRs[36, 62]. The size of CRR is highly dependent on temperature, AG model and other
similar models predict that as the temperature is decreased, the system will have a smaller
configurational Sconf and thus the number of CRRs has to decrease, which will result in
an increase in the size of CRRs or more molecules are required to move cooperatively as
a distinct configurational state as the temperature is decreased. AG model can success-
fully connect the relaxation time and the configurational entropy of the system[2] and can
describe the phonemically observed Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) behavior of glassy sys-
tems. However, the exact physics of CRRs is not very well defined from an experimental
point of view.
Mode coupling theory (MCT)[9, 80] provides a statistical mechanical description of the
glass transition phenomenon. It considers a time dependent density correlation function
in Fourier domain. MCT predicts a critical temperature Tc where the correlation time
diverges, and the slowing down of the time correlation function or the glassy behavior
would be observed. In MCT model, rich dynamical behaviors of the glassy system can be
predicted at different time scales.
Activated barrier-hopping model developed recently by Schweizer et al .[90, 92, 91, 93] in-
troduced a force-level theory to predict glass transition that is based on MCT framework,
where they refer as Elastically Collective Nonlinear Langevin Theory (ECNLE). The EC-
NLE model considers a force filed consisting a local cage hopping barrier that evolves nearest
neighbors and a long-range collective elastic barrier where the two are distinct but coupled.
This recent developed ECNLE model has been shown to be successful in predicting var-
ious types of supercooled liquids relaxations[90, 92] and in confined thin film relaxation
dynamics[91, 93].
Other glass transition theories, include but not limited to coupling theory[100], facilitation
models[22, 18] are also successful in predicting some of the observed experimental glass
transition phenomena, yet each has their own limitations in directly comparison with ex-
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periments or fails to describe all experimental observations.
1.2. Glassy Thin Film and Interfacial Dynamics
1.2.1. Overview
The very initial motivation of studies on nano-sized thin glassy films was attempting to
probe the size of the cooperative rearranging regions. Over the past few decades, there have
been many studies focused on the studies of properties of nano-sized thin glass films and
there is growing evidence suggesting that when confined into nanometer scales, the dynamics
of thin glass films can be greatly perturbed by the existence of interfaces. Many studies in
polymeric glasses have shown the properties including glass transition temperature[76, 52,
122, 43, 117, 55], effective viscosity[152, 21], mechanical modulus[133, 102], fragility[46, 55,
56, 45] and physical aging rates[41, 114, 118] in nanometer-sized thin polymer glass films can
strongly deviate from those of bulk properties. Similar observations have also been reported
in small molecule organic glasses[70, 156, 128, 161, 160]. Although still under debates, it
is widely accepted that the deviations in thin glass films from their bulk counterparts are
due to the existence and perturbing roles of interfaces. For free standing thin glass films,
the existence of film/air interfaces is reported to enhance the overall dynamics[51, 104]. For
supported thin glass films the overall dynamics are determined by the interplay between
film/air interface and film/substrate interface, a weakly adsorbing substrate could enhance
the dynamics while a strongly adsorbing substrate could slow down the dynamics[122, 55,
58]. Many experimental efforts have been focused on investigating the interfacial effects
on the thin glass film dynamics. Glass transition temperature measurements have been
the most widely used approach. Film thickness dependent Tg measurements[76, 122, 52,
55, 58], local Tg measurements via fluorescence doping layers[41, 42, 115], and cooling-
rate dependent Tg measurements[46, 55, 56, 58, 161] have provided great opportunities in
understanding the size effects in the glass dynamics. Other important techniques include but
not limited to dielectric measurements, effective viscosity measurements through monitoring
capillary induced flow[152], fluorescence probe reorientation measurements[104, 106] as well
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as physical aging experiments[41, 115, 118], they have also provided important insights into
the understanding of the glass transition and interfacial effects in glass dynamics.
Despite the studies on learning interfacial effects from overall thin film properties or dynam-
ics, there have been great efforts to develop experimental techniques to directly probe the
dynamics at the interface. So far, most of the available techniques have focused on air/film
interface or what we call the free surface. On the free surfaces of polymer glasses, nanopar-
ticle embedding[140, 69, 119], nanohole relaxation[47] and stepped film decay techniques[21]
have directly probed the surface dynamics on polymers. The results suggest that the dy-
namics at or near the free surface are greatly enhanced compared to the bulk dynamics
with weaker temperature dependences. More recently, techniques have also been developed
to probe the surface dynamics on small molecule organic glasses. Surface grating decay
technique[163, 13, 86, 157, 125, 23] developed by Yu et al . uses a mask to pattern peri-
odic gratings on the surface of molecular glasses in the liquid state and then monitors the
decay of the surface grating at various temperatures above or below Tg. Very interest-
ingly, they observed a transition from bulk viscosity to surface diffusion controlled flow at
temperatures below around Tg + 10 K and the surface diffusion is measured to be orders
of magnitude faster than the bulk diffusion with a weaker temperature dependence. The
surface grating decay method has been applied to investigate several other small organic
molecules and the surface diffusion is found to have a strong dependence on the molecular
size and intermolecular interactions[157, 23]. A larger molecular size would slow down the
enhancement of the surface diffusion and in the extreme case no surface diffusion is observed
on polystyrene glasses with molecular weight larger than 1.7 kg/mol[157]. The existence
of hydrogen bonding intermolecular interactions would also slow down or even erase the
surface diffusion enhancement[23]. In contrast, such molecular size and intermolecular in-
teraction dependences are not observed in bulk diffusion or relaxation dynamics. These
observations request further investigation on the fundamentals of physical nature of the
observed enhanced surface diffusion on molecular glasses.
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1.2.2. Open Questions
Despite many progresses on understanding the thin film dynamics and surface dynamics in
polymeric and molecular glasses in recent years, there are still many unresolved questions
in the field. One of the ongoing investigation is about the dynamics of interface induced
dynamical gradients and the length scales of such interfacial perturbations. Studies from
fluorescence reorientation[104, 39] and nanoparticle embedding[140, 69, 119] have reported
the thickness of the enhanced mobile layer near free surface can be a few nanometers thick
and is dependent on temperature. Studies that investigated the local layer glass transi-
tion temperatures[42, 7, 8], thickness dependent effective viscosity or activation barrier for
molecular rearrangement[161, 55, 56] suggest that the propagation length scale of interfacial
effect can be 30-50 nm long. The relationship between the direct measure of surface dynam-
ics and their propagation depth is still lacking. Further, after several decades of researches
in nanoconfinement effect on the glass transitions, whether or how the knowledge we learn
from thin film dynamics would benefit our understanding of the glass transition phenomena
is not very clear yet. A collaborative investigation and understanding of the glass transition
and dynamics of thin film fundamentals is imperative for these unresolved questions.
1.3. Stable Molecular Glasses by Physical Vapor Deposition
In addition to the potential importance to the glass transition theory, the enhanced surface
dynamics also contribute to a new type of glasses that were first reported in 2007[137].
Researchers found that physical vapor deposition (PVD) can generate molecular glasses
with exceptionally thermodynamic and kinetic stabilities when the substrate temperature
was held below Tg[137, 79, 25, 132, 48, 83]. Such stable glasses made from PVD exhibit
many interesting properties that can not be easily accessed by conventional glasses prepared
from liquid-quenching method. The properties of these PVD glasses can be tuned by the
deposition temperatures and deposition rates[71, 83, 25, 75, 32]. Such stable glasses have
lower enthalpy[137, 79], higher density[83, 71, 32], higher kinetic stability[137, 138, 73, 25],
lower water uptake[35] and tunable optical properties[29, 33, 30]. These newly discovered
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stable glasses can access much lower energy states within very short deposition times than
aging liquid-quenched glasses and are promising candidates for achieving near equilibrium
configurations that may shed light on the fundamental nature of glass transition. Thus
it is also important to understand how exactly do these stable glass form during physical
vapor deposition. It is hypothesized that the stable glass formation is highly related to the
enhanced surface dynamics where the high mobility of molecules at the free surface allows
for efficient packing during vapor deposition. It would be imperative to directly test this
hypothesis and understand the exact mechanism for stable glass formation by PVD.
1.4. Summary
In this dissertation, I will discuss my PhD work on investigating the interfacial effects on
thin molecular glass films. In Chapter 2-4, I will introduce a novel experimental approach
developed that uses tobacco mosaic virus as a probe particle for direct measurements of
the surface diffusion on molecular glasses. The surface diffusions on ultrastable glasses,
physically aged glasses and ultrathin glasses are also investigated to understand the funda-
mentals of enhanced surface diffusion on molecular glasses. In Chapter 5-6, I will focus on
investigating the propagation depth of the interfacial effects on thin molecular glass films
using a combination of isothermal dewetting and cooling-rate dependent Tg measurements.
The effect of substrate interface on the propagation length scale will also be studied and
discussed. In Chapter 7, I will present some of the preliminary results and interesting obser-
vations on ultrathin stable molecular glasses by physical vapor deposition and their possible
relations with stable glass formation mechanism. In Chapter 8, I will conclude my research
on molecular glasses and propose possible future directions related to the work presented
here.
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CHAPTER 2 : Using Tobacco Mosaic Virus to Probe Enhanced Surface Diffusion of
Molecular Glasses
Adapted from Ref. [162] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Yue Zhang,
Richard Potter, William Zhang and Zahra Fakhraai Using Tobacco Mosaic Virus to Probe
Enhanced Surface Diffusion of Molecular Glasses. Soft Matter, 23: 9115, 2016. Copyright
2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.
2.1. Abstract
Recent studies have shown that diffusion on the surface of organic glasses can be many
orders of magnitude faster than bulk diffusion. Developing new probes that can readily
measure surface diffusion can help study the effect of parameters such as chemical structure,
intermolecular interaction, molecules’ shape and size on the enhanced surface diffusion. In
this study, we develop a novel probe that significantly simplifies these types of studies.
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is used as probe particle to measure surface diffusion coefficient
of molecular glass N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD). The evolution
of the meniscus formed around TMV is probed as a function of time at various temperatures.
TMV has a well-defined, mono-disperse, cylindrical shape, with a large aspect-ratio (average
diameter of 16.6 nm, length of 300 nm). As such, the shape of the meniscus around the
center of TMV is semi-two dimensional, which compared to using a nanosphere as probe,
increases the driving force for meniscus formation and simplifies the analysis of surface
diffusion. We show that under these conditions, after a short transient time the shape of the
meniscus is self-similar, allowing accurate determination of the surface diffusion coefficient.
Measurements at various temperatures are then performed to investigate the temperature
dependence of the surface diffusion coefficient. It is found that surface diffusion is greatly
enhanced in TPD and has a lower activation barrier compared to the bulk counterpart.
These observations are consistent with previous studies of surface diffusion on molecular
glasses, demonstrating the accuracy of this method.
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2.2. Introduction
Enhanced surface dynamics and surface diffusion in glassy systems have gained exten-
sive research interest over the past few decades [76, 46, 105, 152, 21, 163, 34, 157, 154].
Since ultra-thin amorphous films are used in various applications including organic elec-
tronics [139, 131, 146], coatings [85], and pharmaceuticals [153, 28, 63], it is imperative
to understand the surface properties of these films as they may affect thin film viscos-
ity [152, 21, 161], glass transition temperature [42, 76, 46, 55], thin film failure [146], or fast
surface crystal growth [60, 154]. In addition, the fast surface dynamics in molecular glasses
have been hypothesized to play a critical role in the formation of ultra-stable glasses by
physical vapor deposition (PVD) [137, 83, 48, 79, 132, 86, 154].
Various techniques have been developed to directly quantify the dynamics of glasses near
their free surface. Most of these measurements have been focused on polymeric systems,
where while the surface diffusion is suppressed by chain connectivity, the surface relaxation
dynamics are enhanced below bulk Tg [47, 105, 152, 21, 50, 89, 14, 107]. In small molecule
glass systems, grating decay experiments on the surface of liquid-quenched [163, 157, 125]
and aged glasses [13] on a wide range of molecules have shown that surface diffusion is
enhanced by a few orders of magnitude at Tg and has a lower activation barrier compared
to the bulk diffusion. These studies showed that unlike bulk diffusion, the value and the
activation barrier for surface diffusion strongly depend on the molecules’ size [157]. Diffusive
flow was also observed in low molecular weight polymer films [119, 157] and disappeared or
became extremely slow with increasing molecular weight, possibly due to the fact that long
polymer chains penetrate into the glassy matrix and suppress the surface diffusion process.
While strongly informative, since they require annealing above Tg for patterning, grating
decay experiments can not be adopted to directly study the surface diffusion of stable
glasses as they may transform into ordinary glass during high temperature patterning.
Furthermore, using grating decay experiments is nearly impossible on the surface of ultra-
thin films, as the grating size is typically comparable to the film thickness (20 nm - 40 nm)
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, which can result in dewetting during embossing. Thus in order to expand these studies to
a broader range of glassy systems, it is imperative to develop new techniques that do not
require annealing above Tg.
Nanoparticle probe techniques have been broadly used in studies of glass surface proper-
ties [140, 69, 119, 68]. On the surface of polymeric glasses, nanoparticles typically embed into
the film, even when held below bulk Tg, indicative of the existence of a highly mobile layer
at the free surface that relaxes in response to the nanoparticle perturbation [140, 69, 119].
Daley et al. used nanospheres as probes to measure diffusion on the surface of molecular
glass tris-naphthyl benzene [34]. Interestingly, in this molecular glass systems, in the ab-
sence of chain connectivity, instead of segmental relaxation surface diffusion becomes the
primary response to the perturbation induced by the nanospheres. This is observed as rapid
formation of menisci around the nanospheres without embedding at short annealing times.
Similar to grating decay studies, nanosphere probe experiments indicated lower activation
energy for surface diffusion compared to bulk diffusion (weaker temperature dependence).
However, these experiments failed to provide the exact value of the surface diffusion coeffi-
cient. This is primarily because the rigid sphere with a constant height placed on the rigid
glass surface generates under-defined boundary conditions for the fourth order differential
equation governing the surface diffusion process and without a well-defined bonding box
the flow of the meniscus could not be solved analytically. As such, in their studies, Daley et
al. [34] could only measure the temperature dependence of the surface diffusion and not the
actual values. A recent work using grating decay method by Ruan et al.[125] has measured
the absolute values of surface diffusion coefficients on tris-naphthyl benzene and the results
were two orders of magnitude smaller than those estimated by Daley et al.[34] on the surface
of the same molecule.
Inspired by the nanosphere probe experiments [34], in this work we develop a novel tech-
nique that greatly simplifies both experimental procedures and data analyses for nanopar-
ticle probe experiments and is able to provide an accurate value for the surface diffusion
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coefficient. We use tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) as long aspect-ratio rods that produce
self-similar semi-two-dimensional flow, simplifying the analysis. We demonstrate how this
technique can be adopted to measure the diffusion coefficient of the glass surface by tracking
the response of the surface to TMV’s perturbation at various temperatures. We show that
below Tg the flow is diffusive, and use the self-similar properties of the flow to determine
the surface diffusion coefficient. The self-similar nature of the flow allows us to quantify the
value of surface diffusion without the need to analytically solve the under-defined boundary
problem. The measured surface diffusion coefficients are orders of magnitude faster than
the bulk diffusion coefficients at the same temperature and have weak temperature depen-
dences. At bulk Tg, surface diffusion of TPD is about 6 orders of magnitude faster than
bulk diffusion.
2.3. Experimental Details
N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD, Tg = 330 K, molecular structure
shown in inset of Figure 2.4) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further
purification. 400 nm TPD films were prepared by physical vapor deposition as described
in our earlier publications [83, 161] and were annealed at Tg + 10 K in vacuum to remove
any stability or roughness before measurements. Tobacco mosaic virus was purified from
infected leaves, dialyzed and suspended in miliQ water. TMV was then introduced onto the
surface of annealed TPD films by spin-coating, resulting in dilute and uniform distribution
of TMV nanorods on the films’ surface. Isothermal annealing was performed with a custom
thermoelectric heating-stage calibrated with melting point standards. Non-contact atomic
force microscopy (AFM) imaging was performed to track the evolution of the surface re-
sponse at various isothermal annealing temperatures ranging from Tg − 34 K to Tg − 12 K
(296 K - 318 K). More details of sample preparation, virus purification, temperature cali-
bration, and AFM imaging are provided in SI.
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Figure 2.1: Top: Schematic illustration of the evolution of the meniscus in response to the
perturbation induced by TMV curvature on the surface of a bulk film. Bottom: Repre-
sentative AFM images obtained from the same TMV particle at various annealing times,
demonstrating the temporal evolution of the meniscus around TMV. Film thickness 400
nm. Annealing temperature Tg - 12 K (318 K). Scale bar 500 nm.
2.4. Results
2.4.1. Fast meniscus formation mediated by surface diffusion
Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is an excellent candidate as probe particle for multiple reasons.
TMV has a crystalline structure with well-regulated and mono-dispersed cylindrical shape
resulting in easily reproducible measurements. As such, only one virus needs to be identified
on a surface and statistics can be easily obtained by comparing line profiles at various
distances from the virus’ center as shown in SI Figure 2.6. When a TMV particle is placed
on the TPD film surface, TPD molecules rapidly wet the particle, producing very sharp
local curvatures around the TMV as schematically illustrated on the top panel of Figure
2.1. Such sharp local curvature induces a Laplace pressure gradient that drives the molecules
to flow towards TMV and form a meniscus. Another important advantage of using TMV is
that due to the long aspect-ratio of about 18 (average diameter of ∼ 16.6± 0.2 nm with a
typical length of ∼300 nm), the profiles around the center of TMV are semi-two-dimensional
(2D) as evident in Figure 2.1. This simplifies both experimental procedures, by allowing
enough statistics across the near-center of the virus for noise reduction (Figure 2.6), and
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the mathematical modeling of the profiles’ shape as detailed in the next section.
As shown in the AFM images presented in Figure 2.1, when held at a constant temperature
below Tg (Tg − 12 K in this example), a bright halo grows around the virus, indicating
meniscus formation. The size of the meniscus grows with annealing time. At relatively
short time scales (less than 200 min in this case) no obvious embedding is observed and
the height of TMV remains constant within instrumental error. As such, we attribute the
growth of the meniscus at short times to the surface diffusion-mediated flow. At higher
temperatures, or longer annealing times, the virus embeds into the film and is eventually
engulfed by TPD, indicating zero final contact angle (SI Figure 2.7).
The 2D profiles, h(x, t), perpendicular to the axis of TMV extracted from AFM images
are plotted at various times for the example shown in Figure 2.1, as well as two other
annealing temperatures in Figure 2.2. In order to reduce the random noise, each profile
shown in these figures is the average of five line profiles near the center of the virus, recorded
normal to its long axis as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. Since TMV has a mono-dispersed
diameter to within a few angstroms, the growth profiles at various annealing temperatures
can be directly compared with each other, without the need to consider the object’s height
variations, providing an additional advantage of using TMV as opposed to other types of
nanorods.
Figure 2.2A shows that at each annealing temperature the width of the meniscus grows with
time and a depletion zone with a depth of about 2 - 4 nm is observed outside of the meniscus,
which also moves outwards as the width grows. While the rate of the meniscus growth slows
down with decreasing temperature as seen in Figure 2.2A, the growth is still fairly rapid.
For example, at the temperature of Tg−12 K (318 K) the width of the meniscus reaches
500 nm (at least 30 times the diameter of TMV) only after about 30 minutes (red curve
of Figure 2.2A(a)). This large length scale of material transport helps significantly reduce
the noise from the tip convolution effect, and low lateral image resolution (∼ 6 nm per
pixel), allowing more accurate measurements compared to measurements on nanospheres,
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Figure 2.2: Panel A: Evolution of profiles around TMV at various temperatures, where y axis
is the height of the profile at distance x from the center of TMV. Isothermal temperatures
from top to bottom: 318 K (Tg - 12 K), 308 K (Tg - 22 K), and 296 K (Tg - 34 K). Panel B:
Same profiles scaled by evolution time to the 1/4th power, t1/4. Isothermal temperatures
from top to bottom: 318 K (Tg - 12 K), 308 K (Tg - 22 K), and 296 K (Tg - 34 K). All profiles
at each temperature collapse onto the same shape indicating the self-similar nature of the
surface diffusion-mediated process. As the temperature is decreased, the evolution of the
profile slows, resulting in narrower profile widths. Panel C: Example of fitting experimental
profiles at the annealing temperature of 318 K to numerical solution [127]. Figure g) shows
the experimental profiles used for fitting and the figure h) shows the numerical solution
indicated by open black circles that fits the rescaled data at all time points very well. U
is a scaled function of x and t, U =
x
t1/4
(
kT
DsγΩ2ν
)1/4. The only fitting parameter used is
A =
DsγΩ
2ν
kT
.
which have a smaller driving force for the same diameter particle. This is another important
advantage of using TMV probe particles, resulting in faster characterization of the surface
diffusion coefficient compared to existing methods that can take weeks of measurements at
low annealing temperatures [163].
2.4.2. Self-similarity of the profiles produced by surface diffusion
To demonstrate that the growth of the menisci observed below Tg are mediated by surface
diffusion, we can examine the flow in the region around the center of TMV. In this region,
the flow induced by surface diffusion can be described as a 2D flow. We assume that at
time scales much lower than the relaxation time of the bulk glass, the glass behaves as a
rigid substrate, preventing TMV from embedding into the film. The constant height of the
TMV as a function of time shown in Figure 2.2 (and Figures 2.9 and Figure 2.8) confirms
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the validity of this assumption. At short times, the 2D growth of the meniscus due to
the diffusion of molecules at the free surface can be described by the simplified Mullins
model [95];
∂h(x, t)
∂t
= −DsγΩ
2ν
kT
∂4h(x, t)
∂x4
(2.1)
where h(x, t) is the height of the profile at distance x from the center of TMV at time
t, Ds is the surface diffusion coefficient, γ = 72.3 mN/m is the surface tension of TPD,
Ω = 7.21×10−28 m3 is the estimated volume of the molecule based on the molecular weight
and relative density, ν = 2 × 1018 m−2 is the estimated number of atoms per unit area,
and k is the Boltzmann constant. The only strong temperature-dependent parameter in the
prefactor is the surface diffusion coefficient Ds. More discussion on the other terms of the
Mullins model and the temperature-dependence of other relevant parameters can be found
in SI.
One can easily demonstrate that after a transient time, the 2D profiles, h(x, t), con-
trolled by this equation would become self-similar, where they scale with time as h(x, t) =
h(x/t1/4) [95, 87]. Figure 2.2B shows the profiles, where x is scaled to t1/4. For each an-
nealing temperature, all profiles collapse onto the same curve, confirming the self-similarity
of the process. After scaling, the narrower profiles at lower temperatures indicate that the
pre-factor in equation 2.1, and therefore the surface diffusion is slower at lower temperatures.
In order to evaluate the absolute value of the surface diffusion coefficient based on the
self-similar profiles, the experimental profiles at the temperature of 318 K were fit to a
numerical solution of equation 2.1 developed under a slightly different context [10, 87, 127]
but with mathematically identical boundary conditions (more details discussed in SI). As
shown in Figure 2.2C, the numerical solution fits the experimental profile very well with
a single fitting parameter, which is equal to the pre-factor in equation 2.1: A =
DsγΩ
2ν
kT
.
Based on this fit the surface diffusion coefficient is calculated to be Ds = 2.7× 10−16 m2/s
at 318 K.
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Figure 2.3: Half profile width as measured at a height of h = 2 nm from the bottom of
TMV, w(h = 2 nm), plotted as a function of time at various annealing temperatures in
log-log scale. In the self-similar regime, the slope of the power-law should be 1/4. The
dashed lines are fits to the data with constant slope of 1/4. The open symbols at longer
times indicate deviations from 1/4 power law, and therefore surface diffusion regime. This
deviation coincides with the onset of embedding (Figure 2.9).
2.4.3. Temperature-dependence of the surface diffusion coefficients
In order to quantify the temperature-dependence of surface diffusion, we can plot the half
width of the profile at a certain height (h(x) = 2 nm from the bottom of TMV was chosen
here) as a function of time at various annealing temperatures as shown in Figure 2.3. Since
the profiles are expected to be self-similar for the surface diffusion process, the width versus
time should follow a power law with an exponent of 1/4, and an intercept value that depends
on A =
DsγΩ
2ν
kT
. Figure 2.3 shows that at short time scales all the data follows the 1/4
power-law very well, further confirming that the fast meniscus formation process is driven
by surface diffusion. At longer times, the slope deviates from the 1/4 power-law, and
embedding of TMV into the film is observed (Figure 2.9). At this stage of the process, the
measurement time is comparable to the onset time for embedding, which is a function of
particle’s shape, and the bulk relaxation response time of the system. At this time the film
no longer behaves as a rigid substrate. Both surface diffusion and viscous flow processes
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contribute to the evolution of the meniscus at these long time scales. Details of embedding
have been studied in the past and won’t be discussed here [34, 140, 69, 119, 68]. Since
all profiles are self-similar, the value of Ds at all other temperatures can be obtained by
calculating the relative width at each temperature compared with the reference temperature
of 318 K, for which Ds was calculated to be Ds = 2.7× 10−16 m2/s.
2.5. Discussions
Surface diffusion coefficient of TPD at various temperatures are plotted in Figure 2.4 as a
function of 1000/T. In order to compare these results with bulk dynamics, alpha-relaxation
times (τα) of TPD, measured from bulk viscosity [161] and bulk dielectric spectroscopy by
Walters et al. [147] are replotted based on the empirical rule that the bulk diffusion coeffi-
cient of most organic glasses is approximately 10−20 m2/s at Tg [157], where the structural
relaxation time is τα = 100 s. Figure 2.4 shows that the surface diffusion coefficient on
the surface of bulk TPD glass is greatly enhanced. The extrapolated value of Ds at Tg is
6.85×10−15 m2/s, which is roughly 6 orders of magnitude faster than the bulk dynamics at
this temperature. Furthermore, the activation energy for Ds, as measured by the slope of
the curve, is greatly reduced compared to the bulk. These observations are consistent with
previous measurements on other molecular glass systems, which showed that compared to
the bulk diffusion, surface diffusion is greatly enhanced, has weaker temperature depen-
dence, and has an activation barrier that varies more strongly with the molecular weight
of the molecule (Figure 2.10) [157]. This strong agreement with grating decay experiments
confirms the validity of the assumptions used here to calculate Ds.
The low activation barrier for the surface diffusion, and therefore lower fragility, as well
as faster surface diffusion is qualitatively consistent with the theoretical and modeling pre-
dictions [16, 130, 61, 62, 91, 93, 19, 134]. However, for the two cases where quantitative
comparisons were possible [134, 19] the experimentally measured diffusion coefficients were
faster than theoretical predictions, with deviation growing as the temperature is decreased
below Tg. Both coupling model [19] and random first order transition theory [134] predict
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Figure 2.4: Surface diffusion coefficient, Ds, plotted with 1000/T (orange triangles, left
axis). Data is compared with bulk relaxation times τα (solid line, right axis) measured from
bulk viscosity[161] (closed black square) and bulk dielectric relaxation measurements (solid
black line) [147] the the relative shift in the data is based on the empirical rule that the
bulk diffusion coefficient at Tg is approximately 10
−20 m2/s, and τα is approximately 100
s. Error bars of surface diffusion coefficients were obtained from two repeating trials.
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that the surface dynamics are faster due to lower interaction potentials at the free sur-
face and remain faster on length scales that correspond to the length scales of cooperative
motion. These types of models predict that the dynamics at the free surface should be
a function of bulk relaxation dynamics. The faster than predicted surface diffusion indi-
cates that the molecules at the free surface may be somewhat decoupled from the glassy
alpha relaxation underneath, suggesting a hopping mechanism on the surface that allows
the molecules to sample the potential landscape of the surface and move to reduce the
surface energy.
The hypothesis that the surface diffusion may not be correlated with relaxation dynamics
in these organic molecule glass systems is strengthened by the fact that surface diffusion is
strongly dependent on the molecule’s size (Figure 2.10)[157] and it is expected to go to zero
for large molecules such as long-chain polymers. While surface diffusion is zero in polymers,
enhanced relaxation dynamics have been observed on polymer surfaces [46, 140] suggesting
the decoupling between surface diffusion and relaxation dynamics.
The fast surface diffusion can be responsible for frequently observed fast crystallization on
the surface of molecular glass films used as amorphous drugs or for OLEDs, which hinders
the applications in drug delivery or organic electronic devices. On the other hand, the fast
surface diffusion in molecular glasses may play an important role in producing ultra-stable
glasses by physical vapor deposition. These stable glasses are reported to have exceptionally
thermodynamic and kinetic stabilities [137, 72, 48] compared with conventional quenched
ordinary glasses. Although the detailed mechanism behind the stable glass formation is still
under investigation, it has been indicated both in experiments and simulations that the fast
surface diffusion during vapor deposition plays an important in their formation [24, 128, 132].
These studies hypothesize that due to the fast surface diffusion on molecular glass surfaces,
during the deposition the molecules at the free surface have high mobility and can diffuse
to find lower energy configurations before being buried by the incoming flux of molecules,
resulting in a low energy, more equilibrated glass. Yet there has been no direct measurement
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of surface diffusion on the surface of stable glasses. The method presented here can verify
whether after a layer of stable glass has been formed the surface diffusion still remains
high enough for the mechanism to carry on, as indirect measurements have indicated in the
past [24], or whether or not the activation energy on the surface of stable glasses are the
same as ordinary glasses. These questions will be explored in future publications.
2.6. Summary
In summary, we have demonstrated that Tobaco mosaic virus can serve as a very efficient
probe allowing quick characterization of diffusion on the surface of molecular glasses. Using
mono-dispersed TMV simplifies experimental procedures and data analyses for nanoparticle
probe experiments and reduces the need for redundancy in measurements. Furthermore,
TMV acts as a long aspect-ratio rod to produce semi-two-dimensional flow, simplifying the
data analysis. The profiles produced in 2D are self-similar with a power-law of 1/4. As
such, hypothetically, by using the shape of the profile provided in this manuscript, a single
AFM image taken at a time before the onset of embedding, suffices to measure the surface
diffusion of an arbitrary molecular glassy system at a particular temperature. In practice, it
would be easier to perform experiments at various time points to ensure that the 1/4 power-
law is accurate, and that the contact angle is such that TMV is wet by the molecule. This
versatile method can readily provide an accurate value for the surface diffusion coefficient
for various molecular systems, as well as various conditions such as ultra-thin films and
stable glasses.
Using TMV probe experiments we showed that the diffusion coefficients measured on the
surface of bulk TPD films are orders of magnitude enhanced compared to the bulk dynam-
ics, along with a much weaker temperature dependence. The measured values of surface
diffusion are much faster than theoretically predicted, indicating decoupling between surface
diffusion and relaxation dynamics at the free surface. We hypothesize that surface diffusion
is achieved through a hopping mechanism, which is consistent with the Mullins model [95].
This hypothesis will be explored in our future publications.
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2.8. Supplementary Material
Sample preparation and TMV deposition
N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used without further purification. 400 nm films were prepared by physical vapor deposi-
tion (PVD) at a substrate temperature of bulk Tg (Tg = 330 K) with an average deposition
rate of 0.2 nm/s. Details of the custom vacuum setup and procedures are published in our
earlier work[83, 161]. Films were further annealed at Tg + 10 K (340 K) in vacuum oven
overnight to anneal any stability or surface roughness. An AFM image of the surface of a
typical sample is shown in Figure 2.5 that shows an initially flat morphology. The surface
roughness is measured to be 0.91 nm.
TMV purification and deposition onto TPD films
Dried leaves infected by tobacco mosaic virus were purchased from ATCC (PV-598). In-
fected, dried leaves were pulverized into a grainy powder and was mixed with 3 mL of 0.2%
-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich) and 3 mL of 0.01 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.8) (Sigma-
Aldrich). This solution was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 9,000 rpm and the resulting super-
natant was saved, to which 80 µL of 1-butanol (8 mL/100 mL extract) (Sigma-Aldrich) were
added to coagulate chloroplasts and centrifuged again for 30 minutes at 9,700 rpm. The
resulting aqueous supernatant was saved and dialyzed in miliQ water using mini-dialysis
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Figure 2.5: (a) As-deposited 400nm TPD films were heated well above its bulk Tg to
anneal away any stability and transform into ordinary liquid cooled glass. Film thickness as
measured by ellipsometry during heating and cooling at 10 K/min. (b) Initial morphology of
400 nm TPD films after annealing at Tg+10 K in vacuum overnight. The surface roughness
is measured to be 0.91 nm from AFM topography image.
devices (ThermoFisher Scientific, Slide-A-LyzerTM MINI Dialysis Device, 20K MWCO, 0.1
mL). 100 µL of the dialyzed TMV solution was pipetted onto the annealed TPD films,
spin-coated for 3 minutes at 500 rpm and dried with nitrogen for further isothermal imag-
ing measurements. On Si substrate, the height of TMV is measured to be 16.6 ± 0.2 nm
with AFM. The process of spin-coating of TMV on TPD surface does not alter the surface
morphology or the properties of the TPD film.
Isothermal annealing and AFM imaging
Isothermal annealing experiments were performed using a custom thermoelectric heating-
stage, equipped with a thermoelectric module (Custom Thermoelectric TEC) and a ther-
mistor (Oven industries TR91-170) to measure the value of the temperature, along with a
DC power supply to control the temperature (Mastech HY3010E). The temperature of the
heating-stage was calibrated with melting-point standards (C13H10O) Tm = 48.0 ± 0.3 ◦C
and (C18H36O2) Tm = 69.6 ± 0.3 ◦C (Sigma-Aldrich), the temperature fluctuations were
within ± 2 K throughout the experiments in the temperature range used in this study.
After identifying an isolated TMV particle, the sample temperature was brought to desired
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annealing temperature (stabilize within a minute), the surface was then continuously im-
aged using non-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM, Agilent 5420). Non-contact AFM
tips (Budget Sensors, Tap-300G, resonance frequency 300 kHz, tip radius of curvature <10
nm, force constant 40 N/m) were used for these measurements.
Extracting line profiles from AFM images
Here we show an example of how we extract line profiles from AFM topography images.
Due to the large aspect ratio of TMV virus, enough statistics can be obtained from multiple
line profiles near the center of the nanorod, resulting in very reproducible profiles. In top
figure of 2.6, line 1 and line 3 defines the range of 2D flow without the effect from the two
end regions of TMV. In the bottom panel, we show the line profiles from lines 1, 2 & 3,
they overlap perfectly indicating the validity of 2D flow assumption across the virus.
Wettibility of TPD on TMV
To demonstrate that TPD can completely wet the TMV virus, in 2.7 we show the sponta-
neous wetting and embedding of TMV on a bulk TPD film at an annealing temperature of
323 K (Tg - 7 K). The images shown in Figure S6 demonstrate that TPD can quickly and
completely wet the TMV virus, reaching a zero final contact angle. As such, even at lower
temperatures the zero contact angle implies that the virus is completely wet with a layer of
TMV and the meniscus evolution after some transient time is independent of the contact
angle, or interactions of TPD with TMV.
Additional profiles at all annealing temperatures studied
All the temporal profiles at five annealing temperatures surveyed in this study are shown in
the left panel of 2.8. On the right panel, we show the self-similarity of the surface diffusion
controlled process.
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Figure 2.6: Typical line profiles obtained from AFM topography image. Top: AFM to-
pography of a single TMV nanorod on TPD glass surface, line profiles were obtained from
perpendicular lines across the TMV. From top to bottom: line 1, line 2 and line 3. Bottom:
The three line profiles obtained from the top image, the profiles perfectly overlap within
instrument noise, indicating the validity of two dimensional flow assumption.
Figure 2.7: AFM images of rapid wetting and embedding of TMV on bulk TPD surface at
the annealing temperature of 323 K.
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Figure 2.8: Temporal profile evolution at various annealing temperatures and self-similarity
of surface diffusion controlled evolution. Left panel: time evolution of the profiles across
TMV at five different annealing temperatures, from top to bottom: 318 K (Tg - 12 K), 313
K (Tg - 17 K), 308 K (Tg - 22 K), 303 K (Tg - 27 K), 296 K (Tg - 34 K); Right panel:
scaled profiles with respect to t1/4 collapse onto the same curve, indicative of self-similarity
nature of the surface diffusion control process.
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Experimental data fit to numerical solution
Since TPD completely wets the virus, it is reasonable to assume that the profile shape after
some initial transient time is independent of the surface energy of the virus. However, the
height of the profile remains constant, indicating that there is little accumulation of ma-
terial on top of the virus. This is not surprising as there is little driving force directly on
top of the virus for diffusion. As such, one can assume that the solution for this problem
is mathematically identical to having a step function with a constant hight towards which
the molecules are attracted. Equation 1 has been solved for a constant step height bound-
ary conditions [10, 127, 87]. Furthermore, in another work Benzaquen et al. numerically
demonstrated that equation 1 would eventually evolve into the same universal curve even
under a slightly different initial boundary condition[10]. The universal scaled profile can be
written as U =
x
t1/4
(
kT
DsγΩ2ν
)1/4, where U is a scaled function of x and t. The experimental
profiles were fit to the universal solution with a single fitting parameter
DsγΩ
2ν
kT
, where
surface diffusion coefficient Ds can be evaluated.
TMV height versus time at annealing temperatures studied
We characterized the apparent height of the TMV virus versus annealing time at the five
temperatures studied. As shown in Figure 2.9, at relative short time scales, the height of
virus remains constant within the instrument error, and thus the surface diffusion mediates
the surface flow at this short time window and results in meniscus formation as discussed
in the main text. With the increase of annealing time and annealing temperatures, the
virus starts to slowly embed into the film resulting in a decrease in apparent height. At
this stage, the viscosity starts to drive the flow and the virus embeds into the film. The
governing equation for embedding process is given by for surface viscosity control:
∂h(x, t)
∂t
= − γ
3η
∂
∂x
[h3(x, t)
∂3h(x, t)
∂x3
] (2.2)
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Figure 2.9: Normalized apparent height of the TMV virus versus annealing time at var-
ious annealing temperatures. Dashed line shows the TMV height before embedding and
colored arrows show the time at which embedding becomes apparent beyond the noise in
the measurement at each corresponding temperature.
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or for bulk viscosity control:
∂h(x, t)
∂t
=
1
2
γ
η
∂h(x, t)
∂x
(2.3)
Mullins model and temperature dependence of relevant parameters
Here we present a brief discussion about the relevant driving forces for meniscus forma-
tion based on the Mullins model[95]. The full Mullins model includes the bulk viscosity,
evaporation-condensation, bulk diffusion and surface diffusion as follows.
∂h(x, t)
∂t
= A
∂h(x, t)
∂x
+B
∂2h(x, t)
∂x2
+ C
∂3h(x, t)
∂x3
+D
∂4h(x, t)
∂x4
(2.4)
Where A =
1
2
γ
η
,B =
p0γΩ
2
(2piM)1/2(kT )3/2
, C =
ρ0DGγΩ
2
kT
+
DvγΩ
kT
, and D =
DsγΩ
2ν
kT
Here
γ is the surface tension, η is bulk viscosity, p0 is the equilibrium vapor pressure, Ω is the
molecular volume, ρ0 is the equilibrium vapor density, DG is diffusion coefficient of evapo-
rated molecules in inert atmosphere, Dv is the bulk diffusion coefficient, ν is the number of
atoms per unit area, and Ds is the surface diffusion coefficient. In this study, since the va-
por pressure of TPD is very low at room temperature, there is no evaporation-condensation
occurring during the course of this study. As such the evaporation-condensation term is neg-
ligible. Furthermore, at low temperatures used in this study the bulk diffusion is extremely
slow (at least 4 orders of magnitude close to Tg, and decreasing rapidly with decreasing
temperature). As such the bulk diffusion can also be assumed to be negligible. This was
further confirmed by the grating decay studies where gratings of various sizes were used to
verify the scaling factors for the important terms in the Mullins model[163, 157, 125]. This
leaves the bulk viscosity and surface diffusion terms. The bulk viscosity becomes important
at the onset of embedding. Before that, when the only important term in the model that
governs the meniscus formation is the surface diffusion term. This is also confirmed in
our studies with the fact that the profiles are self-similar with h(x, t) = h(x/t1/4), which
follows the scaling law for surface diffusion. This can only be true if all other terms are
negligible and surface diffusion controls the flow. Bulk viscosity, evaporation-condensation,
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and bulk diffusion follow different power-law and do not have the self-similar nature of
h(x, t) = h(x/t1/4). In addition, one can estimate the relative contribution from each term
by estimating the prefactors order of magnitude and would find the other terms are much
smaller (< 1% compared to surface diffusion term) and cannot contribute to such fast sur-
face evolution and thus can be neglected. Similar discussions can also be found in grating
decay measurements[163, 157, 125].
The approximation used by Mullins to obtain the linearized surface diffusion equation
(Equation 2.1 in main text) is the small slope approximation. In our system, as can be
seen in Figure 2.2, even for the earliest time point measured, the slope can be estimated
from the height and the width of the profiles to be h ( 17 nm) / width ( 200 nm ) = 0.085,
which is much smaller than 1, fulfilling the small slope approximation. In addition, the
self-similarity observed in the experimental data is a strong indication of the validity of the
Mullins linearized model, which only the surface diffusion term present.
Temperature dependence of relevant parameters
The molecular volume of TPD, Ω, used in this study was estimated from the molecular
weight and relative density at 295 K as Ω = MW/(ρNA). The change in relative density
can be estimated from the thermal expansion coefficient measured from temperature ramp
measurements by ellipsometry. As shown in Figure 2.5, the glassy thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of TPD can be fitted from the thickness change with temperature to be 2.1∗10−4K−1,
in the temperature range performed in the experiment 296 K to 318 K, the change in relative
density is therefore estimated to be ∼ 0.5%. Compared to a factor of 4 change in the value
of the prefactor observed in Figure 2.3 of the main text, this can be considered a negligible
density change. However, we note that this change is mainly the error in our estimation
of volume based on density and the actual molecular volume is most likely constant in this
modest temperature range.
Using the Eo¨tvo¨s rule[44], we can roughly estimate the temperature dependence of surface
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Figure 2.10: Surface diffusion coefficient of TPD measured in this study extrapolated to Tg
(orange circle) and other organic molecules (black circle) from the grating decay studies by
Zhang et al.[157], and bulk diffusion coefficients (black square) at the material’s bulk Tg.
tension of TPD by
∂γ
∂T
=
−k
V 2/3
, where k is the Eo¨tvo¨s constant and has a value of 2.1 ×
10−7 J/(K· mol2/3), V is the molecular volume for TPD, which is calculated based on the
molecular weight and relative density, to be 4.34 × 10−4 m3/mol. Thus ∂γ
∂T
is calculated
to be −3.66× 10−5 N/(m· K). Compared to the surface tension of TPD at 295 K, which is
equal to γ = 7.23× 10−2 N/m, the changes in γ are negligible in the temperature range of
the experiments reported here.
Comparison with surface diffusion of other molecular glasses
In Figure 2.10, we compare the surface diffusion coefficient of TPD measured from TMV
method in this study with other organic molecules measured using surface grating decay
methods[157]. The surface diffusion coefficient of TPD at Tg is about 6 orders of magnitude
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than the bulk diffusion coefficient and fits well with other organic molecules, indicating that
the surface diffusion coefficient has a strong molecular weight dependence.
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CHAPTER 3 : Invariant Fast Diffusion on Ultrastable and Aged Molecular Glasses
Reprinted with Permission from Yue Zhang and Zahra Fakhraai Invariant Fast Diffusion
on the Surfaces of Ultra-stable and Aged Molecular Glasses. Physical Review Letters, 118:
066101, 2017. Copyright 2017 American Physical Society.
3.1. Abstract
Surface diffusion of molecular glasses is found to be orders of magnitude faster than the bulk
diffusion, with a stronger dependence on the molecular size and intermolecular interactions.
In this study, we investigate the effect of variations in bulk dynamics on the surface diffusion
of molecular glasses. Using tobacco mosaic virus as probe particle, we measure the surface
diffusion on glasses of the same composition but with orders of magnitude of variations
in bulk relaxation dynamics, produced by physical vapor deposition, physical aging and
liquid-quenching. The bulk fictive temperatures of these glasses span over 35 K, indicating
13 to 20 orders of magnitude changes in bulk relaxation times. However, the surface dif-
fusion coefficients on these glasses are measured to be identical at two temperatures below
bulk glass transition temperature Tg. These results suggest that surface diffusion has no
dependence on the bulk relaxation dynamics when measured below Tg.
3.2. Introduction
Molecular glasses have wide applications in organic electronics[139, 131, 146], coatings[85],
pharmaceuticals[153, 28, 63], and nano-imprint lithography techniques[112]. Since the
surface-to-volume ratio increases rapidly with the reduction in dimension as desired for
these applications, understanding surface properties becomes increasingly important. Re-
cent studies have aimed at developing efficient techniques to measure the surface mobilities
on molecular glasses and have shown that surface diffusion can be orders of magnitude faster
than bulk diffusion, with a lower activation barrier[163, 34, 13, 125, 162]. In addition, more
recent studies reported that fast surface diffusion strongly depends on the molecular size
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and intermolecular interactions[157, 125, 23].
Understanding fast surface diffusion on molecular glasses is highly relevant for understand-
ing the formation of ultra-stable glasses[137]. Organic glasses prepared by physical vapor
deposition (PVD) at substrate temperatures below bulk glass transition temperature, Tg,
are found to have exceptional thermodynamic and kinetic stabilities[137, 72, 79, 83]. Glasses
are out of equilibrium materials, therefore one can produce glasses with varying structures
and properties by varying their states in the corresponding energy landscape. Physical
aging is usually used to obtain glasses with varying properties by holding a glass below
Tg. However, these changes in properties are typically small and take exponentially long
times at lower temperatures. In contrast, within deposition time of minutes to hours, PVD
can access states in the energy landscape that may take a liquid-quenched glass millions
of years of aging to access[135, 137, 30, 83]. It has been proposed that due to the fast
diffusion during PVD, molecules at the top surface have enough time to achieve a better
configuration and thus a lower energy state before being buried by the next layer. Thus we
call this process Surface-Mediated Equilibration (SME). Direct measurement of the surface
diffusion on ultra-stable glasses is an important step in understanding the SME mechanism.
We have recently developed a new and efficient technique that uses tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV) as probe particle for facile characterization of surface diffusion on ordinary glasses[162].
When TMV is introduced onto the surface, due to rapid wetting a sharp curvature appears
around the virus and induces surface molecules to flow towards it and form a meniscus.
Since the virus is semi one-dimensional, the flow around the center of the virus has reduced
dimensionality and is self-similar, allowing for rapid characterization of surface diffusion by
tracking the evolution of the meniscus shapes. This technique requires no modification of
the sample surface, as long as the aqueous TMV solution does not disturb its properties.
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Figure 3.1: a) Thermal stabilities of PVD and aged glasses post TMV measurements.
Thickness changes of PVD glasses deposited at 0.85 Tg (solid orange), 0.9 Tg (solid blue),
0.95 Tg (solid green) and glasses aged at 0.9 Tg (open purple) were monitored upon heating
and cooling with ellipsometry. Black dashed line is the universal super-cooled line for TPD.
Arrows indicate the fictive temperature for each glass and bulk Tg. Inset shows TPD
molecular structure. b) Fictive temperatures versus deposition or aging temperatures.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
In this study, the TMV-probe method is applied on the surfaces of ultra-stable PVD glasses
to investigate the effect of variations in bulk dynamics on the surface diffusion for the first
time. Surface diffusions on glasses prepared by physical aging and liquid-quenching are
also studied for comparison. The fictive temperatures of PVD stable, aged, and liquid-
quenched glasses span over 35 K, corresponding to 13-20 orders of magnitude change in the
bulk structural relaxation time, τα. Measurements are performed at two temperatures well
below bulk Tg (Tg - 27 K and Tg - 34 K). We find that the surface diffusion coefficients
of all these glasses at each temperature remain invariant within half an order of magnitude
(range of experimental error). No correlation between the fast surface diffusion and the
bulk relaxation dynamics was found, suggesting that the fast surface diffusion is possibly
decoupled from bulk molecular motions and only reflect free surface behavior.
To produce glasses with varying bulk relaxation dynamics, N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-
diphenylbenzidine (TPD, Tg = 330K) films were prepared either by PVD at various sub-
strate temperatures, or by physical aging at 0.9 Tg for a week. Fictive temperature, Tf ,
is used as a measure of glass stability and bulk relaxation dynamics[142, 94]. Figure 3.1
demonstrates how Tf was determined for each glass. Ellipsometry was used to measure
the thickness of PVD or aged glasses as the films were heated at 10 K/min to 348 K and
isothermally transformed into super-cooled liquid before being cooled back to glassy state
at 10 K/min. Figure 3.1a) shows the normalized thickness for each film during and after
transformation (detailed in SI). The excellent overlap in the super-cooled and ordinary glass
states indicates that all glasses were transformed into a common super-cooled liquid state
and had the same properties after transformation.
Fictive temperature is defined as the temperature where the extrapolated super-cooled
liquid line intercepts the glassy line. Figure 3.1a) shows the extrapolation of the super-
cooled liquid line of TPD and the different temperatures where it intercepts with the initial
glass lines. The Tf value of each glass is indicated by colored arrow. Figure 3.1b) shows
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the measured Tf versus Tdep or Tage. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.8 show that PVD glasses
have lower fictive temperatures and higher stabilities compared to aged or liquid-quenched
glasses, with the most stable glass deposited around 0.85 Tg, consistent with previous studies
of PVD glasses[137, 72, 79, 48, 31, 147, 83].
The bulk τα of stable and aged glasses at a given temperature can be estimated based on
Adam-Gibbs-Vogel (AGV) equation[2, 67]:
ln τα (T,Tf) = ln τ0 +
DT0
T(1− T0
Tf
)
(3.1)
where for TPD close to Tg, D = 13.5, τ0 = 10
−19.2 s, T0 = 258.9 K[147, 161]. One can
estimate that for the most stable glass with Tdep =0.85 Tg (Tf = 293 K) τα is about 20
orders of magnitude slower than that of the liquid-quenched glass where Tf=Tg = 330 K for
both isothermal hold temperatures of 296 K and 303 K (Figure 3.10). A more conservative
Arrhenius extrapolation, using the activation energy near Tg, shows that τα for this sample
is at least 13 orders of magnitude slower than τα at Tg = 330 K (Figure 3.11). As such, the
range of bulk relaxation explored here spans 13 to 20 orders of magnitude, corresponding
to 35 K changes in Tf .
TMV-probe experiments were performed to measure the surface diffusion of glasses with
varying Tf values. This method has been described in detail in our earlier publication[162].
Briefly, the semi-one dimensional TMV particle is introduced onto the surface of a glass.
Due to rapid wetting of the material, a sharp local curvature is produced around TMV,
resulting in a flux of surface molecules towards the virus and forming a meniscus around it.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to monitor the temporal evolution of the meniscus
shapes. The unique advantage of using semi-one dimensional TMV probe, with a large
aspect ratio around 18, is that it simplifies the meniscus evolution into a two-dimensional
flow and thus simplifies the analysis needed to define the surface diffusion coefficient[162].
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Figure 3.2: a) Representative AFM images of the surface response to TMV perturbation
on a 400 nm stable glass (Tdep=0.85 Tg) held isothermally at 303 K (Tg - 27 K). Scale
bars are 400 nm. b) Temporal evolution of the profiles across the center of TMV shown in
a), each profile plotted was averaged from five near-center line profiles across the TMV. c)
Profiles in b) collapse onto a universal curve after scaling x with t1/4, indicating that the
profiles are self-similar and follow surface diffusion-controlled flow.
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Figure 3.3: Half profile widths at a constant height h = 2 nm from the bottom of TMV
plotted versus isothermal hold times at 296 K and 303 K for five TPD glasses. At each
temperature, the profile evolutions on different glasses all follow the 1/4 power law indicated
by black dashed lines.
Control experiments were performed to rule out the potential effect of TMV deposition on
stable glass properties in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.2a) shows representative AFM images of a meniscus evolution formed after TMV
was placed on the surface of a 400 nm stable glass film deposited at 0.85 Tg, held isothermally
at 303 K. The meniscus around the TMV probe, observed as bright halo in the image, is
formed by material accumulation due to curvature driven surface flow, and grows with
isothermal holding time. Since the aspect-ratio is large, the flow around the center of TMV
is semi two-dimensional. A line profile normal to the long axis near the center of TMV,
as the example shown in Figure 3.2a), can be used to evaluate the evolution of the process
shown in Figure 3.2b). Five line profiles near the center of TMV were averaged to produce
the profiles shown in Figure 3.2b) at each given time for noise reduction. As seen in the
plot, the cross-section profile widens with time as the sample is held at 303 K.
We note that in the time window of this measurement, no obvious embedding of TMV
was observed, indicating that the meniscus formation is due to a diffusive process on the
surface[162]. As demonstrated by Mullins[95], the governing equation for a flow solely driven
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by surface diffusion in two dimensions can be described as:
∂h(x, t)
∂t
= −DsγΩ
2ν
kT
∂4h(x, t)
∂x4
(3.2)
where h(x, t) is the height at distance x from the center of TMV at time t, Ds is surface
diffusion coefficient, γ is surface tension, Ω is molecular volume, ν is number of atoms per
unit area, and k is the Boltzmann constant. Previous studies have shown that profiles
following equation 3.2 are self-similar after a transient time[95, 10, 87, 127, 162]. Figure
3.2c) shows that the profiles in Figure 3.2b) are indeed self-similar and collapse onto the
same curve when x is scaled with t1/4.
To further show that the meniscus evolution follows equation 3.2, the half profile widths
at a constant height of 2 nm are plotted versus time in Figure 3.3. For the temperatures
and time intervals studied, all profile evolutions follow the 1/4 power law scaling, further
confirming that the flow of the molecules is governed by surface diffusion. Under these
conditions the prefactor
DsγΩ
2ν
kT
can be used to compare the value of surface diffusion for
glasses with different bulk relaxation dynamics or fictive temperatures[162]. Except for
Ds and T, other parameters in this prefactor depend on the molecule used and should be
roughly the same for films of the same chemical composition (detailed discussions in SI).
It is interesting to observe from Figure 3.3 that at each temperature, the profile width
evolutions and therefore the prefactors are very similar for all five glasses surveyed. At
each temperature, the data fall on the same line within the range of experimental error,
suggesting that surface diffusion coefficients are the same for all of these glasses, decreasing
with decreasing temperature.
With the data in Figure 3.3, Ds for stable and aged glasses can be obtained by com-
paring the intercept value for each data set with that of liquid-quenched glass reported
previously[162]. Figure 3.4 plots Ds for each glass measured at two different temperatures
as a function of Tf . The error bars represent variations between two to three independent
measurements on newly deposited or aged samples. Figure 3.4 shows that regardless of
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Figure 3.4: Surface diffusion coefficients on stable (filled), aged (half filled) and liquid-
quenched glasses (open) measured at 303 K (black) and 296 K (red), plotted versus fictive
temperature. Dashed lines are the average Ds at each temperature.
the preparation methods or Tf values, surface diffusion coefficients at each temperature
remain the same within half an order of magnitude. The dashed lines show the aver-
age values of Ds at each temperature, where Ds(303K) = (3.82± 0.76)× 10−18 m2/s and
Ds(296K) = (6.06± 0.55)× 10−19 m2/s.
The observation that surface diffusion is independent of bulk relaxation dynamics at each
isothermal hold temperature is remarkable, given that the range of fictive temperatures
spans over 35 K for the glasses surveyed. As discussed, this range of change in Tf translates
into 13 to 20 orders of magnitude variations in τα between different glasses, with glasses
deposited at 0.85Tg having the slowest and liquid-quenched glasses having the fastest re-
laxation times. However, as shown in Figure 3.4, even with such huge differences in bulk
relaxation dynamics, the measured surface diffusion coefficients on different glasses remain
constant within experimental error.
Theoretical models based on smooth gradients of dynamics from the free surface predict
temperature-dependent relaxation dynamics at the free surface with lower activation en-
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ergy compared to bulk [134, 19, 17, 66, 61]. For example, models developed for equilibrium
super-cooled liquids such as random first order transition (RFOT)[134] and coupling model
(CM)[19] predict that for glasses with short range interactions, such as TPD, the surface
relaxation time, τsurface, has a power-law dependence on τα. In both models, τsurface is pre-
dicted to be highly correlated with τα. To the best of our knowledge there are no predictions
for out of equilibrium systems, and whether the surface dynamics would be coupled to the
equilibrium state through the energy landscape, or would be coupled to out of equilibrium
state due to dynamic coupling of molecules that are going through relaxation. The data
presented here does not show any correlation between the bulk and surface dynamics, sug-
gesting that as the system falls out of equilibrium there is a decoupling between the surface
and bulk either due to the decoupling of the surface and bulk relaxation dynamics or the
decoupling of the surface diffusion from surface relaxation dynamics (hopping). Since the
Mullins model[95] that is developed for continuum fluid fits the data well, the latter is less
likely. We also note that the data presented here does not rule out the coupling of the
surface and the corresponding supercooled liquid, which is the same at each temperature
despite fictive temperature variations.
Elastically cooperative activated barrier hopping model developed by Mirigian and Schweizer[91,
93] predicts surface diffusion as Ds = d
2/(6〈τα〉), where d is the molecular size and 〈τα〉 is
the average dynamics of the near-surface layer at different penetration depths, either half
or one molecular size[93]. Thus in this model Ds is only associated with the near-surface
relaxation dynamics as opposed to bulk τα that strongly vary between stable, aged, and
liquid-quenched glasses. Since one would not expect 〈τα〉 to change strongly within the
depth of 1 nm or so from the free surface (approximately one molecular size), we can simply
assume Ds ' d2/(6τsurface). As such, from the invariance of Ds one could conclude that
τsurface is also invariant and is of the orders of 10
−2−10−1 s assuming d = 1 nm. Such short
time scales imply that the surface could be at equilibrium regardless of the bulk state. If
this assumption is correct, then the surface relaxation times are not only orders of magni-
tude faster than bulk dynamics similar to what has been measured on polymer glasses[47],
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but they are also dynamically decoupled from the bulk dynamics such that a change of 20
orders of magnitude in the bulk relaxation times do not affect the surface relaxation times.
Alternatively, the nature of the gradients in the dynamics in the layers immediately below
the free surface could be different at various fictive temperatures, while the free surface
dynamics are determined by the nature of the interface and not the properties of the bulk.
In either scenario, the origins of the temperature-dependence of τsurface, measured through
temperature-dependent Ds are not very clear and merit further exploration. Figure 3.4
clearly shows that while Ds does not depend on Tf , it slows with decreasing temperature,
consistent with previous measurements. It would be important to design experiments to in-
dependently observe the rotational dynamics of the free surface in order to directly measure
τsurface to verify this hypothesis.
Although less likely, it is still worthing discussing the possibility that surface diffusion is
due to a hopping mechanism of loosely bound surface molecules on an energy landscape
produced by the out of equilibrium glassy solid[40, 3]. In this case fast diffusion can proceed
even when the surface dynamics are also arrested and out of equilibrium. As glass densities
have only changed by 1.5% between the most and least stable glasses (Figure 3.8), the
surface energy has not been significantly varied (detailed in SI). As such, it is plausible that
the surface diffusion would also be independent of the fictive temperature. The activation
energy for hopping in this scenario would only depend on the surface energy and molecular
size.
The independence of Ds from the bulk relaxation dynamics is consistent with the proposed
Surface-Mediated Equilibration (SME) process. The fact that Ds remains the same on
glasses of various stabilities ensures that SME can proceed efficiently on the top surface
layer regardless of the bulk dynamics. If the motion of molecules at the free surface slowed
down significantly with the relaxation dynamics of previously formed layers, SME process
would have been self-limiting and depends on film thickness, which is not the case[137, 30,
83]. However, the measurements presented here do not provide a full picture. Molecules
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of various sizes can be made into stable glasses when deposited at 0.85Tg[137, 30, 83].
This implies that τsurface at 0.85Tg must be roughly the same for these molecules. Other
studies have shown that Ds slows with increasing molecular size[157, 125, 23]. These two
observations can only be simultaneously correct if Ds scales with molecular size as d
2 as
predicted by Mirigian and Schweizer[91, 93], to keep τsurface size invariant or if τsurface and
Ds are decoupled. One can verify the former hypothesis by performing surface diffusion
measurements on a homologous series of molecules with various sizes. The latter can only
be verified by directly measuring τsurface.
3.4. Summary
In summary, we report the first measurement of surface diffusion on ultra-stable glasses,
and compare with physically-aged and ordinary glasses. We find no change in the surface
diffusion coefficients when the bulk fictive temperature is varied over a range of 35 K,
equivalent to 13-20 orders of magnitude in bulk structural relaxation times. Our results
suggest that fast surface diffusion is decoupled from the bulk dynamics and is probably
only associated with the near-surface dynamics that involve at most a few mono-layers
of top surface molecules where they can always equilibrate at short time scales regardless
of the bulk relaxations. However, the exact mechanism of this decoupling merits further
investigation. Since surface diffusion can potentially contribute to fast crystallization and
stable glass formation, a deeper understanding of the nature of fast diffusion and relaxation
dynamics at the free surface are imperative for both glass theories and applications.
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3.6. Supplementary Material
Material and film preparation
N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used without further purification. The glass transition temperature Tg was determined
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to be 330 K[161, 162] at a cooling rate of 10
K/min. 4400 nm thick stable glass films were prepared on silicon substrates (one side
polished, 100 plates, Virginia Semiconductor) with 1-2 nm native oxide layer held at sub-
strate temperatures of Tdep=279 K=0.85 Tg, Tdep=296 K=0.9 Tg, and Tdep=312 K=0.95
Tg with an average deposition rate of 0.2 nm/s. Ordinary TPD glasses were obtained by
transforming stable glasses upon heating at 348 K=Tg + 18 K either on a Linkam heating
stage while performing ellipsometry measurements or in a vacuum oven overnight. Ordinary
glasses were then aged at Tage=296 K=0.9 Tg in a vacuum desiccator for a week for aging
studies.
AFM images of the flat initial morphology of various samples surveyed are shown in Figure
3.5. Surface roughnesses on all films was measured to be less than 1 nm.
Tobacco mosaic viruses were purified from infected leaves and suspended in miliQ water
as described in our earlier publication[162]. Dilute TMV was introduced onto the surfaces
of TPD glasses by spin-coating and thoroughly dried with nitrogen for further imaging
measurements. Isothermal measurements were performed with a custom thermoelectric
heating-stage calibrated with melting point standards[162]. Non-contact atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) imaging was performed to track the evolution of the surface response at
two isothermal temperatures 296 K=Tg−27 K and 303 K=Tg−34 K. After the isothermal
measurements of surface diffusion, the stability of stable and aged glasses were measured
with spectroscopic ellipsometry (M-2000 V J. A. Woollam), by placing the samples on a
Linkam heating stage (THMS 350 V) and measuring the thickness and birefringent index
of refraction as a function of temperature.
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Figure 3.5: Initial flat morphologies of as-deposited stable glasses and as-aged glasses.
Ellipsometry measurements
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (M-2000 V J. A. Woollam) was used to measure the stability
of films used in this study. An anisotropic Cauchy model was used to fit raw ellipsometry
data of stable glasses from PVD. In this model ellipsometry angles Ψ(λ) and ∆(λ) were
fit to a model consisting of a temperature-dependent substrate, a native oxide layer, and
an uniaxial anisotropic Cauchy layer to model the transparent TPD film. The anisotropic
Cauchy model is described as nxy(λ) = A +
B
λ2
, and nz(λ) = nxy(λ) + dAz, where nxy(λ)
is the index of refraction in the xy-plane and nz(λ) is the index of refraction normal to
the plane of the substrate. A, B, dAz and the film thickness h were free fit parameters. A
spectroscopic range of 600 nm-1600 nm was used for modeling. Figure 3.6 shows an example
of the fit to an as-deposited PVD sample.
Temperature ramping experiments were applied to all films studied to evaluate their stabil-
ities. An example of the ramping experiment on a 400 nm TPD film deposited at 0.95 Tg is
shown in Figure 3.7. Panel A shows the temperature as a function of time. All films were
heated at a rate of 10 K/min to a set temperature of 348 K (Tg + 18 K) and were held
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Figure 3.6: Ellipsometry angles Psi (Ψ, red) and Delta (∆, green) vs. wavelength data for
a thick TPD film. Anisotropic model fit of raw ellipsometry data is shown as dashed black
lines.
Figure 3.7: Experimental details of a typical temperature ramping experiment for trans-
forming a stable glass film (400 nm TPD deposited at 0.95Tg). From top to bottom: A:
Temperature profile vs. time. B: Thickness vs. time. C: MSE vs. time obtained from
anisotropic Cauchy fit. D: Birefringence (dAz) vs. time.
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Figure 3.8: Change in density, ∆ρ (top) and birefringence (nz−nx,y, bottom) of TPD stable
and aged glasses versus deposition temperatures.
isothermally until they were fully transformed into ordinary glass, indicated by a plateau
in film thickness at the set temperature as shown in panel B (thickness vs. time). Then
the films were cooled at 10 K/min to 303 K. Panel C shows the mean square error (MSE)
throughout the ramping process for the model described above, representing a reliable fit
to the data at all times. Panel D shows the birefringence during the ramp. The initially
birefringent films become isotropic upon transformation to ordinary glass. In Figure 3.8,
the density change and birefringence of TPD stable and aged glasses are plotted versus
deposition temperatures.
Effect of TMV deposition and isothermal holding on the stability of stable glasses
To make sure that the processes of TMV deposition on the surface and the isothermal
holding to measure diffusion do not affect the stability of PVD glasses, we performed the
following control experiments on four samples of 400 nm films of TPD vapor-deposited at
Tdep =0.9 Tg and compared the results in Figure 3.9. (1) We measured the stability of an
as-deposited sample (black) by heating the sample to 348 K (Tg + 18 K), waiting for the
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Figure 3.9: Stability tests on Tdep =0.9 Tg PVD glasses under different control experiments
as detailed in the paragraph.
sample to transform into ordinary glass, and then cooling it back to room temperature. (2)
The sample was isothermally held at T = 313 K = Tg− 17 K for 22 hours prior to stability
test (blue). (3) TMV was introduced on the surface, the sample was then isothermally
held at T = 303 K = Tg − 27 K for 24 hours prior to stability test (green). (4) TMV was
introduced on the surface, the sample was then isothermally held at T = 296 K = Tg − 34
K for 55 hours prior to stability test (orange). The results in Figure 3.9 show that there
is no difference in the stability of these samples and all curves overlap each other almost
perfectly. These control experiments show that the addition of TMV on the surface and
isothermal holding below Tg do not affect the properties of the PVD stable glasses.
Estimation of bulk relaxation time of stable and aged glasses
In Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, we provide an estimation of the bulk relaxation of sta-
ble and aged glasses based on their fictive temperatures using both AGV and Arrhenius
extrapolation near Tg as detailed in the main text.
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Figure 3.10: Estimation of τα of stable and aged glasses based on AGV equation as detailed
in the main text.
Figure 3.11: Estimation of τα of stable and aged glasses based on Arrhenius extrapolation
near Tg.
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Estimation of change in surface tension of stable and aged glasses
Using the Eo¨tvo¨s rule[44], we can roughly estimate the change of surface tension of TPD
stable glasses compared to ordinary glasses by γV 2/3 = k(Tc − T), where k is the Eo¨tvo¨s
constant and has a value of 2.1× 10−7 J/(K· mol2/3), V is the molecular volume for TPD,
which is estimated based on the molecular weight and relative density as V = MW/ρ.
The largest density change in stable and aged glasses studied in this report is about 1.5%
increase for the most stable glass deposited at Tdep =0.85 Tg. The change in γ between this
glass and ordinary glass is thus estimated to be less than 1%. All other glasses have even
smaller changes in their surface tension. From this simple estimation, it is clear that the
changes in γ are negligible in our study. However, we note that this is estimated from the
overall density change in stable glasses, it is still unknown whether the surface density of
the stable glass would be different from ordinary glass, but we don’t expect those changes
to be as large as or larger than 1.5% in density.
Error bars
The error bars in Figure 3.4 are from the error of 2-3 repeating trials or the error from
the fit. Instrumental errors such as temperature variations were not included. For the two
isothermal temperatures 296 K and 303 K studied, the temperature did not vary more than
0.5 K throughout the measurements.
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CHAPTER 4 : Decoupling of Surface Diffusion and Bulk Dynamics in Molecular
Glasses
Reprinted with Permission from Yue Zhang and Zahra Fakhraai Decoupling of Surface Dif-
fusion and Relaxation Dynamics of Molecular Glasses. Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, 2017. Copyright 2017 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
4.1. Abstract
Tobacco mosaic virus is used as a probe to measure surface diffusion of ultrathin films of
N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD, 12 nm < h < 53 nm) at various
temperatures below the glass transition temperature, Tg, of all films. As the film thickness is
decreased, Tg decreases rapidly and the average film dynamics are enhanced by 6 to 14 orders
of magnitude. We show that the surface diffusion is invariant of the film thickness decrease
and the resulting enhanced overall mobility. The values of surface diffusion coefficient
and its temperature-dependence are invariant of film thickness and are the same as the
corresponding bulk values (h = 400 nm). For the thinnest films (h < 20 nm), the effective
activation energy for rearrangement (temperature-dependence of relaxation times) becomes
smaller than the activation energy for surface diffusion. These results suggest that the fast
surface diffusion is decoupled from film relaxation dynamics and is a solely free surface
property.
4.2. Introduction
The diffusion coefficients on the surfaces of molecular glasses are reported to be orders
of magnitude faster than the bulk diffusion[163, 34, 13, 162, 157, 125], with weaker tem-
perature dependences and stronger dependences on the molecular size or intermolecular
interactions[157, 125, 23]. The measured fast surface diffusion on molecular glasses has
been hypothesized to affect the frequently observed fast surface crystallization[136, 96] and
the formation of ultrastable glasses by physical vapor deposition[137].
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We have recently investigated the surface diffusion of liquid-quenched bulk TPD glasses[162]
as well as aged and vapor-deposited ultrastable TPD glasses[159], spanning a range of 35 K
in fictive temperatures and 13 to 20 orders of magnitude variations in structural relaxation
times of the glass. We found that when held below bulk glass transition temperature, Tg,
the surface diffusion coefficient remains fast (about 6 orders of magnitude faster than the
corresponding bulk diffusion coefficient of the ordinary glass at Tg), has a lower activation
energy than bulk, and is invariant of the bulk dynamics on aged and ultrastable glass
films. The lack of correlation between the surface diffusion and bulk dynamics of aged or
ultrastable glasses motivates further exploration of the nature of the observed fast surface
diffusion on glassy surfaces.
Nano-sized polymer films have been shown to have properties that deviate strongly from
the corresponding bulk properties. In particular, their glass transition temperatures are
reduced compared to bulk polymer glasses[76, 42, 116, 55, 39, 4]. The reduced Tg has been
linked to enhanced relaxation dynamics near the free surface for both supported[76, 47, 21]
and freestanding[51, 104] films, and the resulting enhancement of the overall relaxation
dynamics[46, 55, 56] of ultrathin films. We have recently demonstrated that the viscosity
and relaxation dynamics in ultrathin films of molecular glass TPD are similarly enhanced
by 6 to 14 orders of magnitude depending on the measuring temperature[161], but a direct
comparison with fast surface diffusion to our knowledge has not been made in molecular
glass systems.
By investigating surface diffusion coefficients on ultrathin TPD films, surface diffusion can
be measured in films with overall dynamics that are more similar to that of the free surface.
These studies can help investigate whether the decoupling between surface diffusion and
bulk relaxation dynamics in aged and ultrastable molecular glass films are due to large
differences between the values (at least 6 orders of magnitude at Tg for ordinary glass
and growing with lowering fictive temperature[159]), or whether it has a more fundamental
origin. In addition, the typical thicknesses of molecular glasses used in applications such
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as coatings and organic electronics are less than 100 nm, and as such it is imperative to
directly characterize the surface mobility on these nano-sized glasses and to understand its
role and effect in enhancing the dynamics in ultrathin films used in these applications.
Here we apply our recently developed TMV-probe method[162, 159] to measure surface
diffusion of ultrathin TPD glass films supported on silicon substrates. The important ad-
vantage of the TMV-probe method is that it generates a mild perturbation on the free
surface and requires no additional modification of the sample’s surface. As such, this is a
robust method that can be easily extended to study the surface of ultrathin molecular glass
films. In this method, the surface mobility can be evaluated by monitoring the temporal
evolution of the surface response to TMV’s perturbation. In this study, the TMV-probe
method is applied on the surfaces of ultrathin molecular glass films, ranging from 12 nm
to 53 nm, to measure their surface diffusion. The surface diffusion coefficients on these
ultrathin films are found to be constant within the experimental error at four measuring
temperatures below the bulk or thin film Tgs. The results show that the surface diffusion
has no dependence on the film thickness, while the Tg is reduced by as much as 20 K in
12 nm films and the average dynamics in these films are enhanced by 6 to 14 orders of
magnitude. Furthermore, the activation energy of the thinnest films (h < 20 nm) are lower
than that of the surface diffusion on the same films. These results suggest that the fast
surface diffusion is fully decoupled from the overall film relaxation dynamics, down to film
thicknesses where the film dynamics become comparable with the surface diffusion enhance-
ment. Once the film is no longer glassy, the virus embeds into the film and surface diffusion
can no longer be measured.
4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Tg reduction and enhanced overall dynamics in ultrathin films
The model system studied here is organic molecular glass N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-
diphenylbenzidine (TPD, Tg = 330 K, molecular structure shown in Figure 4.1B). Figure
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4.1A shows the measured Tg values as a function of film thickness. The inset shows rep-
resentative normalized thickness profiles for four different films during the cooling ramps.
The glass transition temperature is defined as the intercept of the super-cooled liquid line
with the glassy line. As the temperature is decreased, ultrathin films maintain equilibrium
at lower temperatures compared to the 120 nm film and show broader Tg transitions. As a
result, the Tg is reduced as the film thickness is decreased, with an onset of deviation from
bulk Tg around 50 nm. This observation is consistent with previous measurements of Tg re-
ductions in ultrathin films of molecular[70, 156, 161] and polymeric glasses[76, 42, 46, 55, 57]
and shows similar range of thickness over which the Tg of the ultrathin films are affected
by the enhanced surface dynamics.
We have recently measured the effective viscosity and average relaxation times of ultrathin
TPD films at various temperatures below bulk Tg[161]. Using cooling-rate dependent Tg
(CR-Tg) measurements, the film’s average relaxation time at Tg can be estimated based
on the inverse of cooling rates. Isothermal dewetting measurements were also performed in
these studies to characterize the effective viscosity within films of various thicknesses and
were related to relaxation times. Within the error of the experiments, both measures of
dynamics (isothermal and temperature ramps) produced similar average relaxation times
in ultrathin films. Using this data from Ref.[161], the average relaxation time at each
temperature of interest (ranging from 296 K to 313 K) for each film thickness can be
calculated. Figure 4.1B shows that depending on the temperature, the dynamics in ultrathin
films can be 6 to 14 orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding bulk dynamics
at the same temperature, with the differences increasing in magnitude with decreasing
temperature, mostly due to stronger temperature dependence of bulk films compared to
ultrathin films.
4.3.2. Surface diffusion measurements on ultrathin films
TMV-probe technique[162, 159] was applied to measure the surface diffusion of ultrathin
TPD films. Dilute TMV particles were introduced onto the surfaces of ultrathin films by
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Figure 4.1: A: Glass transition temperatures, Tg, versus film thickness for TPD films sup-
ported on Si substrates measured using ellipsometry at a cooling rate of 10 K/min. Inset:
Representative normalized thickness versus temperature plots for various film thicknesses.
The black dashed lines show the slopes for thermal expansion coefficients of a bulk film
in the super-cooled liquid and glassy regimes. The black and green arrows show the val-
ues of Tg for the 120 nm and 26 nm films respectively. B: Estimated average relaxation
times at four temperatures versus film thickness, data taken from Ref[161]. Inset shows the
molecular structure of TPD.
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spin-coating and the response of the surface to the perturbation induced by TMV was
monitored using non-contact AFM (Agilent 5420) equipped with an in-situ heating stage
(Custom Thermoelectric TEC) to control the temperatures to within 2 K. Details of the
setup can be found in our previous publications[161, 162]. Briefly, once a virus is placed
on a glassy film surface, due to the surface energy differences, molecules on the free surface
would flow towards TMV and form a meniscus around it that grows with time. Given the
large aspect ratio of the virus (∼ 18), the probe can be simply viewed as a semi-infinite
1D nanorod. The reduced dimension of the probe simplifies the flow towards the center of
the TMV as semi-two dimensional flow, that is self-similar with time. We note that the
technique only works on glassy surfaces, where the embedding due to viscous flow is much
slower than the time to form self-similar profiles due to surface diffusion.
Figure 4.2 shows a typical example of the TMV-probe experiment. Figure 4.2A shows
representative AFM images of the meniscus formation process on a 25 nm TPD film held
isothermally at 296 K. The bright halos around TMV are indicative of the material accu-
mulation resulting from the meniscus formation and growth with isothermal holding time.
Figure 4.2B plots the temporal evolution of the line profiles across the center of the TMV
probe, extracted from line profiles perpendicular to the center of the TMV. All measure-
ments in this study were performed below the bulk Tg, as well as each film’s corresponding
Tg or the lower onset of the transition temperature T− (details in SI Figure 4.8), to ensure
that the profile evolution is due to surface diffusion as opposed to embedding due to viscous
flow[162]. During the time and temperature windows of these measurements, no obvious
embedding was observed. As such it is safe to assume that the surface flow is solely due
to surface diffusion. Mullins[95] model describes the surface diffusion-mediated flow in two
dimensions as:
∂h(x, t)
∂t
= −DsγΩ
2ν
kT
∂4h(x, t)
∂x4
(4.1)
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with Ds representing surface diffusion coefficient, γ the surface tension, Ω the molecular
volume, ν the number of atoms per unit area, and k the Boltzmann constant. Various earlier
experiments and simulations have demonstrated the self-similar nature of the profiles that
follow Equation 1[95, 162, 159, 127]. Figure 4.2C confirms the self-similarity of the surface
diffusion-mediated diffusion process, where after scaling x with t1/4 all profiles collapse onto
a universal profile whose shape only depends on the pre-factor
DsγΩ
2ν
kT
.
To better quantify the pre-factor, the half-widths of the profiles at a constant height are plot-
ted versus isothermal holding time. The representative plot for films of various thicknesses
at a temperature of 296 K are shown in Figure 4.2D. Measurements at other isothermal
holding temperatures (303 K-313 K) are shown in Figure 4.9. The evolution of the profile
widths for all films measured at 296 K as shown in Figure 4.2D, as well as data at all other
temperatures in this study follow the 1/4 power law, with no indication of embedding, as
measured by constant TMV height. These observations further confirm that the profiles are
self-similar and that the evolution of the profiles in the time window of these experiments
are solely due to surface diffusion[162]. By comparing the intercepts of ultrathin films with
the intercept of the bulk 400 nm film, reported in our earlier publication[162], the absolute
value of the pre-factor and thus the surface diffusion coefficients can be determined.
The good overlap of all the data on various film thicknesses in Figure 4.2D indicates that at
296 K the surface diffusion does not vary significantly with film thickness down to 12 nm.
Similar effect is observed at other measuring temperatures (Figure 4.9). Figure 4.3 plots the
measured surface diffusion coefficients versus film thickness at four isothermal temperatures.
Indeed, the value of Ds remains constant within the experimental error for films of various
thicknesses at four measuring temperatures. This is despite the fact that the films’ average
relaxation dynamics are enhanced by 6 to 14 orders of magnitude as the film thickness is
decreased in this temperature range as shown in Figure 4.1B.
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Figure 4.2: A: Typical AFM images of the meniscus formation on the surface of a 25 nm
TPD film upon introduction of TMV while held isothermally at 296 K. Scale bars are 400
nm. B: Temporal profile evolution of the meniscus along the lines normal to the long axis
of the virus in AFM images as shown in A. Each profile plotted is the average of five line
profiles near the center of the virus. C: Demonstration of self-similarity of the profiles shown
as the collapse of all profiles after scaling x with t1/4. D: Half profile width at a constant
height from the bottom of the TMV (y = 2 nm) versus isothermal holding time for films of
various thicknesses held at 296 K. The black dashed line indicates the 1/4 power law.
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Figure 4.3: Surface diffusion coefficients measured at four isothermal temperatures plotted
versus film thickness. Measurement temperatures from top to bottom: 313 K, 308 K, 303
K, and 296 K, respectively. The dashed line in each panel represents the average value of
Ds at each temperature.
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4.3.3. Decoupling of surface diffusion and relaxation times
The surface diffusion coefficients of films with various thicknesses are plotted in Figure 4.4A
along with the average relaxation times τα of ultrathin films from Ref.[161] and bulk relax-
ation times from Ref.[161, 147]. This comparison is based on the empirical relation that at
bulk Tg, the bulk diffusion coefficients of most organic glasses are about Dbulk ≈ 10−20 m2/s
and the bulk relaxation times are about τα ≈ 100 s (an alternative comparison method is
shown in Figure 4.10). It is evident from Figure 4.4A that regardless of the film thickness,
the apparent activation barrier for surface diffusion remains constant in the range of tem-
peratures and film thicknesses studied here, and is measured to be 169.1 ± 15.3 KJ/mol
for films ranging in thickness from 12 nm to 400 nm. Surface diffusion is enhanced at all
temperatures by the same orders of magnitude compared to the bulk for films of all thick-
nesses, despite the fact that the average film relaxation times and the effective activation
barriers for relaxation both decrease significantly with decreasing film thickness.
When the film thickness is reduced to 12 nm, the effective activation energy for relaxation
decreases from 679.7 KJ/mol at 50 nm to 58.5 KJ/mol, a value smaller than that of the
activation energy for the surface diffusion (plot of activation energies vs. film thickness
shown in Figure 4.11 of SI). At this film thickness, the time scales of the average film
relaxation dynamics are so fast that, as shown in Figure 4.4B, holes nucleate and grow in
the film at a time scale that is required to measure the growth of the meniscus around the
TMV virus. However, despite lower activation energy for rearrangement, and significantly
low viscosity in this film, surface diffusion coefficient remain invariant and the same as the
bulk value.
The complete independence of Ds from τα, while τα is enhanced by 6 to 14 orders of
magnitude via decreasing film thickness, is consistent with previous observations where
Ds was also found to be independent of τα, when τα was suppressed by 13 to 20 orders
of magnitude via physical aging or stable glass formation[159]. Overall, we have varied
the average bulk relaxation time τα over as large as 34 orders of magnitude either by
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Figure 4.4: A: Surface diffusion coefficients measured on TPD films with thicknesses ranging
from 12 nm to 400 nm (colored solid circles) are plotted along with average bulk relaxation
times, τα, measured by bulk viscosity (navy squares)[161] and dielectric relaxation measure-
ments (solid navy line)[147] as function of 1/T. The average relaxation times in ultrathin
films of 12 nm - 30 nm from Ref.[161] are also plotted for comparison (colored open circles).
B: An AFM image of TMV on a 12 nm film after 222 minutes of isothermal hold at 296 K.
The overall dynamics in these films are fast, such that the nucleation and growth of holes
due to viscous flow occur at the same time scale as the meniscus formation due to surface
diffusion-controlled flow. No embedding of the virus is observed in the time scale of these
experiments and the meniscus formation follows the self-similar flow.
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enhancing the dynamics upon confinement or by suppressing the dynamics upon vapor
deposition/aging. Over this huge window of variations in average relaxation dynamics, no
change of the fast surface diffusion Ds is observed.
The surprising aspect of the data presented in this study, compared to our previous study
on aged and ultrastable glasses, is that the decoupling of surface diffusion and relaxation dy-
namics in ultrathin films is observed despite the fact that as the film thickness is decreased,
the average relaxation times of ultrathin films becomes comparable to the fast surface dif-
fusion (to within 1-2 orders of magnitude). As such, wide range of dynamical differences
between the glass dynamics and its surface dynamics cannot be the reason behind the de-
coupling of the dynamics. It is also notable that as shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.11, the
activation energy for rearrangement (or fragility) of ultrathin films (h < 20 nm) decreases
below that of the surface diffusion of the film of the same thickness. The observation that
the activation barrier for surface diffusion does not correlate with the activation barrier for
rearrangement in the thinnest film is another evidence of the decoupling of surface diffusion
from bulk relaxation dynamics, suggesting that the surface diffusion process is possibly a
distinct process and is uncorrelated to the viscosity or relaxation dynamics within the film
or at the film surface. Direct measurements of free surface relaxation dynamics become im-
portant to directly verify this hypothesis. This observation, however, does not necessarily
dispute the picture that enhanced dynamics at the free surface and its propagation into the
film is the reason behind the overall enhanced film dynamics. It is instead an indication
that surface diffusion alone, measured at temperatures below Tg where the system is out
of equilibrium, is not a complete reporter of free surface dynamics and other experiments
may be required.
Our observation of the decoupling of Ds from τα is also consistent with grating decay
measurements on various molecular glasses where the surface diffusion varies strongly from
molecule to molecule while the bulk diffusion or relaxation dynamics show little difference
between those molecules[163, 157, 125]. In another extreme, polymer surfaces have been
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shown to have enhanced segmental relaxation dynamics[47, 140, 104, 21], but their long
chain can suppress their free surface diffusion[157], potentially due to the fact that part of
the chain (or molecule in large molecular glass systems) at the free surface are anchored in
layers underneath with significantly slower dynamics.
The decoupling of Ds and τα could be rationalized in two possible ways. One possibility
is that Ds is not a direct measure of relaxation dynamics of the free surface and is instead
a property that is only due to the potential energy that a molecule with a particular size
located at the free surface feels, which is provided by the out-of-equilibrium molecules
underneath. This is consistent with the fact that Ds is only measured when the rest of the
system is either out of equilibrium or has dynamics that are slower than the time scale of
measurements of Ds[157, 125, 23]. Alternatively, it is possible that Ds is correlated with
the surface relaxation time τsurface, while τsurface itself for the layer immediately close to
the free surface is insensitive to changes in the bulk. In this case, τsurface can be estimated
to be τsurface = d
2/(6Ds), where d is the molecular size[91, 93]. The predicted surface
relaxation times estimated from Ds based on this model are shown in Figure 4.10. While
these values are larger than the average dynamics for the 12 nm film, as one would expect,
the activation energy at the free surface is estimated to be larger than that of the 12 nm
film, which is not expected, as the motion at the free surface is always expected to have
lower activation energy than the average film dynamics. As such, the only way to rationalize
the data in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 is to assume that Ds and τsurface are
completely decoupled and measure two distinct properties. For example, it is possible that
Ds primarily samples in-plane motions, while τsurface measures an average between in-plan
and out-of-plane relaxations, with out-of-plane relaxations having a lower energy barrier due
to modified elasticity and anisotropy in interaction energies[91, 93]. Direct measurements of
surface relaxation times are required to elucidate these differences and test these hypothesis.
Regardless of which hypothesis correctly describes the decoupling between the dynamics,
surface diffusion measurements alone cannot provide a full picture of the extent of the
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observed nanoconfinement effect in molecular glasses, or the length scale of enhanced dy-
namics from the free surfaces. Here we have assumed that only the top mono-layer of
molecules participate in the surface diffusion process. However, the analysis used here does
not provide the thickness of the mobile layer from the free surface. The invariance of fast
surface diffusion suggests that the process can only involve at most a few layers of top
surface molecules where they can always equilibrate themselves at very short time scales
regardless of the bulk relaxation dynamics. However, if more than a mono-layer is assumed,
the dynamics of these few layers must remain the same in films of all thicknesses, which is
unlikely, given the large variations of the gradient estimated in our previous study[161]. As
such, this process most likely only involves the top mono-layer of molecules.
4.4. Concluding Remarks
In summary, we report the first measure of fast surface diffusion on ultrathin molecular
glass films that have thicknesses below 53 nm. Surface diffusion coefficients on films with a
wide range of thicknesses were compared at four temperatures below bulk or thin film glass
transition temperatures. We show that the surface diffusion coefficient remains constant
within an order of magnitude at each measuring temperature. Furthermore, for films with
thicknesses below 20 nm, the activation energy for rearrangement for the film becomes
lower than that of the free surface diffusion. These results indicate that surface diffusion
process is decoupled from relaxation dynamics at the free surface and that of the average
film dynamics in ultrathin molecular glass systems.
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4.6. Experimental Details and Additional Discussions
Material and film preparation
N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used without further purification. The bulk glass transition temperature Tg was deter-
mined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, Q2000 from TA Instruments) to be 330
K[161] at a cooling rate of 10 K/min. Ultra-thin TPD films with various thicknesses were
spin-coated from different concentrations of TPD toluene solutions onto silicon substrates
with 1∼2 nm native oxide layer(Virginia Semiconductor). The thickness was confirmed
with ellipsometry (M-2000 V J. A. Wollam) as detailed below. The as-spun thin films were
carefully annealed at 343 K to remove any residual solvent or stress induced by spin-coating
as detailed in the following paragraph.
Thin film annealing and ellipsometry measurements
Ultra-thin TPD films were carefully annealed with a Linkam heating stage (THMS 350 V)
under ellipsometry to remove residual solvent or stress from the spin-coating, the thickness
was monitored during annealing.
An isotropic Cauchy model was used to fit raw ellipsometry data as detailed in our previous
publications[55, 82]. In this model, ellipsometry angles Ψ(λ) and ∆(λ) were fit to a model
consisting of a temperature-dependent substrate, a native oxide layer, and a Cauchy layer
to model the transparent TPD film. The Cauchy model is described as n(λ) = A+
B
λ2
, and
k(λ) = 0, where n and k are the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction. For all
films studied here, A, B, and the film thickness h were free fit parameters. A spectroscopic
range of 500 nm-1600 nm was used for modeling. Figure 4.5 shows the an example of the
fit.
Figure 4.6 shows a typical annealing process for as spun-cast ultrathin TPD films. The
as spun-cast ultrathin films were first heated at 10 K/min to 343 K (Tg + 13 K) and held
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Figure 4.5: Example of Cauchy fit (black dashed line) to raw Ellipsometry data Ψ (red)
and ∆ (green). The film thickness was determined to be 26 nm.
Figure 4.6: Example of the annealing details for spin-coated TPD film. Panel A: Tempera-
ture ramp cycle applied on the sample. Panel B: Thickness change of a 26 nm film during
the temperature ramp. Panel C: Mean square error (MSE) of the fit during the temperature
ramp.
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Figure 4.7: Thickness change as a function of temperature for the sample shown in Figure
4.6 for the two heating and cooling cycles applied.
isothermally until the thickness plateaued before cooling the film back to room temperature
at 10 K/min. Another ramp of heating, holding and cooling was applied to make sure the
film was fully annealed (free of solvent or stress induced from spin-coating process) and the
two cooling curves overlapped. Panel A shows the typical temperature ramps applied for
annealing on a 26 nm TPD film. Panel B shows the thickness change during the applied
temperature ramps. During the first heating ramp, the drop in thickness is indicative of the
removal of residual solvent or stress. Panel C shows the mean square error (MSE) of the
Cauchy fit described above during the annealing, which indicates that the fit is reliable at
all times during the temperature ramp cycles. To better show the thickness change during
the annealing, in Figure 4.7, the thickness of the same film is plotted versus temperature.
The thickness drop in first heating ramp is indicative of residual solvent evaporation. The
good overlap between 1st and 2nd cooling cycles indicates that the film is fully annealed.
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Glass transition temperatures of ultrathin TPD films
The average glass transition temperature and the transition width of each TPD film were
obtained by fitting the normalized thickness versus temperature profile using the following
equation.
h(T ) = w(
M −G
2
)ln(cosh(
T − Tg
w
)) + (T − Tg)(M +G
2
) + c (4.2)
Here M and G are the thermal expansion coefficients of the super-cooled and glassy regimes,
w is the width of the glass transition, and c is the thickness of the film at Tg. The values
of the thermal expansion coefficients of the super-cooled liquid and glass regions were kept
constant and equal to the corresponding bulk values for thick films measured to be M =
6.6× 10−4 and G = 2.1× 10−4. w, Tg, and c were free fit parameters.
The high and low onset of transition T+ and T− were obtained assuming T±=Tg ± w
2
.
Figure 4.8 shows the change of Tg, T+ and T− as a function of film thickness. While all
three values decrease with film thickness, T− decreases more rapidly than T+, resulting in
the broadening of the transition as film thickness is reduced.
Surface evolution at other isothermal holding temperatures
Figure 4.9 shows the profile evolutions on various film thicknesses at three other isothermal
holding temperatures studied.
Contact area of the TMV probe with film surface
Here we estimate the possible penetration depth of TMV probe onto the film surface upon
contact with the surface as follows. Since all the measurements were performed below Tg,
and no embedding was observed in the time scale of experiment, it is safe to assume that
the response of the under-layer is elastic. If we consider the normal elastic response of a
cylindrical object in line contact with an elastic surface, the quasistatic Hertz theory[141, 81]
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Figure 4.8: Tg, T+ and T− for various ultrathin TPD films. For each film thickness studied
with TMV method, the isothermal holding temperatures used are chosen below its T−
value.
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Figure 4.9: Log half width versus log time for the three other isothermal holding tempera-
tures surveyed in this study for various thickness films.
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provides the radius of the contact circle a in terms of the normal contact force F as:
a =
√
4RF (1− ν2)/piE, where E is the Young’s modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, F is
the normal load, R is radius of the cylinder. In this case, R ' 9 nm for the TMV probe,
for Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, we use the reported values from a similar organic
molecule tris naphthyl benzene (TNB) to be E = 3.9 GPa and ν = 0.37[74], the deformation
radius a necessary to cancel the surface tension force F = 0.07N/m is at most equal to
a = 4.2A˚, the deformation depth, h can be further estimated from h = R−√R2 − a2 = 0.1A˚,
which is a negligible effect. We note that based on the AFM height measurements, during
the time window for surface diffusion measurements we didn’t observe a height decrease of
the TMV beyond the instrument error of our AFM, thus we don’t consider the penetration
of TMV as an issue for surface diffusion measurement.
Comparison between estimated surface and average film relaxation dynamics
In Figure 4.10, instead of using the shift factor to relate the diffusion coefficients and
relaxation times as shown in Figure 4.4, we estimate the surface relaxation time τsurface
based on equation[91, 93]:
τsurface = d
2/(6Ds) (4.3)
Here d is the diameter of the particle, which we estimate to be 1 nm. The estimated τsurface
based on this equation can be directly compared with thin film average relaxation times τ
as reported in Reference [161] shown as open symbols in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.11 shows a plot of the activation barrier for fast surface diffusion measured from
both ultrathin and bulk films compared with the apparent activation barriers of relax-
ation in ultrathin films measured from effective viscosity and cooling-rate dependent Tg
measurements[161].
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between estimated surface relaxation time from τsurface = d
2/(6Ds)
(solid circles) with the thin film average relaxation time from Ref[161] (open circles).
Figure 4.11: Comparison between activation barrier for surface diffusion (green dashed-line)
with the activation barriers of ultrathin films of TPD [161].
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CHAPTER 5 : Long-range Correlated Dynamics in Ultrathin Molecular Glasses
Reprinted with Permission from Yue Zhang, Ethan C. Glor, Mu Li, Tianyi Liu, Kareem
Wahid, William Zhang, Robert A. Riggleman and Zahra Fakhraai Long-Range Correlated
Dynamics in Ultra-thin Molecular Glass Films. The Journal of Chemical Physics, 145:
114502, 2016. Copyright 2016 American Institute of Physics.
5.1. Abstract
It has been previously shown that the free surface of molecular glasses have enhanced
surface diffusion compared to the bulk. However, the degree by which the glass dynamics
are affected by the free surface remains unexplored. Here, we measure enhanced dynamics
in ultra-thin molecular glass films as a function of film thickness. We demonstrate that these
films exhibit a sharp transition from glassy solid to liquid-like behavior when the thickness is
reduced below 30 nm. This liquid-like behavior persists even at temperatures well below the
glass transition temperature, Tg. The enhanced dynamics in these films can produce large
scale morphological features during physical vapor deposition (PVD) and lead to a dewetting
instability in films held at temperatures as low as Tg-35 K. The effective viscosity of these
films are measured by monitoring the dewetting kinetics. These measurements combined
with cooling-rate dependent Tg measurements show that the apparent activation barrier
for rearrangement decreases sharply in films thinner than 30 nm. This sharp transition in
the dynamics suggests long-range correlated dynamics exists in these films such that the
enhancement induced by the free surface can strongly affect the dynamics of the film over
a length scale that is ten times larger than the size of the molecules.
5.2. Introduction
Nanometer-sized thin films of small organic molecules are widely used in applications
ranging from organic photovoltaics[131] and light emitting diodes[146, 139], to protective
coatings[85] and high resolution nano-imprint lithography[112]. It is advantageous to use
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amorphous films because, compared to crystals, they do not have grain boundaries to hinder
charge transport, generate cracks and defects, or disrupt the writing processes. Physical
vapor deposition (PVD), the common method used to manufacture these films, is usually
performed at substrate temperatures below Tg to produce films in the glassy state. How-
ever, if the properties at nanoscale deviate significantly from bulk properties, the resulting
films can have reduced kinetic and thermal stability. Recent experiments suggest that diffu-
sion at the free surface of organic glasses can be several orders of magnitude faster[163, 34],
with weaker temperature dependence compared to bulk diffusion.
The free surface has been shown to result in enhanced and weakly temperature-dependent
dynamics on the surface of polymeric glasses[47, 104] and significantly affect the properties
of ultra-thin polymer films[76, 39, 42, 129, 55, 152, 104, 118, 115]. In polymeric systems, the
molecular weight of the polymer[55], and the temperature range of the measurement[47, 104,
55] seem to also affect the observed properties, resulting in ambiguity in the relationship
between enhanced dynamics at the free surface and properties of ultra-thin glass films. As
such, these results can not be easily extrapolated to molecular and atomic glass systems.
Direct measurements of dynamics in ultra-thin films of molecular glasses can help resolve
some of the outstanding questions about enhanced dynamics in polymeric glass systems.
Thick PVD films have been shown to form exceptionally stable glasses upon deposition
at temperatures just below Tg[137, 79, 48, 83]. While the detailed mechanisms of the
formation of stable PVD glasses are still under investigation, most studies[137, 79, 25, 132]
indicate that surface-mediated equilibration (SME) is critical to their production. As such,
understanding the length scales of mobility gradients can help elucidate the mechanisms of
stable glass formation. Such studies may also help predict the performance of thin films
devices, which can in turn help design better thin glassy layers for applications.
A systematic study of the dynamics of ultra-thin organic glasses over a wide thickness
and temperature can also help estimate length scales of mobility gradients which can
be compared with fundamental length scales of glass transitions as proposed by various
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theories[109, 91, 65, 16]. There are very few studies that measure the dynamics of ultra-thin
films of organic glasses with thicknesses less than 100 nm[120, 20]. There is some evidence
suggesting that the properties of these films may be strongly thickness-dependent[128].
Many other experimental efforts have focused on direct characterization of the dynamical
heterogeneity and the length scales of the cooperative motions in glassy systems, most of
which were performed near or above Tg. In these studies the sizes of the correlated domains
were reported to be a few nanometers [12, 38, 144, 27, 121, 126, 64].In addition to the direct
characterizations of the cooperative rearranging regions, these length scales have also been
probed by investigating the interfacial effects on glass properties under confinement. Mea-
surements of glass transition temperature of organic liquids in small pores suggest modified
dynamics in pores that are a few nanometers in diameter [70, 6], while measurements in thin
polymer films widely vary depending on experimental techniques as well as the temperature
ranges performed and the measure dynamical variations in thicknesses that range from a
few nanometers to several tens nanometers[70, 4, 6, 42, 115, 118, 104, 106]. One challenge in
understanding these results of polymer thin film studies in the context of correlation lengths
of glass transition, is the effect of molecular weight on the experimental results[122, 55].
In this article, we use dewetting kinetics, and cooling-rate dependent Tg (CR-Tg) experi-
ments to measure the dynamics of ultra-thin films of the molecular organic glass, N,N
′
-Bis(3-
methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD). While a direct measure of absolute viscosity
of thin films can not be obtained due to potential mobility gradients induced by the free
interface, by relating the characteristic dewetting times with CR-Tg measurements[55, 56],
we are able to measure the “effective viscosity” of ultra-thin films as function of film thick-
ness and temperature. In the absence of gradients in the dynamics, the effective viscosity
equals the film viscosity. We show that ultra-thin films remain mobile far below bulk Tg,
and the apparent activation energy for rearrangements decreases sharply for film thicknesses
below 30 nm. The sharp decrease in the activation energy indicates that the dynamics in
films thinner than 30 nm are strongly correlated and enhanced due to the enhanced surface
dynamics.
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5.3. Experimental Methods
5.3.1. Material and film preparation
Small organic molecule N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD) was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Bulk DSC and rheology
characterization can be found in Figure 5.7 for DSC and Figure 5.8 for ellipsometry char-
acterization. All films in this study were prepared using physical vapor deposition (PVD)
in a custom built high vacuum (HV) chamber with a base pressure of ∼ 10−7 torr. The
details of the chamber are described elsewhere[83]. Silicon (one side polished, 100 plates
from Virginia Semiconductor) with 1∼2 nm native oxide layer was used as substrates for all
films. For films used for dewetting studies the substrate temperature during deposition was
held at bulk Tg to ensure that the film was at equilibrium during deposition and it did not
form a stable glass. A deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s was used for all films. An in-situ quartz
crystal micro-balance (QCM) was used to monitor film thickness during deposition. After
deposition of a desired average film thickness, the substrate temperature was brought back
to room temperature before the sample was removed from the chamber. The total time
between the end of deposition to the first atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement was
typically 10-15 minutes. The thickness of films were also verified by measuring the depth
of holes formed during dewetting using atomic force microscopy (Agilent 5420).
5.3.2. Imaging and characterization
For ultra-thin films (h = 8 - 30 nm), dewetting experiments were performed under isother-
mal conditions using a custom thermoelectric heating-stage, equipped with a thermoelec-
tric module (Custom Thermoelectric TEC) and a thermistor (Oven industries TR91-170)
to measure the value of the temperature, along with a DC power supply to control the
temperature (Mastech HY3010E). The morphology of the films were simultaneously im-
aged using AFM. The temperature of the heating-stage was calibrated with melting-point
standards (Sigma-Aldrich), the temperature fluctuations were within ± 2 K throughout
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the experiments for the temperature range used. Non-contact AFM tips (Budget Sensors,
Tap-300G, resonance frequency 300 kHz, tip radius of curvature <10 nm, force constant 40
N/m) were used for these measurements. To ensure the isothermal conditions, the stage was
preheated and equilibrated. As-deposited films were transferred onto the preheated AFM
stage immediately after removal from the chamber and were scanned continuously. Dewet-
ting experiments for thick films (h ≥ 100 nm) were performed using optical microscopy
(OM) (Olympus BV51) with an in-situ Linkam heating stage (THMS 350 V). Image anal-
ysis softwares Gwyddion[99] and ImageJ[1] were used to calculate the surface coverage of
each sample at various points of time for further analysis. For AFM images, a height thresh-
old was set to evaluate the surface coverage, while for OM images, an intensity threshold
was set for surface coverage evaluations. Optical microscopy measurements were performed
with and without nitrogen purge as a control and no significant difference in the dewetting
dynamics were observed. All the AFM measurements were performed at atmospheric con-
ditions in an isolation box. No evidence of the atmosphere effect, moisture adsorption or
any sign of oxidation of the material was observed at the temperature ranges applied. All
measurements were performed above room temperature to avoid water condensation on the
surface. Water condensation are typically observed in AFM imaging as increased noise, and
no evidence of this was found during imaging above room temperature.
5.3.3. Cooling-rate dependent Tg measurement
Cooling-rate dependent Tg (CR-Tg) measurements were performed using spectroscopic el-
lipsometry (M-2000 V J. A. Woollam). Details of the technique can be found in our earlier
publications[55, 82]. For CR-Tg measurements, films were deposited at a substrate temper-
ature of 0.85Tg (279 K) to ensure that the substrate was fully covered with no holes. These
as-deposited films were then heated above Tg to transform into ordinary glass for CR-Tg
measurements as shown in Figure 5.15. The samples were then cooled at various cooling
rates between 1 K/min-150 K/min and heated at 150 K/min to a set temperature of 348 K
as shown in Figure 5.16. An isotropic Cauchy model was used to fit raw ellipsometry data
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as detailed in SI and previous publications[55, 82]. AFM imaging was performed before and
after measurements (Figure 5.17) to ensure that the films did not dewet during the process.
All ellipsometry measurements were carried out under dry nitrogen purge conditions and
at temperatures above room temperature to prevent water condensation on the surface.
5.4. Results
5.4.1. Initial morphology of as-deposited films
Thin films of TPD were prepared by PVD under high vacuum (HV) conditions, HV condi-
tions ensure that the silicon substrates have uniform interfacial energies, so that dewetting
is caused only by homogeneous nucleation and hole growth induced by thermal capillary and
density fluctuations (Figure 5.9). Figure 5.1 shows the root mean square (RMS) roughness
of as-deposited PVD films produced at a deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s, while the substrate
temperature was held at bulk Tg. The insets show representative AFM images of the ob-
served as-deposited morphologies at various film thicknesses. Measurements were typically
performed within 15 minutes after deposition.
Figure 5.1 shows that during vapor deposition at Tg, ultra-thin films become rough and
have morphology of the same height scale as the film thickness. The film morphologies
at thicknesses below 12 nm resemble semi-continuous morphologies typically observed in
spinodal dewetting experiments[150], with similar spectral distribution functions. A uniform
layer starts forming at thicknesses above 20 nm, and the film gradually becomes smoother.
For films thicker than 30 nm, the morphology flattens with both time and film thickness.
This evolution in the morphology implies that during the deposition there is significant
reconfiguration and motion of the molecules due to interfacial interactions, which allow for
the formation of spinodal-like features. As the film thickness is increased, surface diffusion
becomes more prominent and interfacial tension acts to smoothen the film.
Because these films exhibit a spinodal morphology only minutes after deposition and before
a complete film is ever formed, the deposition rate and the size of the spinodal features can
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Figure 5.1: (a) The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of as-deposited PVD films as a
function of film thickness. All films were deposited at Tg with a deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s.
The molecular structure of TPD is also shown as inset. (b) Representative AFM topography
images of the as-deposited PVD films of various thicknesses, from which RMS values were
calculated. The scale bar in each image is 2 µm.
be used to provide an estimate of the average diffusion of the molecules during PVD. Based
on the spectral distribution shown in Figure 5.10, the average lateral size of these features
in an 8 nm film deposited at Tg is 350 nm. Given the deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s, it takes
600 seconds to deposit this film. Thus, the average diffusion coefficient of the 8 nm film is
in the order of 3 × 10−16 m2/s. As a point of comparison, the bulk diffusion coefficient
for most organic molecules at Tg is about 10
−20 m2/s[158]. This simple estimation implies
that the average dynamics in 8 nm films, measured at Tg, are several orders of magnitude
faster than the bulk dynamics, even at a temperature where the bulk material is still at
equilibrium. Similar morphological features have been observed in PVD films even when
the substrate temperature during deposition was below Tg[49]. Since organic films used in
applications are usually less than 100 nm thick, the morphologies caused by dewetting in
thin films must be accounted for, as they may have a strong influence on the performance
and stability of the device.
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the morphology of TPD films during isothermal dewetting.
All films were deposited at Tg with a deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s. Top row: 8 nm film
held at Tg-22 K. Middle row: 25 nm film held at Tg-12 K; Bottom row: 100 nm film held
at Tg+23 K. Dewetting of 8 nm and 25 nm films were monitored by AFM, while 100 nm
films were monitored by optical microscopy.
5.4.2. Isothermal dewetting measurements
The rough structures of as-deposited ultra-thin films were used as templates for further
isothermal dewetting experiments. AFM or optical microscopy (OM), showed that the film
morphology continued to evolve with time (examples shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.11 ).
Dewetting of ultra-thin films (h < 30 nm) progressed both through the growth of existing
holes and bi-continuous features, as well as the nucleation and growth of new holes due to
thermal capillary fluctuations. Isothermal dewetting was observed at temperatures as low
as Tg - 32 K, where the bulk viscosity is not measurable and any reasonable extrapolation
of the values of viscosity would predict a dewetting time longer than the age of the universe
for a bulk film. As the holes continued to grow, material from the holes accumulated in
rims, resulting in an increase in the local film thickness outside the holes, which slowed
down and eventually stopped the process. In contrast, 100 nm films only dewetted well
above Tg (T > Tg + 18 K), where the bulk viscosity is orders of magnitude lower.
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Figure 5.3: (a) An appropriate height threshold is set to obtain the total dewetted area,
marked as green. (b) Dewetted area, A(t), as a function of time for 20 nm films at five an-
nealing temperatures. (c) Relative dewetted area as a function of reduced time t/τdewetting.
Open symbols are data from 20 nm films, shown in (b). Colored asterisks show dewetting
of 8 nm, 12 nm, 20 nm, and 30 nm films at 313 K. Dashed green line is the universal fit
function y = 1− exp(−t/τ). Each data point in (b) and (c) is obtained from a single AFM
image.
Characteristic dewetting time
Due to the strong apparent film thickness-dependence of the dynamics, and non-uniform
initial film morphologies, it is not possible to use models based on uniform viscosity and
uniform film thickness[103] to model the kinetics of dewetting in these films. Furthermore,
the preexisting morphology can make the dewetting process appear faster, as the growth of
existing holes in thin films is typically faster than the spontaneous nucleation of new holes
in thick films. Besides, the substrate interaction potentials in these models[150, 103] are
poorly understood and slip condition at substrate interface is not explicitly included.
Despite these difficulties the effective viscosity can be indirectly measured by investigat-
ing the temperature dependence of the characteristic dewetting time, τdewetting[88]. This
is because substrate interactions, surface tension, and the film’s initial morphology are all
weak functions of temperature, leaving the film’s effective viscosity as the only temperature-
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dependent parameter driving dewetting (more details in SI). As such, τdewetting should be
proportional to the effective viscosity of the film. Since the viscosity in molecular glasses
has been shown to follow the structural relaxation time (τα), τdewetting should also be pro-
portional to τα [26, 59].
Samples prepared under the same condition have the same initial dewetted area, A(0), which
is dictated by the initial morphology of the as-deposited films. τdewetting was measured by
tracking the time evolution of the total dewetted area, A(t), indicated by green color in
Figure 5.3(a). Figure 5.3(b) shows the change of A(t) as a function of time for a 20 nm film
at five different isothermal annealing temperatures. More examples are provided in Fig.
S6. A single exponential function can be used to evaluate the characteristic time scale of
dewetting[88, 101], A(t) = A(∞) + (A(0)−A(∞))exp(−t/τdewetting), where τdewetting is the
time scale of dewetting. As seen in Figure 5.3(b), A(t) increases with time in a manner that
depends both on the thickness of the film and the annealing temperature. At high enough
temperatures dewetting stops when the equilibrium contact angle has been reached. At
lower annealing temperatures the dewetting process can take longer than the experimental
time. Furthermore, dewetting may slow down due to the fact that as the film continues to
dewet, it thickens and its viscosity may increase dramatically. To ensure the accuracy of
the fit for films held at low temperatures, A(∞) was defined as the free fit value from the
data at the highest temperature for the same thickness. It is observed that for films of all
thicknesses, within the experimental errors, a single exponential function fits the evolution
of the dewetted area, shown as the green dashed line in Figure 5.3(c). In Figure 5.3(c), the
data of various thicknesses and annealing temperatures collapsed nicely onto the universal
curve y = 1− exp(−t/τ) after scaling with τdewetting, indicating the validity of exponential
description. We note that variations in choosing A(∞), which can have a large error due
to variability of AFM images does not significantly affect τdewetting, or the final calculated
activation energies, as these values change more strongly with temperature than small errors
in the fit values. It is also important to note that to the best of our ability to fit the data, all
data follows a single exponential decay, and a stretched exponential fit to the data, results
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Figure 5.4: -log (τdewetting) vs. 1/T for various thicknesses. Dashed lines are Arrhenius fits.
in stretched exponents between 0.9 to 1, but does not improve fitting accuracy. More details
can be found in SI and Figure 5.12.
Thickness-dependent activation barrier for dewetting
If dynamics of thin films were identical to those of bulk, one would expect the temperature
dependence of τdewetting to be the same regardless of film thickness, even if absolute dewet-
ting times depend on the film thickness due to different initial morphologies, and non-trivial
thickness-dependence of the driving forces of dewetting. Figure 5.4 shows an Arrhenius plot
of -log (τdewetting) versus inverse temperature, 1/T. It is evident that in this temperature
range, the slopes of the curves, which represent the apparent thermal activation barriers
for rearrangement, Ea, have strong thickness dependence. For an 8 nm film τdewetting, and
therefore the effective viscosity, changes less than half a decade over the temperature range
of 298 K - 321 K. τdewetting for 30 nm films show a much stronger temperature dependence,
changing more than two decades over the same temperature range. It is important to note
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that all of these temperatures are well below bulk Tg. The low apparent activation en-
ergy of ultra-thin films is consistent with previous studies of dynamics on polymeric thin
films[152, 55, 56].
5.4.3. Cooling-rate dependent Tg measurement
To extend the range of available viscosities of bulk films to lower temperatures and to
determine the vertical shift factors for thin film dewetting data, cooling-rate dependent
Tg (CR-Tg) measurements were also performed using ellipsometry. For most bulk organic
glasses when the system is cooled at 10 K/min, the supercooled liquid falls out of equilibrium
when the average structural relaxation time of the system is equal to τα '100 s, or the
viscosity reaches η ' 1010 Pa.s. If the system is cooled more slowly, it falls out of equilibrium
at a larger value of viscosity. As such cooling-rate CR is inversely proportional to both η
and τα with measurements at 10 K/min used as a point of reference.
Figure 5.5(a) shows a typical graph of normalized thickness vs. temperature for a 100 nm
(bulk) film for various cooling rates. Tg values for films of all thicknesses and at all cooling
rates were evaluated as the intersection of two lines, fit in the temperature range of 303 K to
314 K for the glassy region and 339 K to 348 K for the super-cooled liquid region. To ensure
accuracy in thin film data fitting, common values of the apparent expansion coefficient were
used for the glassy and supercooled liquid regions, obtained from fits to the data for the
thickest film (more details described in our earlier publications[55, 82]). These values were
αG = (2.10± 0.02)× 10−4K−1 and αSCL = (6.57± 0.03)× 10−4K−1, respectively.
We note that for films with a thickness thinner than h < 25 nm, Tg assignments are subject
to some error at low cooling rates that may result in overestimating the value of Tg. As
shown in Figure 5.18 ultrathin films at low cooling rates show very broad transition, which
has also been previously observed in polymeric thin films[55]. As such, the measurements
need to be extended to lower temperatures to observe complete transition into glassy state.
Unfortunately, in our current setup, we cannot monitor the full transition at lower temper-
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Figure 5.5: (a) Normalized film thickness as a function of temperature obtained upon cooling
a 100 nm film at various cooling rates. Different Tg values can be assigned from thickness
profiles with different cooling-rates. (b) Log (cooling rate) as a function of 1/Tg for films
of various thicknesses. Open symbols for 20 nm and 25 nm Tg values indicate potential
uncertainties due to onset of dewetting and broadening of Tg as discussed.
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atures due to possible water adsorption, despite nitrogen purge used to dry the samples.
Thus large experimental error in the values of Tg are expected at these cooling rates. How-
ever, the measured Tg can be considered as an upper bound to the real value of the average
Tg in these films, with discrepancy increasing with decreasing cooling rates. As a result,
the values of the apparent activation energy from CR-Tg (the slope of lines in Figure 5.5(b)
are also measured to be larger than the actual values and these measurements provide an
upper bound for the value of activation energy. These data points with large uncertainties
are indicated by open symbols in Figure 5.5(b) and affect activation energies for films with
thicknesses less than 25 nm.
Once the Tg is evaluated at all cooling rates, the data can be plotted as Arrhenius plots of
log(cooling rate (CR)) vs. 1/Tg for various film thickness surveyed as shown in Figure 5.5(b).
The CR-Tg for the bulk film 100 nm can be directly compared with rheology experiments
by the assumption that at the temperature where the system falls out of equilibrium (Tg)
at a cooling rate of 10 K/min, the relaxation time for most organic glasses are measured to
be τα = 100 s. As shown in Figure 5.19, this corresponds to a viscosity of η = 10
10 Pa.s.
for TPD, where the rheology data matches dielectric relaxation measurements.
5.5. Discussion
5.5.1. Evaluating the effective thin film viscosity
In order to relate τdewetting to viscosity, the vertical shift factors were obtained by comparing
the data for bulk films (100 nm) with rheology measurements of bulk TPD as shown in
Figure 5.6(a). CR-Tg measurements were used to extend the dynamical range of the bulk
measurements (100 nm film) to temperatures close to bulk Tg. More details about the shift
factors used can be found in Figures 5.19 5.20 5.21.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the combined data of dewetting and CR-Tg measurements, and pro-
vides a direct comparison between the bulk and the effective thin film viscosities. In the
temperature range of these experiments, there is excellent agreement between the data
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obtained for 100 nm films and the viscosity and structural relaxation time measurements
of bulk TPD[147]. This strongly indicates that firstly, 100 nm films behave bulk-like and
their effective viscosity matches that of bulk viscosity in the entire dynamical range of these
measurements for both types of experiments, and secondly, other related parameters for the
dewetting process, such as substrate interaction energy and surface tension, did not have
strong temperature dependences.
As detailed above, the initial morphology of films of various thicknesses are different. As
such, the shift factor used to match the 100 nm dewetting data to bulk viscosity is not
applicable to other films. Instead, for films of 25-30 nm, the CR-Tg experiments were used
to calculate the appropriate shift factors (Figure 5.21). It is important to note that CR-Tg
could not be reliably used for ultra-thin films (h ≤ 20 nm) due to early onset of dewetting.
As such, the exact shift factors for these data sets are unknown and the data presented here
for these films only reflect the temperature dependence of the effective viscosity and not
their exact values. However, based on the simple analysis of diffusion presented above, the
effective viscosity is at least about a factor of four faster than that of bulk at Tg, which is
consistent with data presented in Figure 5.6(a).
Figure 5.6(a) provides a clear picture of the extent by which the dynamics are enhanced in
ultra-thin films. While at bulk Tg the dynamics are enhanced by only two to four orders of
magnitude, the difference between thin film and bulk dynamics continues to diverge as the
temperature is decreased below Tg. For example, at a temperature of Tg-35 K, the bulk
viscosity becomes unmeasurable, while the effective thin film viscosity only changes by less
than two orders of magnitude from the value at Tg.
5.5.2. Length scale of interfacial effects
Figure 5.6b) shows the apparent activation energy, Ea (slope of log viscosity vs. 1/T) as a
function of film thickness as determined via both dewetting and CR-Tg experiments. We
note that Ea may vary outside the range of temperatures presented here, for example closer
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Figure 5.6: (a) Viscosity (left axis) vs. 1/T obtained by rheology (pink asterisk) compared
with dewetting data, and CR-Tg (right axis). Solid line represents dielectric relaxation
data by Walter et al.[147]. Dotted black line is VFT fit to bulk viscosity. (b) Apparent
activation energy, Ea obtained from Arrhenius fits of Figure 5.4 (filled) and Figure 5.5(b)
(open) as a function of film thickness. Shaded area is a guide to the eyes for potential
values of activation energy as measured by various methods. The dashed black line is the
activation energy prediction of a two-layer model with a mobile surface layer thickness of
8 nm for all films, meaning that there are surface and bulk dynamics are not correlated
(details in SI and Figure 5.23.)
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to or above Tg. As shown in Figure 5.6(b), in films with h < 20 nm, the Ea is much lower
than that of the bulk and has a weak thickness-dependence. The low activation barrier
for dewetting confirms that the rough morphologies observed in ultra-thin PVD films are
due to fast dewetting during the deposition. Ea increases sharply in films with thicknesses
between 20 nm < h < 30 nm, and becomes very similar to bulk at h > 40 nm. In this
regime, the dynamics of the film are bulk-like during PVD, and surface diffusion acts to
smoothen the film. Interestingly, in ultra-thin films, once the local film thickness around
the rims reaches 40 nm the dewetting process also slows down significantly and appears to
stop in films with thicknesses ranging between 8 nm to 25 nm as shown in Figure 5.14.
This remarkably sharp transition in the dynamics suggests that the gradient of dynamics
induced by the interfacial effects is not the same in films of different thicknesses, as schemat-
ically shown on right of Figure 5.6(b). In ultra-thin films, the dynamics are enhanced in the
entire film, showing little thickness dependence, while in films with thicknesses of 40 nm
or more, the dynamics in the entire film is bulk-like except for perhaps a few liquid-like
mono-layers near the free surface. If the interfacial effects propagated over the same length
scale and with the same strength in films of all thicknesses, then the overall dynamics can
be simply described by a weighted average function of faster interfacial dynamics due to the
existence of a mobile surface layer with a constant thickness and slower bulk dynamics. One
would then expect a gradual decrease in Ea with decreasing film thickness. This behavior
is shown in Figure 5.6(b) as black dashed-line by assuming a mobile layer with a thickness
of 8 nm, with identical dynamics as that of the 8 nm film measured in this study. Details
of this prediction can be found in SI and Figures 5.23 and 5.22. While assuming a different
thickness for the mobile layer, or different dynamics may change the onset of the changes in
Ea or its final value, the shape of the curve would qualitatively remain the same, showing
a gradually decreasing Ea with film thickness. Instead, in experiments a sharp transition
is observed around 30 nm (Figure 5.6(b)) suggesting strongly correlated dynamics in thin
films that result in enhancement in the overall dynamics of the film, not just the top 8 nm.
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It is important to note that the temperature dependence of diffusion coefficients measured
on the surface of bulk films[163, 34, 125] is stronger than the temperature dependence for
dewetting measured in ultra-thin films in this study, further confirming that the dynamics
at the surface of a bulk film are also slower than those measured in ultra-thin films. These
observations suggest that the dynamics of the glassy material are correlated over a length
scale of ∼ 10-30 nm and the dynamics of thin films are influenced both by the interfacial
dynamics and the glassy dynamics in the layers closer to the center of the film. As such,
surface diffusion measurements on the surface of bulk-like films alone are inadequate in
predicting the activation barrier for the dynamics in ultra-thin films and the length scale
of the interfacial effects. Direct measurements of properties as a function of film thickness
are required for determining the correlation length for the dynamics.
While few studies probe dynamics of ultra-thin molecular glass films, observations in poly-
meric glasses[56] show a similar non-linear transition in Ea as a function of film thickness,
with the midpoint of transition in the 20-30 nm film thickness region. Earlier studies by
Ellison and Torkelson also suggest correlated dynamics in the top and bottom layers of a
polymeric film as the film thickness is reduced below 20 nm[42]. However, the transition
appears to be much sharper in organic thin films with much lower activation barriers in
ultra-thin film regime. This may imply that chain effects are also important in facilitating
the dynamics in polymeric thin films. Regardless, the general similar trend and length scale
of enhanced dynamics in both small organic molecular and polymeric glasses suggest that
long range facilitation of the dynamics may be a characteristic feature of glassy systems.
Future studies on more glassy systems are needed to confirm whether these observations
are ubiquitous in organic glassy systems.
Our results are difficult to rationalize with existing theories and simulations of the glass
transition. Models based on a constant length scale of interfacial effects[134] are unlikely
to capture the strong, almost sigmoidal transition in apparent activation barriers observed
here. Instead, models based on long range elastic response[91, 93], or which use growing
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cooperative length scales[65, 16] may be able to predict such strong correlated dynamics.
Simulations have observed a growing mobile surface layer that correlates strongly with the
size of cooperative rearrangements[130, 62], but these simulations have not observed the
sharp transition in apparent activation energy for films thicknesses of 20-30 nm. The sharp
transition in dynamical behavior with increasing film thickness is reminiscent of the non-
equilibrium phase transitions to immobile phases that have been observed in simulations
that were biased to sample low-mobility trajectories [22, 18, 54]. However, it is not obvious
at all how to map film thickness, enhances the mobility of the glass, to the biasing potential
or pinning procedures used to observe the non-equilibrium transitions.
The long length scales that we observe would be difficult to rationalize with the typical
sizes of dynamic heterogeneity that have been measured either experimentally or compu-
tationally, which are commonly cited to be on the order of 2-3 nm near Tg. Certainly
it is known that surface effects can propagate over large length scales in polymer glasses,
where the mobile surface layer associated with Tg confinement effects has been found to
approach 10 nm, so it is possible that the same mechanism could be responsible in these
molecular glass films. Simulations of polymer glasses have connected the size of the mobile
surface layer to the size of cooperatively rearranging regions in the glass[130, 62], so it is
possible that an Adam-Gibbs picture could explain the large length scale component of our
results. An alternative possibility is the theory of Mirrigian and Schweizer, which captures
long-range elastic effects on monomer rearrangements and predicts changes in properties
over long length scales away from free surfaces[91, 93].
5.6. Concluding Remarks
In summary, we have presented that the temperature dependence of the effective viscosity,
and thus the structural relaxation time, of thick and ultra-thin films of molecular glasses
can be measured via a combination of isothermal dewetting and CR-Tg measurements.
We have demonstrated that the rough initial morphology of vapor-deposited thin films are
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closely related to the enhanced dynamics in ultra-thin films. Films as thick as 30 nm dewet
spontaneously well below bulk Tg, indicative of greatly enhanced dynamics in these films.
An examination of the thickness dependence of the apparent activation barrier in these
films reveals a sharp, sigmoidal transition in the dynamics as the thickness varies between
20 to 40 nm indicating a strong correlation between the dynamics of the free surface and
the bulk of the film. This implies an interplay between the facilitation of the dynamics by
the interface and the bulk glass, with a considerably large length scale of about 30 nm.
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5.8. Supplementary Material
Material characterization
The glass transition temperature of bulk TPD was determined using ellipsometry (M-2000
V J. A. Woollam) and DSC (Q2000 DSC, TA Instruments) to be 328 ± 1 K, and 330 ± 1
K at cooling rates of 1 K/min, and 10 K/min, respectively (Figure 5.7). Tg = 330 K from
DSC is used as the reference temperature throughout this manuscript. Measurements of
viscosity were performed on bulk TPD between 358 K and 373 K using rheometer (Bohlin
CVO, Malvern Instruments). The data is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: A) Heat capacity vs. temperature as measured by DSC on bulk TPD. Tg is
determined upon cooling at 10 K/min and is determined to be 330 ± 1 K. B) Thickness as
a function of temperature of a 400 nm film of TPD produced by PVD with a deposition
temperature of 298 K and rate of 0.2 nm/s, the sample was held at 348 K in vacuum oven
overnight to transform into ordinary glass. The heating and cooling rates were 1 K/min.
Tg was determined to be 328 ± 1 K. Here, we refer to 330 K as bulk value of Tg for TPD.
Figure 5.8: Shear stress versus shear rate applied to bulk TPD at various temperatures
ranging from 358 K to 373 K. Bulk viscosity was evaluated based on the slope of these
curves.
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Influence of substrate cleanness and sample preparation on dewetting dynamics
As shown in Figure 5.9, the sample preparation and the cleanness of the substrate can
strongly affect the kinetics of dewetting. The top panel in Figure 5.9 shows the overnight
morphology evolution of a spin-coated TPD film (h ∼7 nm thick) spontaneously dewetting
at 298 K. The fractal growth of initial nucleated holes may result from the heterogeneity of
the substrate in air and/or residual stress or density fluctuations induced by spin-coating.
Similar patterns are observed when the substrate is cleaned using various methods. For
thicker films heterogeneous nucleation results in holes that grow with different rates. In
comparison, the bottom panel shows an example of a film prepared under high vacuum
(HV) conditions as described above, where the substrate is free of physical adsorbed water
and has uniform surface energy. In this film homogeneous hole nucleation is observed and
holes grow symmetrically without bifurcation into fractal patterns.
As-deposited morphology of 8 nm PVD films
The as-deposited morphology of an 8 nm PVD film is shown in Figure 5.10A along with
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pattern of the morphology in Figure 5.10B. The ring
pattern in the FFT image indicates that there is well-defined preferred length scale within
this morphology, representative of a spinodal pattern. The average radial distribution of
the FFT pattern is also shown in Figure 5.10C, with a peak indicating a characteristic
wavelength that corresponds to 350 nm lateral features.
Additional AFM images
Figure 5.11 shows additional AFM images of the isothermal dewetting of various thickness
films below bulk Tg.
Thin film equation
During the dewetting process, the evolution of local height profile within a film is mainly
determined by three terms as shown in Equation 5.1[103],
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Figure 5.9: Top row: A 7 nm film of TPD Spin-coated on Silicon (left) and its dewetting
morphology after overnight annealing at 298 K (right). Bottom row: A 20 nm PVD film
deposited under HV conditions as detailed in the text (left) and its dewetting morphology
after overnight annealing at 298 K (right).
Figure 5.10: A) AFM image of the morphology of an as-deposited 8 nm film deposited
at Tg, scale bar corresponds to 2 µm. B) Fast Fourier Transform of the image in A). C)
Average radial distribution of FFT pattern in B).
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Figure 5.11: As-deposited morphology (first and third columns) of thin films are compared
with the morphology after 1 or 2 days of annealing (second and fourth columns) for films
of 8 nm (first row), 12 nm (second row), 20 nm (third row), 25 nm (fourth row) and 30 nm
(fifth row). The last column shows dewetted area (A(t)-A(0)) as a function of time at
various isothermal annealing temperatures for these five thicknesses.
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where η is the viscosity, γ is the surface tension and ∆G is intermolecular potential. The
first term is viscous term which usually retards the process of dewetting, the second term
is the surface tension term which tends to control the film morphology in the direction to
minimize the surface area, the last term is related to the intermolecular forces which are
determined by the interaction between the two interfaces of a film. This equation can be
simplified and solved if the fluctuations in height can be assumed to be much smaller than
the film thickness h. In a more general case where the height fluctuations are of the same
order of the film thickness, the form of ∆G becomes increasingly important and ∆G can
not be assumed to be constant. However, ∆G is not well defined on a molecular level and
does not capture potential substrate heterogeneities. Furthermore, this equation does not
capture potential slip at the substrate, which needs to be included as a boundary condition.
In addition to the complex form of the thin film equation and the poorly defined inter-
molecular force (∆G), it is also possible that in the deeply super-cooled regime, which is
of interest in the studies presented in this manuscript, the viscosity itself also depends on
the distance from the interfaces. This gradient in viscosity ( η(h) ) is not captured in the
thin film equation and is not a priori known. As such, it is mathematically difficult to solve
the thin film equation analytically to predict the kinetics of dewetting. Current work can
only use numerical approaches or utilize a linear thin film approximation to understand this
complex problem.
Temperature dependence of TFE variables
Using the Eo¨tvo¨s rule[44], we can roughly estimate the temperature dependence of surface
tension of TPD by
∂γ
∂T
=
−k
V 2/3
, where k is the Eo¨tvo¨s constant and has a value of 2.1 ×
10−7 J/(K· mol2/3), V is molecular volume for TPD, which is calculated based on the
molecular weight and relative density, to be 4.34 × 10−4 m3/mol. Thus ∂γ
∂T
is calculated
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Figure 5.12: A: Single and stretched exponential functions were fit to the dewetted area
at various temperatures of 20nm films, where no obvious effect on τdewetting was found. B:
After scaling time with τdewetting, dewetted area at various temperatures collapse onto the
universal function y = 1− exp(−t/τ).
Figure 5.13: τdewetting is plotted versus annealing temperature for five thicknesses.
to be −3.66× 10−5 N/(m· K). Compared to the surface tension of TPD at 295 K, which is
equal to γ = 7.23× 10−2 N/m, the changes in γ are negligible in the temperature range of
the experiments reported here. Intermolecular potential ∆G, is determined by the distance
between two interfaces and interfacial interactions, which are both weakly temperature
dependent variables. As such, the viscosity η is the only strong temperature-dependent
term driving the dewetting kinetics at different temperatures.
Characteristic dewetting time
In Figure 5.12, we also tried to fit the data with a stretched exponential function, and
the resulting stretch factor is only slightly below 1, with an average around 0.9 indicated
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by the red dashed line. In Figure 5.12B, the data collapsed onto the universal curve y =
1− exp(−t/τ) after scaling with τdewetting.
Average and local film thickness change
Here we provide an estimate of the average and local film thickness change of films dewetted
at the highest annealing temperatures (321 K) from AFM volume and height data. The
first column in Figure 5.14(b) shows the actual film thickness determined by QCM. The
second column is the initial average film thickness calculated from the volume over AFM
image size, which is consistent with the thickness by QCM, within errors of ± 1.5 nm.
The third column is the initial average thickness of unexposed area, which is slightly larger
than the desired film thickness because of preexisting holes within these films. This value
is calculated based on the volume of the film divided by the projected area. The fourth
column shows the final average thickness of unexposed area after dewetting at 321 K for
24 hours, calculated by dividing thee volume of the film by the final covered area, which
shows a modest increase. In the last column, the local film thickness is reported based
on the height of the profiles just outside the holes as measured by AFM. This value is
measured after 24 hours of dewetting at 321 K, when the dewetting process usually stops.
It is interesting to note that the maximum local thicknesses is about 40 nm, which is the
same thickness, where properties of the film become bulk-like according to Figure 5.6.
Cooling-rate dependent Tg measurements
To extend the range of available viscosities of bulk films to lower temperatures and to
determine the vertical shift factors for thin film dewetting data, cooling-rate dependent Tg
(CR-Tg) measurements were performed using spectroscopic ellipsometry (M-2000 V J. A.
Woollam). The details of the technique can be found in these publications[55, 82].
For CR-Tg measurements, films were deposited at a substrate temperature of 0.85Tg (279 K)
to ensure that the substrate was fully covered with no holes. These as-deposited films were
then heated above Tg to transform into ordinary glass for CR-Tg measurements as shown
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Figure 5.14: (a)Representative profile heights of films of various thicknesses after dewetting
at 321 K after 24 hours, where dewetting has stopped or significantly slowed. (b) Evaluation
of average and local film thickness change for films dewetted at 321 K for roughly 24 hours.
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Figure 5.15: A) Raw ellipsometry data for 30 nm film at room temperature. Ellipsometry
angles Psi (Ψ(λ)) and Delta (∆(λ)) are plotted as a function of wavelength (λ) in the range
500 nm-1600 nm. Dashed line represents the Cauchy model fit to the data. B) An example
of the transformation of a 30 nm as-deposited film (deposited at 0.85Tg) upon heating above
Tg.
in Figure 5.15B. The samples were then cooled at various cooling rates between 1 K/min-
150 K/min and heated at 150 K/min to a set temperature of Tg+18 K (348 K) as shown
in Figure 5.16.
An isotropic Cauchy model was used to fit raw ellipsometry data, in this model ellipsometry
angles Ψ(λ) and ∆(λ) were fit to a model consisting of a temperature-dependent substrate,
a native oxide layer, and a Cauchy layer to model the transparent TPD film. The Cauchy
model is described as n(λ) = A+
B
λ2
, and k(λ) = 0, where n and k are the real and imaginary
parts of the index of refraction. For all films studied here, A, B and the film thickness h
were free fit parameters. A spectroscopic range of 500 nm-1600 nm was used for modeling.
Figure 5.15A shows the an example of the fit to a single data point and Figure 5.16C shows
the mean square error (MSE) as a function of time for this model that represents a reliable
fit to the data at all times. AFM imaging was performed before and after measurements
(Figure 5.17A and B) to ensure that the films did not dewet during the process.
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Figure 5.16: An example of typical CR-Tg measurement on a 30 nm film. Panel A):
Temperature profile of CR-Tg experiment. Transformed films were heated to 348 K, held
for 5 min and then cooled with various cooling rates: 150 K/min, 120 K/min, 90 K/min,
60 K/min, 30 K/min, 10 K/min, 7 K/min, 3 K/min, and 1 K/min. Samples were kept at
303 K for 5 min after each cooling cycle. Panel B): Corresponding thickness from Cauchy
model as described in Figure 5.15 as a function of time. C): Mean square error of the
Cauchy fit as a function of time.
Figure 5.17: A) and B) Morphology of the thinnest film (20 nm) before and after CR-Tg
measurements. No obvious morphological failure is observed at the spot where ellipsometry
measurement were performed. Scale bars correspond to 4 µm. However, evidence of the
dewetting were observed near the edges of the substrate for this film.
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Figure 5.18: Normalized film thickness as a function of temperature for 100 nm, 25 nm, and
20 nm films upon a cooling rate of 1 K/min. It’s clear from the thickness profile of 20 nm
that the thermal expansion coefficient at glassy region is slightly larger than 100 nm film,
indicating incomplete transition and need to extend measurements to lower temperatures.
Possible range of apparent activation energy Ea measured by dewetting and CR-Tg measure-
ment
Due to possible onset of dewetting and the broadened Tg in films with thickness of h ≤
20 nm, Tg is potentially overestimated at lower cooling rates, and thus, Ea obtained by
CR-Tg can serve as an upper bound value for Ea. Conversely, in dewetting experiments it
is possible that enhanced surface diffusion speeds up the dewetting rate beyond the rate
expected for a viscous flow process. This effect would be stronger at lower temperatures,
resulting in an apparently lower viscosity. Furthermore, slip at the substrate can also serve
to enhance the dewetting rate. Therefore, the slope of the line for dewetting experiments can
serve as a lower bound to the value of Ea at a given film thickness. The yellow highlighted
region in Figure 5.6(b) shows the range of possible values for apparent activation barriers
for rearrangement near bulk Tg for various thicknesses.
VFT fit of bulk data and vertical shift factors for CR-Tg and dewetting measurements
A fit to the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) with all bulk data described in Figure 5.6(a)
is from the dielectric relaxation time measurements on bulk TPD reported by Walters et
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Figure 5.19: Bulk rheology, dielectric and 100 nm CR-Tg can be compared directly and
described by bulk VFT.
al.[147] and described by τ = τ0 exp(
B
T−T0 ) with B = 3493 K and T0 = 258.9 K[147]. In
Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 we show how we shift 100 nm CR-Tg data and characteristic
dewetting time with viscosity. The 100 nm data matches well with bulk dynamics from
rheology and dielectric, and can be described by a single bulk VFT fit. Using similar shift
approach, the vertical shift factors used to plot the CR-Tg and dewetting measurement in
conjunction with bulk viscosity and dielectric relaxation measurements for all film thick-
nesses are shown in Figure 5.21.
Comparison between experimental data and two layer model
Here we present the comparison between the thickness-dependent activation curve observed
in our experiments as presented in Figure 5.6(b) and the expected activation curve predicted
by a simple two layer model with a constant liquid-like surface layer thickness. We assume
that the overall dynamics in a film can be simply viewed as a weighted average of the
enhanced dynamics induced by the free surface and the bulk dynamics. We assume a hmob
= 8 nm mobile layer induced by the free surface that has the relaxation dynamics described
by an Arrhenius function, obtained by fitting the data for the 8 nm film shown in Figure
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Figure 5.20: Bulk rheology, dielectric and 100 nm dewetting data can be compared directly
and described by bulk VFT.
Vertical Shift Factors for CR-Tg
-log η = log CR - 11
Vertical Shift Factors for Dewetting
100nm -log η = -log τdewetting– 0.6
30nm -log η = -log τdewetting– 8.1
25nm -log η = -log τdewetting– 7.6
20nm -log η = -log τdewetting– 7.3
12nm -log η = -log τdewetting– 7.0
8nm -log η = -log τdewetting– 6.7
Vertical Shift Factors for Dielectric
-log η = -log τα - 8
Figure 5.21: Vertical shift factors for CR-Tg, dielectric relaxation measurement[147] and
dewetting measurements. CR-Tg data are shifted according to empirical relation: Cooling
rate:10 K/min ∼ relaxation time:100 s ∼ viscosity:1010 Pa.s; 100 nm dewetting data are
shifted vertically to match the bulk rheology data in the same temperature range; Thin
film dewetting data are shifted vertically to match thin film CR-Tg data in the similar
temperature range; With no CR-Tg data, 12 nm and 8 nm dewetting data are shifted
accordingly with uncertainties marked with gray shades.
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5.6(a).
τsurface = τsurface,0 exp(
Esurface
RT
) (5.2)
with
Esurface
R = 2670 K and τsurface,0 = 0.00006 s according to experimental data.
The bulk dynamics can be described by a VFT function:
τbulk = τbulk,0 exp(
B
T − T0 ) (5.3)
Based on data shown in Figure 5.6(a) B = 3493 K and T0 = 258.9 K, τbulk,0 = 10
−19.2 s
[147]. For a film with thickness h, if we assume no correlation between the surface and bulk
dynamics, then the overall dynamics can be described by a weighted average of the two
relaxation dynamics.
τ(h, T ) =
hmob
h
τsurface,0 exp(
Esurface
RT
) + (1− hmob
h
) τbulk,0 exp(
B
T − T0 ) (5.4)
It is also possible that the average relaxation can be described by the weighted average of
the log relaxation of surface and bulk as
log τ(h, T ) =
hmob
h
log[τsurface,0 exp(
Esurface
RT
)]+(1− hmob
h
) log[τbulk,0 exp(
B
T − T0 )] (5.5)
The exact way of averaging surface and bulk relaxation time is nontrivial [93] and possibly
depends on the type of measurements performed. One can imagine that if Tg is measured,
then Equation 5.5 is the more appropriate option, while direct measurements of relaxation
time, depending on their sensitivity and range of time scale may probe Equation 5.4 or
something similar with a different weight for averaging surface and bulk. While these
details are beyond the scope of this work, we can compare our experimental results with
both equations. From this simple two-layer model with no strong dynamical correlation
we can generate a series of relaxation dynamics for films of various thicknesses as shown in
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Figure 5.22: (a)Calculated relaxation time versus temperature assuming the overall dynam-
ics can be described by a weighted averaged function of absolute relaxation time of surface
layer and bulk layer. (b)Activation barrier versus film thickness obtained from (a) near Tg
(black) and comparison with experimental data (red).
Figures 5.22a and 5.23a for Equations 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. We note that these curves
do not necessarily look Arrhenius, as the bulk VFT changes strongly with temperature.
However, in the limited temperature range here we can obtain an apparent activation barrier
for rearrangement near Tg from the slopes of these curves and plot the predicted Ea versus
film thickness as shown in black dashed-line in Figures 5.22b and 5.23b for Equations 5.4
and 5.5, respectively. Both curves show a monotonic trend with film thickness regardless of
the details of averaging. The experimental data is plotted in red dashed-line for comparison.
We note that changing the thickness of the mobile layer, for example by assuming there are
two free surfaces, or assuming thicker mobile surface layer may affect the strength of the
decrease in Ea but will not result in a sigmoidal transition.
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Figure 5.23: (a)Calculated relaxation time versus temperature assuming the overall dy-
namics can be described by a weighted averaged function of log relaxation time of surface
layer and bulk layer. (b)Activation barrier versus film thickness obtained from (a) near Tg
(black) and comparison with experimental data (red).
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CHAPTER 6 : The Effect of Substrate Interactions on the Glass Transition and
Correlated Length Scale of Dynamics in Ultrathin Molecular Glass
Films
Yue Zhang and Zahra Fakhraai The Effect of Substrate Interactions on the Glass Transition
and Correlated Length Scale of Dynamics in Ultrathin Molecular Glass Films.
6.1. Abstract
Interfaces play important roles in the glass transition temperatures in ultrathin polymer
films as extensively investigated in the past few decades. We have recently shown that
ultrathin molecular glasses have similar property deviations from bulk with long-range cor-
related dynamics induced by the free surface, but the effect of substrate interface is not
known yet. In this study, we investigate the film/substrate interface effect on the glass
transition temperatures (Tg), apparent activation barriers for rearrangement, and corre-
lated length-scale of dynamics in thin supported molecular glass films. The model system
studied here is molecular glass N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD).
By coating the silicon substrates with an ultrathin (< 5 nm) polystyrene dead layer, we
can modify the TPD/silicon interface from repulsive to neutral interaction. TPD ultrathin
glass films that are below 30 nm supported on polystyrene dead layer coated silicon show Tg
reduction to a lesser extent and stronger morphological stabilities than those supported on
bare silicon substrates. Upon cooling-rate dependent Tg measurements on various thickness
films, we observed a sharp transition from bulk-like to liquid-like behavior in the thickness
dependent apparent activation barrier, indicating long-range propagation of interfacial ef-
fects. While the dynamics slow down, and Tg increases, the transition thickness range
remains the same when substrate attraction is increased. The same bulk-limit (thick films)
remains the same, while a higher ultrathin film activation energy is observed on polystyrene
dead layer substrates.
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6.2. Introduction
Thin glassy films have drawn great interest in research over the past few decades due to
their striking property differences from bulk counterparts[76, 51, 52, 122, 42, 117, 55]. In
thin glassy films, with the reduction in dimensions, the interfaces become more dominant in
controlling the overall properties or dynamics within the films. In an effort to understand the
effect of the free surface or air/film interface, various studies have focused on free-standing
polymeric glassy films. Measurements of Tg[51, 123, 117] suggested that the free surface
tend to enhance the overall film dynamics. Direct near-free surface measurements also
confirmed the enhanced dynamics near the free surface of these films[140, 47, 69, 104, 119].
For supported thin glassy films, there are two interfaces playing roles in the overall film
dynamics simultaneously, the free surface and the film/substrate interface. In ultrathin film
regime, the substrate-film interface also comes into play and the overall properties of the
film will be determined by the interplay between the two interfaces. The characteristics of
the substrate interface such as the surface energy[143, 53, 151, 5], roughness[62], rigidity[62]
and so on may all affect the local near substrate dynamics as well as overall film behaviors
by extension, making it an interface with more possible variations compared to the air/film
interface. It was found that depending on the nature of film-substrate interactions, the
substrate interface can either suppress or enhance the thin film dynamics[53, 124].
For example, ultra-thin polystyrene films are widely shown to have reduced glass transition
temperatures when supported on silicon substrates with naive oxide layer while ultra-thin
Poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) films show increased Tg on the same substrates due to strong
hydrogen bonding interactions at the film/substrate interface[145, 108, 58]. Poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) has a lesser degree of hydrogen bonding interactions with the sili-
con substrates and the resulting overall Tg shows neither reduction or increase trend with
film thickness decrease, mostly due to the competition between enhanced near-surface dy-
namics and suppressed near-substrate dynamics[124]. Similar observations were also re-
ported in simulations, where the confinement effect on glass transition temperatures can
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be tuned by changing the film/substrate interactions[143, 62]. There have also been many
efforts done to modify the substrate interface to control the degree of confinement effect, ap-
proaches includes but not limited to: the modification of surface energies by coating silicon
substrates with self-assembly monolayers (SAM)[53, 151], promoting irreversibly adsorbed
polymer layer on the substrate interface[111], tuning long-range van der Waals interactions
on silicon substrates[155]. The film/substrate interaction can also be changed by promoting
the growth of irreversible adsorbed polymer layer or polymer dead layer at the substrate
interface[97, 15, 111]. When annealed well above bulk Tg, the polymer melt will adsorb
onto the substrate interface and form a very thin irreversible layer which is found to affect
the local[77, 15] and overall dynamics of thin polymer glasses[97, 111].
Despite many existing studies in polymeric glass systems, very few studies have focused
on molecular glass systems. As nanometer-sized molecular glasses have wide applica-
tions in organic electronics[139, 131, 146], nano-imprint lithography techniques[112] and
coatings[85], it is imperative to investigate the interfacial effects on the overall properties
of these nanometer-sized molecular glasses. We have previously shown that for ultrathin
N,N
′
-Bis(3-methylphenyl)-N,N
′
-diphenylbenzidine (TPD) films supported on silicon sub-
strates, the glass transition temperature is substantially decreased when the film thickness
is decreased below around 50 nm, and the ultrathin TPD films dewet spontaneously from
the substrates at temperatures well below their glass transition temperatures suggesting
the repulsive nature of the silicon substrate for TPD glasses[161]. We have also measured
the apparent activation barrier for various thickness ultrathin TPD films from both isother-
mal dewetting and cooling-rate dependent Tg measurements, the results showed a sharp
transition from bulk-like to liquid-like dynamics at thickness around 30 nm, indicating a
long-range correlated dynamics induced by the interfacial effects. Such long-range correla-
tion were also observed in pure polystyrene (PS) thin films and PS/poly (phenylene oxide)
(PPO) miscible blends films, with the transition happening at similar length-scales around
30 nm[55, 56]. Although such large length scales have been observed in several glassy sys-
tems, the origin of the long-range correlation is not yet very clear. It is not clear whether
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the long-range correlated dynamics is originated from bulk glass or solely from interfaces.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the fundamentals of such long-range correlations,
it is also important to investigate the potential effect from the interface natures. Such stud-
ies may help elucidate the question of whether the large length scale is set by the bulk or
dependents on the details of the interface.
In this study we investigate the substrate effect on the glass transition temperatures and
long-range correlated dynamics in ultrathin small molecule organic glass former TPD. We
develop a facile way of modifying the SiOx-Si substrate interface by introducing a very thin
layer (< 5 nm) of polystyrene dead layer on it. It was found that the wettability of TPD
films on the modified PS dead layer coated SiOx-Si substrates (PS-SiOx-Si) was improved
significantly. Similar Tg reduction was observed when the thickness of TPD film is decreased
below 50 nm, but to a lesser extent than on the original SiOx-Si substrates. Cooling-rate
dependent Tg (CR-Tg) measurements were performed on various film thicknesses supported
on PS-SiOx-Si and the results were compared with previous dewetting and CR-Tg results
on SiOx-Si. The increased morphological stability of TPD films on PS-SiOx-Si allows the
possibility of successful application of CR-Tg measurements on very thin (≤ 20 nm) TPD
films without any sign of dewetting. This easy and convenient way of including a PS dead
layer coating on widely used silicon substrates helps improve the thermal and morpholog-
ical stabilities of ultra-thin molecular glassy films for applications. Despite the increased
attraction of PS-SiOx-Si with the TPD films, from the CR-Tg measurements, we find sim-
ilar long-range correlation happening around the same thickness range 30 nm. The results
suggest that by increasing the substrate-film interface attraction, the extend of Tg reduction
can be modified due to the competition between substrate/film interface and air/film in-
terface. However the length scale of the correlated dynamics appears to remain unchanged,
signifying the universal feature of this observation. The observation may suggest that the
interfaces only act as perturbations and the long-range length scale of correlated dynamics
is determined by the bulk glass.
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6.3. Experimental Details
preparation of PS dead layer coated silicon substrates and TPD films
Polystyrene with a molecular weight of 342,000 g/mol was purchased from Polymer Source
and used without further purification. Silicon substrates with 1∼2 nm native oxide layer
(one side polished, 100 plates) were purchased from Virgina Semiconductors. PS films were
spin-coated onto silicon substrates from a 3 wt% PS toluene solution. The as-spun PS films
were annealed in a vacuum oven (MTI Corporation DZF-6020-HT500P) at temperature of
423 K for 24 hours to promote the growth of the dead layer near the substrate interface.
The annealed PS films were then soaked in a good solvent, toluene, for 30 min to dissolve
away the loosed adsorbed PS layer and then rinsed several times with fresh toluene. The
PS dead layer was then throughly dried by annealing at room temperature in the vacuum
oven for 12 hours. The resulting PS-SiOx-Si substrates were confirmed with atomic force
microscopy (AFM, Aglient 5420) for smooth surface and with ellipsometry (M-2000 V J. A.
Wollam) for thickness measure, the roughness and resulting thickness are shown in Figure
6.1. TPD was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. TPD
films were prepared by spin-coating various concentrations of TPD toluene solutions onto
previously prepared PS-SiOx-Si substrates. As-spun TPD films were annealed at 338 K in
vacuum oven for 12 hours to remove any residual solvent or stress induced by spin-coating
process.
Dilute TPD solutions (0.05-0.15 wt%) were spin-coated onto two types of substrates using
same spinning rates of 8000 rpm. The as-spun morphologies were imaged with AFM as
shown in Figure 6.2, the average film thicknesses of these films range from 3 - 6 nm. Under
same concentration and spinning conditions, TPD forms fully covered smooth films on
PS-SiOx-Si that remains stable upon heating above Tg, while it forms partially covered or
dewetted patterns on SiOx-Si which further dewet with time and annealing. The morphology
differences in Figure 6.2 indicate that TPD has a stronger attraction with PS dead layer
than with bare silicon substrates.
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Figure 6.1: Top panel: Schematic of the preparation of polystyrene dead layer coated silicon
substrates. Middle panel: AFM images and roughness of the resulting PS-SiOx-Si substrates
with different toluene soaking time. Bottom panel: The thickness of the resulting PS dead
layer versus toluene soaking time.
Figure 6.2: Top panel: As-spun TPD films on SiOx-Si from dilute solution show dewetted
not fully covered morphologies. Bottom panel: As-spun TPD films on PS-SiOx-Si from the
same solutions show fully covered morphologies.
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Figure 6.3: An example of the Cauchy fit to a 80 nm TPD supported on PS-SiOx-Si. Colored
symbols are raw Psi and Delta data and black dashed lines are Cauchy model.
Ellipsometry and CR-Tg Measurements
Ellipsometry was used for Tg and CR-Tg measurements. An isotropic Cauchy model was
used to fit raw ellipsometry data as described in detail in previous publications[55, 82].
Ellipsometry angles Ψ(λ) and ∆(λ) obtained at 70deg incidence angle were fit to a model
consisting of a temperature-dependent substrate, a native oxide layer, a PS dead layer (if
needed) and a Cauchy layer to model the transparent TPD film supported on PS-SiOx-Si.
The thickness of the PS dead layer was measured independently on SiOx-Si prior to coating
TPD film and was kept as a constant in later modeling. The Cauchy model is described as
n(λ) = A+
B
λ2
, and k(λ) = 0, where n and k are the real and imaginary parts of the index
of refraction. A, B and the film thickness, h, were free fit parameters for the TPD layer.
A spectroscopic wavelength range of λ = 500 nm-1600 nm was used to fit the data. Figure
6.3 shows the an example of the Cauchy fit to a TPD film supported on PS-SiOx-Si and
the thickness was determined as h = 80 nm.
CR-Tg measurements were performed using ellipsometry equipped with a temperature con-
trol stage (Linkam THMS 600). The details of the technique can be found in our previous
publications[55, 56, 82, 161]. For CR-Tg measurements, films with various thicknesses were
cooled at various cooling rates between 1 K/min-150 K/min and heated at 150 K/min to
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Figure 6.4: An example of the CR-Tg measurement on a 80 nm TPD film supported on
PS-SiOx-Si. Top panel: temperature profile of the measurement; Middle Panel: thickness
change during the measurement; Bottom panel: mean square error (MSE) of the Cauchy
fit during the measurement.
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Figure 6.5: An example of the normalized thickness change versus temperature at different
cooling rates for a 80 nm TPD film supported on PS-SiOx-Si. The black line is the super-
cooled expansion line.
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a set temperature of Tg+18 K (348 K) to equilibrate the film. The temporal temperature
profile, representative calculated thickness change and error of the fit during CR-Tg are
shown in Figure 6.4. Figure 6.5 shows a representative example of the normalized thickness
of an 80 nm TPD film supported on PS-SiOx-Si at various cooling rates.
6.4. Results and Discussion
6.4.1. Glass transition temperatures of ultrathin TPD films supported on different substrates
The glass transition temperatures of ultrathin TPD films supported on PS-SiOx-Si were
first compared with films supported on SiOx-Si at a cooling rate of 10 K/min. The Tg
was measured upon cooling a supercooled TPD liquid from 348 K into glassy state to 303
K, and the thickness change during the cooling were monitored by in-situ ellipsometry.
Figure 6.6(a) shows the typical normalized thickness cooling curves for thick (115 nm) and
ultrathin (18 nm) films supported on SiOx-Si (solid symbols) and PS-SiOx-Si (open symbols)
respectively. The black dashed line is the supercooled liquid line for TPD and describes all
film thicknesses supported on these two different types of substrates very well. The thickness
curves for the 115 nm thick films on the two types of substrates overlap with each other,
indicating that the change of substrate didn’t effect the thick film overall properties of the
supercooled liquid and bulk glass. However, the cooling curves for 18 nm TPD films show
different behaviors beyond the instrumental noise when the silicon substrate is coated with
a PS dead layer. The 18 nm TPD films supported on PS-SiOx-Si falls out equilibrium at a
higher temperatures than a film with the same thickness supported on SiOx-Si, indicative of
an overall slower dynamics in the ultrathin films supported on PS-SiOx-Si. This is mostly
due to a stronger attraction of TPD films with the PS dead layer resulting in a slower
dynamics near the PS-SiOx-Si substrate interface and thus a slower overall dynamics in the
film.
The average glass transition temperature and the transition width of each TPD film were
obtained by fitting the normalized thickness versus temperature profiles using the following
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Figure 6.6: (a): The normalized thickness changes of a thick (115 nm) and an ultrathin (18
nm) TPD films supported on Si (closed symbols) and on polystyrene dead layer coated Si
(open symbols) upon cooling at 10 K/min, thickness monitored by ellipsometry. Insets show
the sample geometries. (b): The glass transition temperatures on two types of substrates
versus film thickness.
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equation.
h(T) = w
(
M −G
2
)
ln
(
cosh
(
T− Tg
w
))
+
(T− Tg)
(
M +G
2
)
+ c
Here M and G are the thermal expansion coefficients of the supercooled and glassy regimes,
w is the width of the glass transition, and c is the thickness of the film at Tg. The thermal
expansion coefficients of the supercooled liquid and glass regimes were kept constant and
equal to the corresponding values for the thick films (bulk values) measured to be M =
(6.6±0.3)×10−4 K−1 and G = (2.1±0.2)×10−4 K−1. w, Tg, and c were free fit parameters.
Figure 6.6(b) plots the average Tg for various film thicknesses supported on two types of
substrates. The general trend is the same and consistent with various previous studies in
thin glassy films, where Tg decreases with decreasing film thickness. However, the extent
of the Tg reduction is clearly different at lower film thicknesses on different substrates. At
thicknesses below ∼ 30 nm, the Tg decreases more sharply on SiOx-Si than on PS-SiOx-Si.
The high and low onset of transition temperatures T+ and T− were obtained assuming
T± = Tg ± w
2
. T+ signifies the onset of transition from supercooled liquid to glassy state
where the slower portion within the film starts to fall out equilibrium. While T− signifies
the completion of the Tg transition which is more representative of the fast portion within
the film falling out equilibrium.
Figure 6.7 shows the change of Tg, T+ and T− as a function of film thickness. For bulk-like
films with thicknesses larger than 60 nm, there are nearly no significant changes in Tg, T+ or
T−, and the width of the transition comes mostly from the dynamic heterogeneity inherent
to glassy systems. When the film thickness is decreased below 60 nm, there are immediate
drops in T− on both substrates, consistent with the increased contribution from free surface
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Figure 6.7: T+, Tg and T− of TPD glasses on two types of substrates versus film thickness,
measured at a cooling rate of 10 K/min.
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enhancement with the reduction of film thickness. While the T+ on both substrates remain
more or less constant in the thickness range of 30 nm - 60 nm, indicating that some portions
of these films still have bulk-like glassy dynamics. Thus the average Tg reduction in this
thickness range is mostly coming from the increasing contribution from free surface induced
enhancement in the dynamics, that prevents the near-free surface region from falling out of
equilibrium.
When the film thickness is decreased below 30 nm, there are growing differences between Tg,
T+ and T− on these two types of substrates. The first observation is that on two types of
substrates, below 30 nm, both T+ and T− decrease sharply, resulting a sharper decrease in
overall average Tg. The decrease in T+ may suggest that there is no longer any part within
the film that behave bulk-like and the overall dynamics is influenced by the free surface
effect. The second interesting observation is the differences of Tg, T+ and T− changes on
the two different substrates. It is clear that the T+ decreases less sharply on PS-SiOx-Si than
on SiOx-Si, this is mostly due to the difference in the strength of the attractions between the
film and the substrate interfaces. From our previous studies[161] we observed spontaneous
dewetting of ultrathin TPD films on SiOx-Si substrates, indicating a repulsive nature of the
film/substrate interaction. However, when supported on PS-SiOx-Si, TPD ultrathin films
show increased morphological stability and are much less prone to experience dewetting
as shown in Figure 6.2. We attribute the interaction between TPD and PS dead layer as
neutral interaction, possibly due to the similar surface energies between TPD and PS dead
layer. Similar difference also shows in T− versus film thickness, where on SiOx-Si it shows a
sharper decrease than on PS-SiOx-Si below 30 nm. The similar trend in T+ and T− below
30 nm is interesting and may suggest that the dynamics in ultrathin films are becoming
uniform and overall enhanced, and the degree of enhancement will be determined by the
interplay between the near surface and near substrate dynamics. Thus a slightly stronger
interaction with the substrate interface will decrease the enhancement than on a repulsive
substrate. We note that the PS-SiOx-Si substrate here doesn’t represent a very strong
attractive substrate for TPD films, otherwise an increase in T+ may be observed, such as
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the case of P2VP on silicon[145, 108, 58]. On the two types of substrates we compared
here, the enhancement from the free surface still dominates below 30 nm resulting in overall
enhanced dynamics with slightly less enhancement with a stronger substrate interaction.
One may expect a further increase in the film/substrate interaction would alter the average
Tg behavior from reduction trend to constant as the example of PMMA on silicon or increase
trend as seen in P2VP on silicon[124].
6.4.2. Cooling-rate dependent Tg measurements of TPD films supported on PS-SiOx-Si
In the previous part, we compared the glass transition behavior at a constant cooling rate of
10 K/min. From the different extent of Tg reduction in ultrathin film we confirmed that the
there is an increase in the interaction strength between TPD and PS dead layer than silicon.
Here we have applied cooling-rate dependent Tg (CR-Tg) measurements to indirectly probe
the relaxation dynamics in ultrathin TPD films supported on PS-SiOx-Si and compare with
our previous measurements on SiOx-Si substrates. CR-Tg method is an efficient way to
indirectly probe the relaxation times in glasses at temperatures near their Tg. For most
bulk organic glasses when the system is cooled at 10 K/min, the super-cooled liquid falls
out of equilibrium when the average structural relaxation time of the system is equal to
τα '100 s, or the viscosity reaches η ' 1010 Pa.s. If the system is cooled more slowly, it
falls out of equilibrium at a larger value of viscosity. As such cooling rate CR is inversely
proportional to both η and τα with measurements at 10 K/min used as a point of reference.
The relaxation time can be estimated based on the empirical relationship that τ×CR =
1000. The details of CR-Tg measurements were described in the experimental details and in
our earlier studies[161, 82, 55]. In Figure 6.8, we plot the log CR versus 1000/Tg for various
thickness TPD films supported on PS-SiOx-Si. In the limited temperature window near the
glass transition temperature, we can use Arrhenius fit to each data set. The slope of each
film thickness represents the apparent activation energy for relaxation near Tg. Similar to
what has been observed in polymer[55, 56] and molecular glasses[161], it’s apparent that
with a decrease in film thickness the activation barrier and therefore the fragility decreases,
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Figure 6.8: Log cooling-rate (CR) versus 1000/Tg for TPD films with various thicknesses
supported on PS-SiOx-Si substrate.
indicating overall enhanced dynamics in ultrathin films.
6.4.3. Length-scale of correlated dynamics on different substrates
In Figure 6.9, the apparent activation barrier for TPD films, evaluated from the slopes in
Figure 6.8, is plotted versus film thickness for films supported on PS-SiOx-Si together with
previous results from dewetting and CR-Tg measurements supported on SiOx-Si[161]. The
apparent activation barrier or the fragility decreases as film thickness decreases, consistent
with previous observations on polymer glasses and molecular glasses. It is interesting to note
that the activation barrier does not show any difference on two types of substrate until the
film thickness is decreased below 30 nm, consistent with the thickness range where we start
to observe Tg variations on different substrate as shown in Figure 6.6(b). On both substrates
we observe sharp non-linear transitions in the dynamics happening around 30 nm, above
which the overall dynamics mostly behave bulk-like and show weak thickness dependence
with similar activation barriers. Around the thickness range of 30 nm, the changes in
overall dynamics are significant due to the perturbation of interfaces and this is where we
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Figure 6.9: Apparent activation energy measured from CR-Tg measurements versus film
thickness on two types of substrates. The dashed lines are guide to the eye.
propose the bulk and interfacial dynamics are most strongly correlated. Below 30 nm, the
average dynamics become weakly thickness dependent again with low activation energies,
where the interfacial dynamics dominate the overall dynamics and there is no bulk-like
dynamics as observed in thick films. Such transitions in the thickness-dependent dynamics
suggests that the interfacial effects can propagate and facilitate the overall dynamics in a
non-linear fashion over a very large length scale. In addition to the similar general trend,
it’s interesting to notice that the lower activation energy plateau is higher for TPD ultrathin
films on PS-SiOx-Si than on SiOx-Si substrate. If we consider the average activation barrier
in the ultrathin film regime below the transition thickness is dominated and determined by
the interplay of dynamics near the two interfaces, the slightly higher activation barrier on
PS-SiOx-Si is consistent with the observation that TPD has a stronger interaction with PS
dead layer than bare silicon.
It’s also worthy noting that the bulk activation limit would only depends on the molecule
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studied and the value of the bulk activation can also be tuned by changing chemistry, as
demonstrated in our previous studies on PS and PPO blends with varying compositions[56].
We can conclude that the lower end of the transition can be tailored by changing the nature
of the interfacial interactions, in most cases we can change the nature of the film/substrate
interactions, while the higher end of the transition can be changed by the chemistry.
The most interesting observation is that despite the fact we have modified the silicon sub-
strate with a very thin dead PS layer which increases the attraction with the above TPD
films, the midpoint of the transition remains the same around 30 nm. Very similar tran-
sition thickness was also observed in polymer glasses with varying compositions[55, 56].
Despite the seemingly universal behavior we observed in different systems, the physical na-
ture of such sharp transition is not very clear yet. From current and previous studies, we
find that the lower activation limit or interfacial limit can be tuned by the strength of the
interactions at the interfaces and the upper activation limit or bulk limit can be tuned by
changing chemistry of the studied system. Such tunability can be important for helping
understand the nature of such transitions in the dynamics, as we can have access to tune
the two end limits of the transition and watch the shape or position of the transition change
in experiments. We hope to conduct more detailed and systematic studies in the effects of
controllable chemistry or interfacial interactions in these organic glass systems to gain more
insights into the fundamentals of such long-range correlated dynamics.
6.5. Summary
In this study, we have changed interactions at the substrate/film interface in ultrathin TPD
glasses from repulsive to neutral by a simple approach of coating the silicon substrates
with a very thin dead polystyrene layer. We have confirmed a stronger film/substrate
interaction for TPD on PS-SiOx-Si from the smaller extent of Tg reduction below around
30 nm. From CR-Tg measurements, we observed similar long-range propagation length and
sharp transition in the overall dynamics of TPD thin glasses supported on PS dead layer
modified silicon substrates. Compared with TPD thin glasses supported on bare silicon
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substrates, the length-scale of the transition remains same but with a slightly increased
activation barrier at the lower limit of the transition, and the change is mostly resulting
from the modified strength in film/substrate interface.
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CHAPTER 7 : Stability of Ultrathin Physical Vapor Deposited Molecular Glasses
Morphology Evolution and Stability of Ultrathin Molecular Glass Films Prepared by Phys-
ical Vapor Deposition
7.1. Introduction
As first discovered in 2007[137], physical vapor deposition (PVD) can produce small molecule
organic glasses with exceptional properties that are not accessible by conventional liquid-
quenching methods. Molecular glasses prepared by PVD at deposition temperatures be-
low bulk glass transition temperature (Tg) have lower enthalpy[137, 79], higher kinetic
stability[137, 138, 73, 25], increased density[83, 71, 32], higher mechanical moduli[74], and
lower water uptake[35]. Such molecular glasses prepared by PVD are known as stable
glasses, and the properties of stable glasses are shown to be highly dependent on deposition
parameters such as the deposition temperature and the deposition rate[71, 83, 25, 75, 32].
Some properties of PVD stable glasses can also be achieved by physical aging such as lower
enthalpy and higher density, although the time scale required for aging to achieve the same
amount of enthalpy decrease or density increase can be many orders of magnitude longer
than PVD[135]. In addition, PVD stable glasses also exhibit tunable optical properties or
birefringence[29, 33, 30] that are not observed in aged glasses.
Various experimental studies have successfully characterized the unique properties of PVD
stable glasses, yet the exact forming mechanism of stable glass production is not very clear
yet. Many studies have attributed stable glass formation as contributions from enhanced
surface mobility in molecular glasses. The main hypothesis is that during vapor deposition,
the surface molecules have enough mobility to rearrange themselves into a better configu-
ration or lower energy state before the next layer arrives. As this process continues in a
layer-by-layer manner, every molecule from the vapor phase has the opportunity to explore
for a lower energy state and thus the resulting film can access a low energy near-equilibrium
state. In the context of this hypothesis, the observation that the properties of PVD stable
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glass are highly dependent on the deposition temperature and rate is explained as follows:
(1) The deposition temperature determines the kinetic surface molecular mobility as well as
the thermodynamic driving force for low energy states, while the two variables have oppo-
site trends with deposition temperature and thus there exists an optimal temperature range
for achieving the most stable glasses from PVD, for most organic glasses investigated so
far this optimal temperature range for deposition is around 0.8-0.85 Tg; (2) The deposition
rate determines the time that coming molecules can spend exploring at the free surface and
rearranging before being buried by the next layer, thus the deposition rate will also have
an effect on the properties of the resulting PVD stable glasses.
Recent research has developed techniques to directly quantify the surface mobility of molec-
ular glasses such as surface grating decay method[163, 13, 86, 157, 125, 23] and nanorod
probe method[162, 159, 160], where the results suggest that the molecules at the free surface
move orders of magnitude faster than molecules in the bulk and have a weaker temperature
dependence, supporting the main assumption of enhanced surface mobility in the above
hypothesis for stable glass formation. Our recent studies using nanorod probe technique
have investigated the surface mobility on ultrastable glasses prepared by PVD and have
shown that the surface diffusion on molecular glasses is completely independent of the bulk
stability or relaxation times and remains constant on stable glasses deposited at different
temperatures from PVD. This observation that surface diffusion remains fast on ultrastable
glasses on one hand supports the above hypothesis by ensuring efficient surface molecule
packing regardless of bulk slow dynamics on previously formed stable layers during depo-
sition, otherwise the physical vapor deposition would be a self-limiting process. However,
the invariance of surface diffusion on different stability PVD glasses do not provide a full
picture. First, it is not clear how the invariant and always fast surface molecules could
translate into glasses with varying bulk stabilities and relaxation dynamics, or in another
word how do the surface equilibrium molecules fall out of equilibrium and form a stable glass
during vapor deposition is still under question. Another interesting observation cannot be
solely answered by fast surface diffusion mediated stable glass formation is that molecules
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of various sizes or intermolecular interactions can be made into stable glasses when de-
posited at similar temperature ranges of 0.8-0.85Tg[137, 30, 83]. While studies have shown
that surface diffusion strongly dependents on molecular size and intermolecular interactions
on different molecular glasses[157, 125, 23]. It is not clear why the same optimal deposi-
tion temperature range holds true for organic molecules of various sizes or intermolecular
interactions.
It is clear from available experimental observations on both stable glass properties and di-
rect surface diffusion measurements that the enhanced surface mobility has an important
contribution in stable glass formation by PVD. Yet the current hypothesis does not pro-
vide a complete picture, and enhanced surface mobility may not be the only key factor in
stable glass formation. We hypothesize that the intermediate layers that are between the
mobile surface layer and the bulk slow layer may also have significant roles in stable glass
formation. Such layers right underneath the surface mobile layer would have the character-
istics of moderate mobility or relaxation times that may accelerate aging rates locally and
contribute to the increased stability observed in PVD glasses. In this chapter, we present
some interesting observations of ultrathin (h < 50 nm) stable glasses prepared by PVD and
hope to provide some insights in understanding the exact stable glass forming mechanism
by physical vapor deposition.
7.2. Experimental Details
Preparation of ultrathin physical vapor deposited TPD films
All films studied in this Chapter were prepared using physical vapor deposition (PVD) in
a custom built high-vacuum (HV) chamber. Silicon (one side polished, 100 plates from
Virginia Semiconductor) with 1∼2 nm native oxide layer was used as the substrates for all
films. A deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s was used for all films. An in-situ quartz crystal micro-
balance (QCM) was used to monitor film thickness during deposition. After deposition
the substrate temperature was brought back to room temperature before the sample was
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removed from the chamber. The time it took from removing the sample out of the chamber
to the first AFM measurement was around 15 minutes.
Isothermal dewetting and ellipsometry measurements
Isothermal dewetting measurements were performed using atomic force microscopy (AFM,
Agilent 5420) equipped with a custom built temperature stage. The details of the setup
can be found in Chapter 5. Ultrathin TPD films with thickness ranging from 5 nm to 14
nm were deposited at substrate temperatures ranging from 0.8 Tg to Tg with a constant
deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s. The morphology evolution of these ultrathin films were
monitored in situ with AFM. Imaging analysis softwares Gwyddion and ImageJ were used
to evaluate the dewetted area from topography images. Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used
for thickness and stability measurements. Details of temperature protocol for stable glass
transformation and model used to fit raw ellipsometry data were described in Chapter 5.
7.3. Results and Discussion
7.3.1. Effect of deposition temperature on the morphology of as-deposited ultrathin TPD
films
In Chapter 5, we have demonstrated that the as-deposited PVD thin films exhibit interesting
initial morphologies that are highly dependent on film thickness when deposited at bulk
Tg and the roughness of the as-deposited morphology increase with a decrease of film
thickness[161]. The rough morphologies in ultrathin PVD films indicate enhanced mobilities
in these films during deposition. Here we further test the effect of deposition temperature on
the as-deposited morphology of ultrathin PVD films. In Figure 7.1, we show the as-deposited
morphology of 12 nm TPD films deposited at five different temperatures relative to bulk
Tg, ranging from 0.8 Tg to Tg. The morphology becomes rougher when the deposition
temperature is increased, suggesting increased mobility during deposition. The root-mean-
square roughnesses (RMS) of 8 nm and 12 nm TPD films prepared by PVD were evaluated
from AFM images and plotted versus deposition temperature in Figure 7.2. Consistent
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Figure 7.1: The as-deposited morphology of 12 nm TPD films deposited at five different
temperatures relative to bulk Tg, deposition rates are 0.02 nm/s.
with Figure 7.1, the roughness decreases rapidly with a decrease in deposition temperature.
These observation can be explained as the decreased molecular mobility with decreasing
substrate temperature during deposition.
7.3.2. Isothermal dewetting measurements on ultrathin PVD films
When held at a constant temperature even well below bulk Tg, the film morphology will
continue to evolve with time. For ultrathin films that are below 14 nm, there are significant
further morphology evolution when held isothermally at temperature well below bulk Tg.
Similar to the isothermal dewetting measurements described in Chapter 5, AFM was used
to track the isothermal dewetting of these ultrathin films deposited at various substrate
temperatures. Figure 7.3 shows representative examples of 8 nm TPD films deposited at
0.8Tg isothermal dewetting data at five different temperatures, where the dewetting data
analysis procedure is the same as previously described in Chapter 5. Similar isothermal
dewetting measurements and analysis were performed on films with thicknesses between
5 nm- 14 nm deposited at substrate temperature ranging from 0.8Tg to Tg at isothermal
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Figure 7.2: RMS of 8 nm and 12 nm TPD films deposited on silicon substrates at different
deposition temperatures with a deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s, each data point was averaged
from at least 3 samples.
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Figure 7.3: Example of isothermal dewetting measurements of 8 nm TPD films deposited
at 0.8Tg. (a) The dewetted area versus time for 8 nm films at different isothermal holding
temperatures. (b) Dewetted area at different temperatures collapse onto an universal single
exponential curve after scaling time with characteristic dewetting time. The black dashed
line is y = 1− exp(−t/τ).
holding temperatures ranging from 303 K to 321 K. The measured apparent activation
barrier for each film thickness studied is plotted versus deposition temperature in terms of
bulk Tg as shown in Figure 7.4.
There are a few interesting features observed in Figure 7.4. For all ultrathin films investi-
gated, with a decrease in deposition temperature down to 0.85Tg, the apparent activation
energies for dewetting increase, indicating that it takes more energy for the film to dewet
when deposited at temperatures below Tg. For 12 nm and 14 nm films, an apparent turnover
of the activation energy trend is observed at 0.8Tg deposition temperature, which is similar
to what has been observed in the non-monotonic stability trend in bulk films with maximum
stability happening around the deposition temperature of 0.85Tg. From these observations,
we can at least conclude that the ultrathin films deposited at different substrate tempera-
tures are different in overall dynamics, with slightly slower dynamics when deposited below
bulk Tg. This stability difference observed in isothermal dewetting experiments can be of
great importance in understanding the formation mechanism of ultrastable glasses as the
films studied here are ultrathin and only about 10-15 mono-layers thick, they already show
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Figure 7.4: Apparent activation barrier evaluated from isothermal dewetting measurements
for ultrathin TPD films deposited at different temperatures.
a deposition temperature dependence in stabilities. More importantly, we find that at such
ultrathin film regime, the stabilities show a thickness dependence that are not observed in
thick stable glass films. For example, the 8 nm stable glasses show a monotonic trend in
activation barrier increase with deposition temperature decrease while 14 nm PVD films
start to show a non-monotonic trend, it is possible that the overall mobility in 8 nm films
are greater than 14 nm films and thus the non-monotonic trend shifts to much lower de-
position temperatures. The activation barrier differences observed here in ultrathin PVD
films at deposition temperatures that makes ultrastable thick PVD glasses are promising
approaches in understanding the early stage stability buildup and forming mechanism of
ultrastable glasses from PVD.
However, the preliminary results presented here still have multiple sources of potential
errors: (1) The thermal histories of taking these as-deposited ultrathin PVD films out of
vacuum chamber may matter and they are not considered in the preliminary measurements,
potential aging or rejuvenation may be possible due to their enhanced relaxation dynamics;
In the future, in situ measurements are needed to exclude such effects. (2) At some of
the higher isothermal holding temperatures, the stability in some of the ultrathin films
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Figure 7.5: (a) Normalized thickness versus temperature upon heating and cooling of various
thickness TPD films deposited at 0.85Tg with a deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s. (b) Normalized
thickness versus temperature upon heating and cooling of various thickness TPD films
deposited at 0.9Tg with a deposition rate of 0.02 nm/s.
may also be erased/transformed due to their low film Tgs. Thus the isothermal dewetting
measurements may not be the best approach in ultrathin PVD film stability determination.
In order to have more accurate understanding of these ultrathin film stabilities more careful
future measurements are needed.
7.3.3. Stability and density increase in ultrathin PVD films
For ultrathin TPD films vapor deposited on silicon substrates with thicknesses ranging from
20 nm to 50 nm, we also observed interesting thickness dependent density increase in these
ultrathin stable glasses. We note that in reported studies on thick stable glasses (h > 100
nm), no thickness-dependent stability is observed. For ultrathin films that are below 50 nm,
they are in the nanoconfined thickness regime, where the overall dynamics are enhanced and
glass transition temperatures are reduced compared to bulk values. It is interesting that
when the thickness of PVD films is decreased to such nano-confinement thickness range, the
vapor deposited glasses on silicon substrates start to show a thickness dependent stability.
Figure 7.5 shows an example of various thickness ultrathin TPD glasses prepared by PVD
at substrate temperatures of 0.85Tg and 0.9Tg. The normalized thickness measured from
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Figure 7.6: (a) Fictive temperature versus film thickness at deposition temperatures of
0.85Tg and 0.9Tg. (b) Normalized fictive temperature versus normalized deposition tem-
perature relative to bulk Tg for ultrathin glasses (colored symbols) and thick glasses (black
symbols). The black dashed line is the equilibrium line where fictive temperature equals
deposition temperature.
ellipsometry is plotted versus temperature upon heating and cooling ramps on these PVD
glasses. In Figure 7.5(a), the preliminary date shows that when deposited at a substrate
temperature of 0.85Tg films with thickness below 50 nm have greatly increased density
when compared to thick 200 nm film. The density increases in ultrathin films below 50 nm
can reach 2.8% while the density increase in bulk 200 nm is about 1.4%. The good overlap
of the transformed supercooled liquids validates the ellipsometry fit to the ultrathin PVD
glasses. Similar observations have been reported in Ref.[78], a 4 nm PVD ultrathin toluene
glass exhibited a much higher thermodynamic stability with lower fictive temperature and
a lower kinetic stability with lower onset temperature than the bulk PVD toluene glass at
deposition temperature of 0.8Tg. The huge increase in the density of as-deposited ultrathin
glasses is surprising and may suggest that the there is accelerated aging rates[128] in these
ultrathin PVD glasses that result in such high density in as-deposited PVD films. In Figure
7.5(b), however, when we increase the deposition temperature from 0.85Tg to 0.9Tg the
trend reverses, ultrathin PVD glasses have less density increase than the bulk PVD glasses.
The trend reverse may be related to the reduced glass transition temperatures of ultrathin
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glasses that make 0.9Tg,bulk not the optimal deposition temperature for achieving high
stabilities. The exact reason of such trend reverse still needs further investigation.
To present the thickness dependent stability in a clearer way, the fictive temperature (Tf) of
each PVD glass is evaluated as the intercept of supercooled liquid line and the as-deposited
glassy line and is plotted as a function of film thickness for two deposition temperatures
as shown in Figure 7.6(a). For glasses deposited at 0.85Tg, fictive temperature decreases
with film thickness decrease, indicating more efficient aging in ultrathin PVD glasses at
this temperature. When deposited at 0.9Tg, the fictive temperature increases with film
thickness decrease, suggesting less amount of aging in ultrathin glasses. In Figure 7.6(b), the
fictive temperature is scaled with bulk Tg and plotted versus scaled deposition temperature.
The back symbols are bulk PVD glasses and the black dashed line is the equilibrium line
where the fictive temperature equals the deposition temperature. Consistent with various
previous studies, at deposition temperatures close to bulk Tg, the bulk PVD glass follows
the equilibrium line indicating sufficient aging towards equilibrium during the deposition at
high temperatures. When the deposition temperature is decreased below 0.9Tg, the bulk
PVD glasses start to deviate from the equilibrium line suggesting that at lower deposition
temperatures the slow kinetics prevent the system from efficient aging towards equilibrium.
However, we observed surprising results on ultrathin PVD glasses shown as colored symbols
in the plot. Blue data points are ultrathin glasses deposited at 0.85Tg, surprisingly we find
that when the film thickness is decreased from 57 nm to 20 nm, they gradually bypass the
equilibrium line. Red data points are ultrathin glasses deposited at 0.9Tg, when the film
thickness is decreased, the ultrathin glasses move further away from the equilibrium line.
And here we note that even if we scale the fictive temperature relative to the thin film Tgs,
the observation of bypassing equilibrium line is still obvious except some slight shift of the
data points. The observations that the ultrathin PVD glasses go beyond the equilibrium
line is really surprising and worth more careful studies.
The preliminary data presented here motivates future studies on questions of: (1) What
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is the cause of enhanced density increase in ultrathin PVD glasses at low deposition tem-
perature? Does this relate to the accelerated aging rates in ultrathin glasses? And how
does it relate to the stable glass formation? (2) What is the nature of the bypassing of
equilibrium line in ultrathin PVD glasses? Do ultrathin glasses share the same equilibrium
line as bulk glasses or is there a new phase towards which the ultrathin glasses age? (3)
What is the relation between the ultrathin PVD glass stability deviation from bulk PVD
glass and the reduced ultrathin film Tg? (4) Do the substrate also play an important role
in the observations above? As the molecule we studied here TPD has a repulsive interac-
tion with silicon substrate, is it possible that the silicon substrates somehow also accelerate
the aging rates in ultrathin glasses? (5) What about the accuracy of the determination of
the as-deposited ultrathin PVD glassy line using ellipsometry? Is there any artifact in the
thickness modeling due to rich morphological features in ultrathin films?
In order to elucidate some of the above questions, a few experiments can be done: (a)
A much more detailed thickness and deposition dependence study needs to be performed
to elucidate the thickness range where the stability deviation happens and the deposition
temperature’s effect on ultrathin PVD glass stability. (b) Use other types of substrates and
test the effect of substrate interface on the stability of ultrathin PVD glasses. (c) Perform
studies on other organic molecules and test if this is a general case. (d) Perform aging
studies on ultrathin glasses at temperatures similar to deposition temperatures and try to
correlate physical aging rate with stability generated from PVD. Hopefully such studies can
shed light on the forming mechanism of stable PVD glasses from the aspect of ultrathin
glasses.
7.3.4. Surface spinodal instability in ultrathin PVD films
In addition to the thickness dependent density increase in ultrathin TPD stable glasses, we
also observed surprising surface spinodal instability in the morphology evolution of ultrathin
TPD stable glasses (8 nm - 20 nm) that initially fully covered the silicon substrates and then
undergo intriguing surface morphological evolutions. We observed three distinct regimes
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of the surface evolution. (1) The ultrathin TPD films prepared at temperatures below
bulk Tg have initially rough morphologies resulting from the deposition process, the initial
deposition resulted roughness will be smoothened out with time mostly due to fast surface
diffusion. (2) After the smoothening of the initial roughness, we observe a spontaneous
uniform spinodal roughening of the surface. (3) After some period of surface undulation
growth, depending on the temperature and the total film thickness, the film either grows
holes and dewets or the roughness decays in a very slow rate, possibly due to a competition
between ultrathin film instability and surface diffusion, or there exist some form of aging
in the underneath layers that prevent further dewetting. In the following, we are going to
present the temporal morphology evolution of a 8 nm TPD film deposited at 0.8Tg held at
303 K as a representative example of the observed surface spinodal instability phenomena.
Figure 7.10 (c) shows the roughness change of this sample isothermally held at 303 K up
to 500 min, time zero was defined as the end of deposition. There is an obvious roughness
drop at the beginning of the isothermal hold, the surface smoothening regime is colored in
green. Figure 7.7 shows the AFM topography images of the initial flattening process of the
as-deposited film, insets show the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the topography. The left
image taken at 49 min after the deposition still shows some roughness from the deposition
process and the FFT shows a ring-like pattern indicative of a characteristic wavelength
existing in the morphology. The initial rough morphology is mostly coming from the first
few layer dewetting mediated rough template for later depositions. And the smoothening
of the as-deposited morphology is driven by curvature gradients from the roughness and
the flow towards flattening is mostly mediated by fast surface diffusion. As at 82 min, the
surface is mostly flat, with a root mean square (RMS) roughness less than 0.5 nm. And the
FFT image no longer shows a ring-like pattern.
The most striking and surprising morphological evolution feature is the spontaneous rough-
ening that follows the initial surface smoothening described above, as indicated by the rapid
increase of roughness in Figure 7.10(c) colored in blue. Figure 7.8 shows three of the rep-
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Figure 7.7: AFM topography images of a 8 nm TPD film deposited at 0.8Tg with a depo-
sition rate of 0.02 nm/s, this film was held at 303 K. Insets show fast Fourier transform
(FFT) pattern of each image.
resentative AFM images of the roughening process, where rough features start to emerge
spinodal patterns and the height fluctuations grow with time. The roughness increase in
this regime can be fit to an exponential growth with a slowing down of roughness that
deviate from the exponential growth at around td = 230 min, the exponential fit is shown
as blue dashed line in Figure 7.10(c). After an exponential growth in the amplitude surface
undulations, the increase slows down as indicated in the yellow regime. The corresponding
AFM images in Figure 7.9 shows a less pronounced amplitude growth in the surface undula-
tions but a more apparent lateral growth of the surface waves. The insets shows the FFT of
the corresponding topography images, the ring-like pattern becomes more prominent with
the size decreasing, indicative of a growing lateral length scale of the surface undulations.
Here we use the Linearized capillary wave instability model[150] to describe the morphology
evolution we observed in ultrathin stable glasses. This model describes the evolution of the
capillary instability induced by thermal fluctuations in ultrathin films. Equation 7.1 shows
the growth of surface undulation Z(x, t) at time t and the early stage exponential growth
of fluctuation amplitude of δh, where in this equation h is the film thickness, q is the wave
vector and R is the growth rate. At early stage, the amplitude of the surface fluctuation
will increase exponentially with a time independent characteristic wave vector qM in the
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Figure 7.8: AFM topography images of 8 nm TPD film deposited at 0.8Tg with deposition
rate of 0.02 nm/s, this film was held at 303 K.
morphology, the relation between qM and fluctuation growth rate RM at this stage is shown
in Equation 7.2. Where γ is the surface tension and η is the viscosity.
Z(x, t) = h+ δh exp(iqx), δh = δh0 exp(Rt) (7.1)
qM =
√
3/2(a/h2) = qc/
√
2, RM = 3γa
4/4ηh5 (7.2)
Fast Fourier Transform was applied on each AFM image and the radial averaging distri-
bution of the FFT image was evaluated. The relative intensity was plotted versus wave
vector for each time point imaged in Figure 7.10 (b). A characteristic wave vector qM can
be evaluated as the peak position at each time point. The characteristic wave vector shifts
towards lower values with isothermal hold time, indicating an increase in the length scale of
surface instability patterns. log qM is plotted versus log t as shown in Figure 7.10 (d), there
are two distinct process. The blue regime corresponds to the early stage of the spinodal
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Figure 7.9: AFM topography images of 8 nm TPD film deposited at 0.8Tg with deposition
rate of 0.02 nm/s, this film was held at 303 K.
instability show nearly time independent qM with a power law of 0.06, in this regime the
dominating mode is the growth of the amplitude of the surface waves with nearly constant
characteristic wave vector. In the late stage of the surface instability observed, the dominat-
ing mode is the lateral decay of the surface waves or the increase in the characteristic wave
vector qM . As indicated by the yellow regime in Figure 7.10 (d), qM decays as a function
of time with a power law of 0.38, consistent with late stage spinodal decay with a power
law of 1/3[150]. The transition time td from early stage amplitude growth to the late stage
wave decay is also consistent with the deviation time of the height fluctuation exponential
growth independently evaluated from the roughness change in Figure 7.10 (c), suggesting
the validity of the linearized capillary wave instability model.
In order to further test the linearized capillary wave instability model, we compare the 8
nm film morphological instability shown above with another film thickness 12 nm deposited
at 0.8Tg and isothermally held at the same temperature 303 K. Figure 7.11 shows the
temporal evolution of the RMS roughness and the characteristic wave vector in the film,
the evolution is qualitatively consistent with what we have observed in the 8 nm film with
an early stage amplitude growth and a late stage wave decay. According to Equation 7.2,
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Figure 7.10: (a) The three regimes observed in a 8 nm deposited at 0.8Tg. (b) The tem-
poral evolution of relative intensity versus wave vector evaluated from the FFT of AFM
topography for each time point imaged, green arrow shows the direction of change with
isothermal holding time. (c) The RMS roughness of the morphology versus isothermal hold
time, each regime colored coded represents each morphological evolution stage as described
in (a). The blue dashed line is an exponential fit to the growth of surface roughness or
surface undulation. (d) The log-log plot of characteristic wave vector qM versus time repre-
senting the early stage and late stage of the surface spinodal evolution, color codes of each
regime consistent with (a) and (c).
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in the early stage the time independent characteristic wave vector qM is only dependent on
the film thickness, and one would expect qM (h1)/qM (h2) = h2
2/h1
2. From Figure 7.10 and
Figure 7.11, we can estimate qM (h1)/qM (h2) = 1.32. From AFM data volume analysis, the
h2
2/h1
2 = 1.83, roughly matches the ratio of qM , suggesting that the linearized capillary
wave instability model fits the surface spinodal instability we observed in these ultrathin
stable glass films. We have also investigated several other films and observed similar surface
spinodal instabilities. However, at late stages of the surface instabilities, the films either
grow holes and dewet or the surface roughness induced from the surface spinodal instability
very slowly recovers back to smooth, as already evidenced in Figure 7.11 at around 1000
min of isothermal holding time. The early stage spinodal instability can be explained
by the ultrathin nature of the film thickness and the long range interaction of air and
substrate tends to dewet the ultrathin film and cause the surface instability. However,
the very last stage of the smoothening of the instability induced from early stage is not
very well understood, in the situation that we observed here, we also need to consider the
possible existence of an underlying very stable or very aged layer from vapor deposition
that is preventing the hole nucleations and thus prevents dewetting. It’s also worth noting
that the maximum surface undulation amplitude of all the ultrathin films investigated falls
between 2-3 nm. We hypothesize the possibility that the very surface mobile layer somehow
decouples from the underneath stable layer and the surface spinodal instability we measured
is driven by the long range interaction of air/substrate and mediated by the very first few
layers near the free surface, this may explain why the amplitude of the surface instability
growth can only reach as deep as 3 nm. However, the exact mechanism of these surprising
morphological evolution worth more careful further measurements and modeling.
If we only focus on the early stage of the surface spinodal instability, according to Equation
7.2, the viscosity that is mediating the surface instability can be expressed in terms of
early stage characteristic wave vector qM and exponential growth rate of the amplitude
RM as η = γqM
4h3/3RM . We can calculate the viscosity that is mediating the early stage
instability in all the films that we have investigated and the results are shown in Figure
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Figure 7.11: The surface spinodal instability in a 12 nm TPD film deposited at 0.8Tg
isothermally held at 303 K. Top: The temporal evolution of RMS roughness. Bottom: The
log-log plot of characteristic wave vector qM versus time.
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7.12. It’s interesting to notice that at 303 K the viscosities calculated on different films are
very similar and are greatly enhanced than the bulk value. There can be two explanations
for this result: (1) The viscosity that is calculated from the surface spinodal instability
is the effective viscosity of the entire film, while the thickness range studied here only
ranges from 8 nm - 14 nm, it is possible that the effective viscosity of these films does
not vary much[161]. (2) The viscosity calculated here corresponds to the viscosity of the
very first few layers that show surface spinodal instability which is the first 2 - 3 nm top
layers, or the viscosity calculated here can be referred as surface viscosity. In this sense,
the invariance of the surface viscosity on different film thickness is reasonable. From our
current preliminary data, it’s not clear which one is more accurate, but the fact that the
surface instability does not exceed 3 nm and the extent of the enhancement of the viscosity
in Figure 7.12 compared to bulk matches the extent of the surface diffusion enhancement
are important factors to consider. It will be very useful to have a more systematic study of
the temperature dependence, thickness dependence, as well as the deposition temperature
dependence of the surface spinodal instability phenomenon in these ultrathin stable glasses.
It is also necessary to measure the ultrathin stable glasses of other organic molecules to test
the generality of such phenomenon. In the case of TPD molecule here, if we hold the film
at a slightly higher temperature of 308 K, the surface evolution will be too fast to capture
as shown in the example of Figure 7.13, one would observe the three regimes in one single
AFM image while it typically takes 15 min to obtain one AFM image. In order to avoid
such imaging challenge, a higher Tg molecule can be used.
7.4. Summary and Future Directions
To summarize, in this chapter I have presented some interesting preliminary observations
in ultrathin PVD glasses and they are consistent in some ways. For ultrathin PVD glasses
with thickness range of 5 nm - 14 nm, isothermal dewetting measurements were performed
and the apparent activation energies for dewetting are found to be dependent on the depo-
sition temperatures, suggesting the possibility of stable portion formed in these ultrathin
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Figure 7.12: The viscosity calculated using linearized capillary wave model on different films
(colored symbols) plotted together with bulk viscosity (grey symbols) measured from bulk
rheology and shifted bulk CR-Tg data versus inverse temperature.
Figure 7.13: The surface evolution of a 8 nm TPD film deposited at 0.8Tg held isothermally
at 308 K, the red dashed lines mark the changes in the morphology in one AFM image,
from as-deposited rough to smooth to surface spinodal rough again.
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glasses during PVD. Ellipsometry thickness measurements were performed on ultrathin
PVD glasses with thickness range of 20 nm - 60 nm, where for two deposition tempera-
tures studied, the stabilities of these ultrathin PVD glasses were found to be dependent
on the film thickness and such thickness dependence is absent in thick PVD glasses. More
strikingly, the ultrathin PVD glasses deposited at low temperatures bypass the equilibrium
line and show extremely high thermodynamic stabilities. Lastly, interesting morphological
evolutions were observed in ultrathin stable glasses with thickness range of 8 nm - 20 nm.
The complex surface instabilities observed in these ultrathin PVD glasses can be qualita-
tively described with linearized capillary wave instability model and the viscosity that is
mediating the surface instability can be calculated and is found to be greatly enhanced than
bulk viscosity. Three different types of measurements all suggest that ultrathin PVD glasses
have very rich features that may guide the understanding of the formation mechanism for
stable PVD glasses. Future studies can focus on these ultrathin thickness regime in order
to understand the origin of stable glasses by PVD and possibly suggest ways to make stable
glasses with another approach in addition to PVD.
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CHAPTER 8 : Summary and Outlook
Here we give a short summary of this thesis as well as some future directions in related
research area. The theme of this thesis is to investigate the enhanced dynamics on the
surfaces of small molecule organic glasses and the propagation of the free surface induced
enhancement in dynamics, and we are interested in the relation between the free surface
enhancement and the stable glass formation by physical vapor deposition. In Chapter 2,
we first developed a novel technique that use tobacco mosaic virus as a probe to directly
measure surface diffusion on liquid-quenched molecular glasses. The surface diffusion on
liquid-quenched glasses is orders of magnitude enhanced than bulk diffusion with a weaker
temperature dependence. In Chapter 3, we investigated the surface diffusion on stable
PVD glasses and physically aged glasses with bulk dynamics suppressed by as large as
13-20 orders of magnitude than liquid-quenched glasses, the results show that the surface
diffusion remains fast and invariant on these stable and aged glasses despite the slowing
down of the overall dynamics. In Chapter 4, we further investigated the surface diffusion
on ultrathin molecular glasses with overall enhanced dynamics that are more similar to
the surface enhancement to understand the origin of the invariance of surface diffusion
observed on suppressed dynamics. Again, the surface diffusion is found to be independent
of ultrathin film thickness where the overall dynamics have been enhanced by 6-14 orders
of magnitude. The results from Chapter 2-4 suggest that the surface diffusion on molecular
glasses is decoupled from bulk relaxation dynamics and only reflect the lateral diffusion
at the free surface. The invariance surface diffusion on glasses of varying bulk dynamics
cannot fully explain the formation of stable glasses with varying bulk stabilities by PVD.
In the future work, it’s interesting to test the relationship between surface diffusion and
surface relaxation times, novel techniques need to be developed to probe the latter. As
surface diffusion probed using TMV technique mostly comes from the lateral in-plane surface
molecular motions, it’s important to also develop ways to probe the out-of-plane surface
molecular motions and compare the two. In addition, since the surface diffusion is only
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dependent on the nature of the molecule investigated, it would be necessary to establish
the detailed relationship between surface diffusion and molecule properties, such as size and
intermolecular interactions, thus a systematic design of small organic molecules and study
of surface diffusion are needed to elucidate the detailed relationships.
In Chapter 5, we combined isothermal dewetting measurements and cooling-rate dependent
glass transition temperature measurements to investigate the propagation depth of the
surface enhancement effect. As the film thickness is decreased in molecular glasses, the
overall film relaxation time or the effective film viscosity decreases, with weaker temperature
dependence or a smaller apparent activation barrier for rearrangement. The result also
showed a sharp transition in the activation barrier when the film thickness is decreased
below 30 nm, indicating long-range correlated dynamics in ultrathin molecular glasses. In
Chapter 6, we also investigate the effect of the substrate interface on the propagation depth
of free surface enhancement. We find that by changing the film/substrate interaction from
repulsive nature to neutral nature, we still observed a sharp transition in the thickness
dependent activation barrier with the transition length-scale happening around 30 nm.
The increase in the film/substrate interaction didn’t change the propagation depth of the
surface effect, however it increased the lower limit of the activation barrier of ultrathin films
in the transition. Results on polymer glasses in our lab also observed a transition happening
near 30 nm for several systems, with slightly smoother transitions in polymeric systems.
It’s important to question and investigate the origin of this long-range correlation in the
dynamics in thin glassy film systems. And studies to connect the experimental observation
and glass theories or simulations are also necessary in elucidating the long-range correlated
dynamics. In future studies, we can systematically decrease the molecular weight of the
polymers and test the transition shapes to see if the transition is in any way related to
the size or the intermolecular nature of the system studied. Also, inorganic or metallic
glasses can also be investigated to test the generality of the transition and the nature of the
length-scale of the transition.
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In Chapter 7, we presented some of the interesting preliminary results observed in ultrathin
stable PVD glasses with thicknesses below 50 nm. We observed thickness dependent stabil-
ity in these ultrathin PVD glasses and the behavior is highly dependent on the deposition
temperatures. We also observed interesting spontaneous morphological evolutions in these
ultrathin stable glasses that can provide a potential way of characterizing near surface vis-
cosity. It’s interesting to observed many rich behaviors in ultrathin stable glasses, which
may provide important evidence and new directions of understanding the complete forma-
tion mechanism of stable glasses. If the intermediate layer right underneath the free surface
layer plays an important role in stable glass formation, then the rich behaviors observed
in these ultrathin stable glasses are important steps in understanding the problem. In fu-
ture studies, repeating measurements need to be done to confirm the preliminary results
observed in Chapter 7, and more systematic studies can be performed including change
of molecules, dependence of ultrathin films stabilities on deposition temperature and rate.
More studies have to be done to understand the surface evolution in ultrathin stable glasses.
Eventually, it’s important to gain insights from the principle and the mechanism of physical
vapor deposition and find another route to prepare stable glasses.
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